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ABSTRACT

The present on-going study is concerned with experimental and theoreti-

cal research on 2-D axisymmetric geometries under low speed, nonreacting,

turbulent, swirling flow conditions. The flow enters the test section and

proceeds into a larger chamber [the expansion ratio 0/d = 2] via a sudden

or gradual expansion. Objectives include recirculation zone characteriza-

tion, turbulence simulation in swirling recirculating flow, gradual expan-

sion flowfields, and further complexities and parameter influences.

The present document details progress made during the second half of

the first year of the study. During this time period, six flowfield con-

figurations have been investigated with sidewall angles a = 90 and 45 deg.

and swirl vane angles ^ = 0, 45 and 70 deg. Photography of neutrally-

buoyant helium-filled soap bubbles, tufts, and injected smoke helps to

characterize the time -mean streamlines, recirculation zones and regions of

highly turbulent flow. Five-hole pitot probe pressure measurements allow

the determination of time -mean velocities u, v and w. An advanced computer

code equipped with standard two-equation k-c turbulence model is used to

predict corresponding flow situations and to compare results with the experi-

mental data.
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1.	 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Problem	 i

Both experimental and theoretical studies assist in the design and

development of gas turbine combustion chambers. / Up to now designers rely

heavily on experimental evidence to produce empirical formulae. However,

traditional design methods are now being supplemented by analytical methods

(numerical solution of the appropriate governing partial differential equa-

tions). Computer modeling of combustion processes is now an established

fact, but improvements and new developments (both experimental and theoreti-

cal) can and should be made, theoretical modeling being aided by carefully

chosen experiments.

The accuracy of currently available prediction codes for swirling re-

circulating confined flows is in doubt because of questionable turbulence

models and lack of an experimental data base. A prerequisite to the pre-

diction of more complex turbulent reacting flows is the development of

suitable turbulence models and computer programs for flow prediction under

nonreacting conditions, with which the present study is concerned.2 -5

Progress needs to be made on computational methods. Typically, a com-

puter code of the TEACH-T type is appropriately modified to include swirl

and geometric variations and the two-equation k-e turbulence model simulates

the mixing characteristics. One problem is that a turbulence model whose

basis and parameters are adequate for simple flow situations is not adequate

for the more complicated swirling recirculating flow situation. There is a

need to develop logical extensions of currently available turbulence models

to swirling recirculating flows, in the form of modifying their parameters,

inclusion of nonisotropic effects, and/or more complex modifications.
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1.2 Objectives

The present research encompasses steady turbulent flow in 2-0 axisym-

metric geometries, under low speed and nonreacting conditions. The parti-

cular problem being addressed is concerned with turbulent flow of a given

turbulence distribution in a round pipe entering an expansion into another

round pipe, as illustrated in Fig. 1 of Appendix A. The in-coming flow

may possess a swirl component of velocity via passage through swirl vanes

at an angle ^, and the sidewall may slope at an angle a, to the main flow

direction. The resulting main flowfield domain may possess a central

toroidal recirculation zone CTRZ in the middle of the region on the axis,

in addition to the possibility of a corner recirculation zone CRZ near the

upper corner provoked by the rather sudden enlargement of the cross-sectional

area. Of vital concern is the characterization of flows of this type in

terms of the effects of side-wall angle a, degree of swirl 0, turbulence

intensity kin of the inlet stream and expansion ratio D/d on the resulting

flowfield in terms of its time-mean and turbulence quantities. The general

goal of the on-going research is to perform experiments and complementary

computations with the idea of doing the necessary type of research that will

yield improved calculation capability. This involves performing experiments

where time-mean and turbulence quantities are measured, and taking input

conditions and running an existing prediction code for a variety of test cases

so as to compare predictions against experiment. Hence the validity of tur-

bulence model modification can be assessed. In fact they will also be

deduced directly from the measured stresses and velocity gradients. The

C
w

goals of the on-going research include:

1. Measurements of mean flow patterns and corner and central

toroidal recirculation zones.
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2. Flowfield mapping of time-mean velocity, normal and shear Reynolds

stresses, and hence turbulent viscosities in each (i,j)-direction.

3. Development of a computer program based on the Imperial College

TEACH-T program for two-dimensional axisymmetric, swirling, con-

fined jet flows with recirculation regions.

4. Advances in turbulence models for general swirling recirculating

flows, including nonisotropic simulation.

In the experimental portion of the research, a logical sequence of

experiments is proposed to establish the effects on the resulting flowfield

of:

1. Swirl strength

2. Expansion angle

3. Downstream blockage

4. Expansion ratio

5. Upstream turbulence level.

Complementary computations will be performed corresponding to all the boundary

conditions of the experiments so as to provide a thorough evaluation of state-

of-the-art predictive capability with advanced turbulence models.

Of course, advances attained on the proposed research may be readily

and usefully assimilated later into the more complex flowfield simulation

schemes. A more complete survey of the present research program, and its

significance, is given in the original proposal, see Ref. 6.
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r	 1.3 Previous Work

The present, research project started under NASA Sponsorship on July

1980 via NASA Grant NAG 3-74 [see Ref. 6]. A discussion of accomplishments

during the first six months [,;uiy 1, 1980 to Dec. 31, 1980] was given in

^.	 the First Semi-Annual Status Report.' There, emphasis was on Task 1 [Basics]

and Task 2 [Time-Mean Flow Characterization] of the original schedule of the

Proposal.' Discussion was included on:

1. Test Facility - the design and construction of three expansion

blocks [a = 90, 70 and 45 deg.] and of the confined jet facility

shown schematically in Fig. 4 of Appendix A. including the design

and construction of a variable angle swirler.

2. Experimental Techniques - the :,et up of flow visualization cap-

ability with neutrally-buoyant helium-filled soap bubbles, smoke

tracers and tufts, including slit lighting and photographic

techniques.

3. Computational Code Development - the formulation of an advanced

version' of the Imperial College TEACH-T computer program,' in-

eluding swirl fl:.w and a stairstep approximation to the sloping

side wall.

4. Flowfield Characterization - with emphasis on the flow character

and predictive capability, as evidenced by streamline patterns

and recirculation zones from the bubble photography technique.

Results presented at that time [Dec. 30, 1980] were of a preliminary nature

and were incorported in a draft paper. The final form of that paper 2 is
	 t

included herein as Appendix A. Complete details about the experimental

facility and techniques may be found in Section 4 of Appendix 3, which con-

sists of a recently-completed PhD Thesis. s In summary form, some of the

details also appear in-a recent AIAA paper,' included herein as Appendix C.
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1.4 The Present Contribution

The present report is concerned with results and publications ensuing

during the second half of the first year of the project [Jan. 1, 1981 to

July 31, 1981]. Recent progress is discussed in Section 2 where more

realistic flowfield details, from the extensive flow visualization and five-

hole pitot probe surveys, are presented. Predictions from the computer code

are included and compared with the data when appropriate. The Closure

[Section 3] summarizes the achievements, clarifies the status of current

activity and includes a list of publications. Copies of four recent pub-

lications2 " are appended, while the user's guide to the finally-developed

computer code° is still being processed by NASA.

5



2. RECENT PROGRESS

The original proposal calls for progress on Task 3 [Turbulent Fluctua-

tion Characterization] and Task 4 [Time-Mean Flow Characterization for the

strongly swirling flow case with swirl vane angle i - 70 deg.]. Because of

some delay in implementation of the hot-wire techniques, discussion of that

progress is being reserved for the next Semi-Annual Report. The emphasis

now is on flow visualization, pitot probe time-mean velocity measurements

and flowfield predictions in six distinct flowfield configurations. These

have side-wall angles a - 90 and 45 deg. ,and swirl vane angles = 0, 45

and 70 deg. Copies of four recent publications 2-5 are supplied as Appendices

A through 0, to which reference and further details about developments may

be found. The discussion concentrates on the more thorough documentation of

Appendix D [a recently-completed PhD Thesis°], but it may be noted that more

brief details may be found in the research papers of Appendices A through C.

2.1 Flow Visualization

Section 4.3 of Appendix D describes the flow visualization techniques

used in the study. The discussion centers on:

1. Illumination anti Photography,

2. Neutrally-Buoyant Helium-Filled Soap Bubbles,

3. Smoke-Wire,

4. Tufts.

Recirculation zones are important to combustor designers because most

of the burning occurs in these regions and they exhibit the highest tempera-

tures. The size and location of these regions in the present isothermal	 l

flows are readily deduced from flow visualization photographs of tufts,

smoke, and bubbles responding to the experimental flowfield patterns. Re-

6



sulting dividing streamline sketches as well as selected photographs of the

visualization experiments are presented and discussed in Section 5 of

Appendix D. Main results include:

1. Artistic Impressions of Streamline Patterns

Photographs of each of the six flowfields resulting from m a 0,

,•^	 45, and 70 degrees with a - 90 and 45 degrees have been examined

in detail for each of the three flow visualization methods employed.

The characteristics of the overall flowfield are illustrated and

discussed via the resulting time-mean dividing streamline patterns.

These are sketched in Figs. 20 and 21 [of Section 5.1 of Appendix D]

from information obtained from the entire collection of flow

visualization photographs. Results from the smoke-wire experiment

are utilized near the inlet, whereas tuft and bubble data are used

in approximating the size and shape of the recirculation zones

downstream. Also, bubble flow patterns reveal the existence of a

precessing vortex core, which occurs downstream of the central

region, in the swirl flow cases investigated. This, discussed at

length by Syred and Beer, 10 is observed near the centerline extend-

ing from the end of the central region to the test section exit.

The axial location, where the vortex core begins fluctuates,

ranges approximately from x/D - 1.25 to 1.75. This vortex core is

essentially a three-dimensional time-dependent phenomenon, which

occurs as a swirling region of negligible axial velocity whose

center winds around the test section centerline.

2. Flow Visualization

Tuft visualization is very important in that it supplies an overall

view of local flow direction. Photographs at various shutter

speeds were obtained. Slower speeds show more of the temporal

7
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behavior, although the tufts are sometimes not distinctly visible

in portions of the flowfield. Some of the more noteworthy photo-

=	 graphs are presented here, encompassing a range of shutter speeds.

Velocities in recirculation zones are often somewhat lower than

in other portions of the flowfield, and thus under such conditions

there may be insufficient drag on a tuft to align it accurately

with the local flow direction. However, this is taken into con-

;	 sideration in interpreting the photographed results. Figures 22

j	 through 25 illustrate the effects which are described in Section

5.2.1 of Appendix D.

Local details in the nonswirling flowfields are clearly revealed

through the visualization of streaklines indicated from the

generation of illuminated smoke. In the swirling flow cases,

strong mixing diffuses the smoke so that streaklines are not

distinguishable. However, under such conditions recirculation

zone outlines are visible, especially in the region near the smoke-

generation wire. A selected photograph is exhibited and discussed

for each of the three abrupt expansion flowfields, see Section

5.2.2 of Appendix D, with Figs. 26 and 21.

Soap bubbles injected into the flow upstream of the test section

trace pathlines clearly when illuminated. In relatively lower

turbulence intensity portions of the flowfield mean flow directions

can be obtained by ensemble averaging local tangents to pathlines

traced out by soap bubbles. This helps define the flowfield

geometry in terms of the outline of recirculation regions. Figures

28 and 29 of Appendix D show the flow patterns which we described

in Section 5.2.3 of Appendix 0.

8.



3.	 Parametric Effects

Streamline plots allow recirculation zones to be characterize-A

parametrically. The parametric effects deduced from the experi-

mental study are illustrated in Fig. 33 of Appendix d, which

show the effects of a and 0 on the corner and central recircula-

tion zone lengths. Several observations should be noted. Firstly,

zone lengths are only slightly affected by a. Secondly, as side-

wall angle a decreases from 90 to 45 degrees, the zone lengths

typically decrease slightly and the inlet flow is encouraged to

impinge on the confining walls. Thirdly, the corner recirculation

length decreases upon increasing the swirl vane angle ^ from 0 to

45 degrees, a parameter change which also provokes the existence of

a central recirculation bubble and precessing vortex core. In-

creasing the vane angle to 70 degrees only slightly enlarges the

central zone and the vortex core. These observations are discussed

further in Section 5.4 of AppenM x D.

9
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2.2 Five-Hole Pitot Probe Measure w is

One of the simplest instruments capable of simultaneously sensing

both magnitude and direction of the local velocity vector is the five-

hole pitot probe. The particular probe employed in this study is

model OC-125-12-CD from United Sensor and Control Corp. It has a

3.2 mm diameter sensing tip and shaft containing five tubes. The

sensing head is hook-shaped to allow probe shaft rotation without

altering the probe tip location. The instrumentation system, in

addition to the five-hole pitot probe, consists of a manual traverse

mechanism, two five-way ball valves, a very sensitive pressure

transducer, a power supply, and an integrating voltmeter. The

differential pressure transducer is model 590D from Datametrics, Inc.

The output is read as the d.c. signal from a TSI model 1076 integrating

voltmeter. The relevant part of Appendix D is Section 4.4 (with

Figures 13 through 19) which includes information on:

1. Instrumentation,

2. Measurement Technique,

3. Data Reduction,

4. Calibration.
r

Section 6.1 of Appendix 0 presents and discusses the five-hole

pitot probe measurements that have been completed on both nonswirling and

swirling confined jet flows in the test facility. It is anticipated

that these measurements will provide the most accurate data on time-

mean velocities, and their spatial gradients. The results are being

used in evaluation of the predictive capability of the computer simula-

tion and in future evaluation and possible modification of the turbulence

model.

10



Figures 34, 35, and 36 of Appendix D show the axial and swirl

time-mean velocity profiles, for swirl vane angles ^ - 0, 45 and 70

deg. with a sudden expansion [side-wall angle a = 90 deg.]. Measure-

ments are obtained with the five-hole pitot probe in the manner just

discussed. Note that in these and subsequent figures, different

scales are used for the normalized axial and swirl velocities.

Radial velocities are consistently much smaller than the axial and

swirl components, and they need not be presented here. Figures

37, 38, and 39 of Appendix 0 exhibit velocities for the same

sequence of flowfields with side-wall angle a = 45 degrees. The

inlet profiles were not measured in this geometry because of the

presente of the expansion block interferes with probe positioning.

Effects of swirl vane angle 0 on velocities, similar to those

found for the sudden expansion cases, are found in the flowfield

sequence for this test section geometry. The major difference is

that the sloping wall encourages the inlet flow to accelerate

near the top wall. Also, it tents to shorten or obliterate the

corner recirculation region.

In the absence of pertinent measurements, previous predictions

of gas turbine combustor flowfields employed an approximation for

inlet velocity boundary conditions. It has generally been assumed

that v = 0 and that both u and w exhibit flat velocity profiles.

However, the present measurements indicate this is an unrealistic

estimate, with sharply peaked u and w profiles. The difference

results from the use of a swirler with ten flat blades with pitch/

chord ratio of unity, imperfect blade efficiency, the existence

i
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of a hub, and the fact that the downstream edge of the swirl vanes of the

test facility is actually located approximately 4 cm upstream of the

flow expansion corner, where x/D = 0. This swirler location allows

the central recirculation zone to begin upstream of x/D = 0, thereby

changing the velocity profiles there.

2.3 Flowfield Predictions

A primitive pressure-velocity variable finite difference computer

code has been developed to predict swirling recirculating inert turbu-

lent flows in axisycoetric combustors in general, and for application

to the present specific idealized combustion chamber with sudden or gradual

expansion. The technique involves a staggered grid system for axial and

radial velocities, a line relaxation procedure for efficient solution

of the equations, a two-equation k-e turbulence model, a stairstep

boundary representation of the expansion flow, and realistic accommodation

of swirl effects. The development is based on the 1974 Imperial College

TEACH-T computer code. 9 The finally developed computer program (written

in Fortran 4) is code-named STARPIC (mnemonic for swirling turbulent

axisymmetric recirculating flows in practical isothermal combustor

geometries). A complete report° has been amalgamated and delivered to

the NASA technical monitor, together with a copy of the card deck illustrating

a sample computation of air flow through a 45 deg. expansion (a = 45 deg.)

from an inlet pipe to a larger pipe (D/d - 2). The delivered code and

description provide computer runs through a range of seven inlet swirl

vane angles	 (	 arctan win/uin) equal to 0, 45, 55, 60, 65, 68 and

70 deg. The extensive document presents details of the computational

.

12
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solution procedure. It serves as a user's manual and deals with the

computational problem, showing how the mathematical basis and computational

scheme may be translated into a computer program. A flow chart, Fortran 4

listing, notes about various subroutines and a user's guide are supplied

as an aid to prospective users of the code. Only a brief description of

the technique need be included, see Section 3 of Appendix 0.

Application of this STARPIC computer code has been made during the

first yesr to the simulation of isothermal airflow in the axisymmetric

test facility with the following conditions: diameter expansion ratio

0/d is 2.0, inlet Reynolds number Re d = 1.26 x 10 5 , wall expansion angle

a = 90, 70, and 45 deg. and swirl vane angle i varies from 0 to 70 deg.

All results are obtained via a nonuniform grid system because of the

resulting enhancement of solution accuracy. The inlet profiles of axial

velocity u and swirl velocity w are idealized as "flat" (that is constant-

valued), Section 6.2 of Appendix 0 describes predicted u and w velocity

profiles for the six flowfield configurations, with the details in Figs.

40 through 45. Corresponding streamline predictions appear in Figs. 30

and 31, and deduced parametric effects on recirculation zone lengths in

Fig. 32 (see Appendix 0). The general trends are similar to the experimental

findings.

Note that, in these predictions, the inlet flow angle is taken to be

the swirl vane angle 0, whereas in reality the blades are not 100% efficient.

The experimental inlet data were not available at the time the predictions

were made, and the flat inlet profile assumption is now known to be in-

adequate for precise simulation of the present study, in which the inlet

flow conditions are achieved via a ten-blade swirler with pitch/chord

ratio of unity. As documented in the experimental results, the present

13
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inlet profiles are highly nonuniform. Because of this, a test case was

investigated in which experimental inlet profiles of u and w were taken

as inlet boundary conditions, with zero radial velocity also specified.

It was for the case of swirl vane angle ^ - 45 deg. with sudden expansion

a - 90 deg., and the details appear in Section 6.3 of Appendix D, with

Fig. 46 comparing predicted and measured profiles. The discrepancy near

the inlet may result partially from backflow at the inlet boundary [which

could not be measured because of transient effects], the lack of probe

sensitivity to small velocities near the centerline, and/or the use of

the standard two-equation k-e turbulence model. In this connection, it

may be noted that a turbulence model whose basis and parameters are

adequate for simple flow situations is not adequate to handle the more 	 i

complicated swirling recirculating flow situation. Nevertheless, good	 ( 5

predictions are available for a less difficult test case [co-swirl and

counter-swirl flow in a pipe using the data of Ref. 11], see Section

6.5 of Appendix D. This turbulence simulation problem in complex flow-

fields is clearly an area of current research interest. Currently, pre-

dictions are being made for a variety of more realistic inlet station

velocity and turbulence specifications, deduced from measurements being

made very close to the upstream swirler. The encouraging results will

be available very shortly.

14
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3.	 CLOSURE

3.1 Summary

The main objectives of the research program are to determine the

effects of swirl and combustor geometry on isothermal flowfield patterns,

time-mean velocities and turbulence quantities, and to establish an im-

proved simulation in the form of a computer prediction code equipped with

a suitable turbulence model. The first year's effort has focused on the

identification of recirculation regions from flow visualization, mean

velocity measurements with a five-hole picot probe, and the comparison of

experimental results with flowfield predictions using an advanced computer

code equipped with standard two-equation turbulence model. Discrepancy

between experiment and calculation establishes the need for improvements.

in the modeling of swirling confined jets, especially as applied to

combustor geometry flows.

3.2 Current and Future Work

The experiments being performed are designed to provide the informa-

tion necessary for turbulence modeling development which is a major part 0

the goals of the on-going research. Single normal hot-wire measurements

in nonswirling flow have established that the experimental techniques are

producing reliable results in comparison with past researchers (nr, nonswirling

flows) such as Chaturvedi. 12 Six-orientation hot-wire measuremeats in the

facility are in progress from which estimates of the time-mean velocity

components and the Reynolds stresses can be made. 13,1` A major portion of

these measurements are now complete for the nonswirling flowfield. They are

incorporated in an MS Thesis which is currently being finalized.15

Although the single hot-wire (six-orientation) measurements are

convenient and provide a great deal of information on the time-mean velocity

i
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and on the kinetic energy of turbulence, they have a shortcoming in that

r	 measurements of the Reynolds shear stresses are less accurate than probably

will be necessary to meet the goals of our research.""' Consequently,

crossed hot-wire capability is also being developed to measure turbulence

properties, and specifically the turbulent shear stresses. This technique

l	 is now being used for the nonswirling flow and another student's report on

this effort is nearly complete. This work is currently being extended to a

three-wire hot-wire technique for swirling flows. These measurements are

most accurately accomplished by simultaneously digitizing the analog

signals from the three hot-wires of the probe and reducing the data on a

digital computer providing adequate storage is available in the computer.1e

This is the technique being followed presently.

The second year's work extends measurements of turbulence quantities

to confined jet flowfields with swirl and with a realistic downstream

blockage. Later work will employ different expansion ratios and inlet

turbulence levels, in addition. Computational studies are now in progress

which illuminate further on the need to specify inlet values very accurately,

this clearly being a pre-requisite to turbulence model development. Measurements

of turbulence and mean velocity components will provide the necessary experi-

mental data with which to evaluate the standard k-c turbulence model and to

recommend advances in this model specifically to more realistically accommodate

swirling flows.

3.3 Publications

The following list of publications covers research conducted with the

support of this research grant:

1. Rhode, D. L., Lilley, D. B., and McLaughlin, D. K., "On the
Prediction of Swirling Flowfields Found in Axisymmetric Combustor
Geometries", ASMF Symposium 1;n ''luid Mechanics of Combustion
Systems, Boulder, CO, June 22-24. 1981, pp. 257-266.
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2. Lilley, D. G., Rhode, D. L., and Samples, J. W., Prediction of
Swirling Reacting Flow in Ramjet Combustors, AIAA Paper No.
81-1485, Colorado Springs, CO, July 27-29, 1981.

3. Rhode, D. L., "Predictions and Measurements of Isothermal 	 Flowfields
in Axisymmetric Combustor Geometries, Ph.D. Thesis, Oklahoma State
University, Stillwater, OK, Dec., 1981.

r'
l 4. Lilley, D. G., and Rhode, D. L., STARPIC: 	 A Computer Code for

Swirling Turbulent Axisymmetric Recirculation Flows in Practical
Isothermal Combustor Geometries, NASA CR-3442, 1981.

5. Rhode, D.	 L., Lilley, D. G., and McLaughlin, D. K., Mean Flowfields
in Axisymmetric Combustor Geometries with Swirl, AIAA Paper No.
82-0177, Orlando, Florida, Jan. 11-14, 1982.
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ABSTRACT	 t	 Turbulent value

Combustor madeling has reached the stag- where the
must useful research activities ate likel y to be on
specific sub-problems of the general three- dimensinnal
turbulent reacting flow problem. The ptesent study is
concerned with a timel y fluid dyna^ic research ta.k of
interest to the combustor modeling collrunity. 4umeriC.1I
computations have been undertaken for a basic two-dimen-
sional axisyrmr.etric flovfield which is itmilar to that
fnund In a conventional eas turbine combustor. A swirl-
ing nunrescting flow enters a latser chamber via a sud-
den or gradual expansion. The calculation method in-
cludes a stairstep boun'.ary repre•„entatiun of the ex-

pansion flow, a conventional k-c turbulence model and
realistic accommodation of swirl effects. The results
include recirculation zone characterization ind oredlet-
ad -aeon streamline patterns. 	 In addition, an e •. erimental
ev-O uarlon using flow visualization of neutr-1 	 buoyant

heliu- .f illed soap bubbles is yielding vety pr wising
results. Successful outcore•i of the work can be incor-
pnrated into the mere combustion- and hardware-oriented
activities of gat turbine engine manufacturers, includ-
ing incorporating the modeling aspects into already
existing corprehenslve numerical solution procedures.

40MYvCLAT11RE

a Coupiln{ coefficient

c Constant
D ChaTber diameter

d Vozzle diameter

G Axial	 flux of aorenttua, k-generation ter-n
I.J `!esh	 point
k Kinetic energy of turbulence
P Time-main pressure
R Residual source

S Swirl nurbet - :Ca/(G ad).	 source terms

(with	 subscript)
S P .	 S U Components of linearized source term
v -	 (u.v,w) Tima-mean velocity	 (in a.	 r.	 9 direction)

x.r.9 Axial.	 radial,	 azimuthal cylindrical	 polar
co-ordliaces

y Distance normal	 to a wall

r Turbulent exchange coefficient
C Turbulence energy dissipation rate

Y Effective viscosity

Time-mean density
7 Prandcl-Schmidt nur.bec
L Wall	 shear stress

Swirl	 vane angle	 (tan -l (w in lu in )(,	 general

dependent variable

Subscripts

in	 Inlet conditions
Laminar value

a	 Station -voxiffl-lm value

n,s,e,w	 Vorth, south, east, west facer of cell
3	 Value at orifice of Jet or Wet to flovfield

P.Y.S.E. •r	 Point, north, south, el,t, west neighbors

Superscripts

Preliminary u,v and p field based on esti-
mated pressure field pa
Correction value to u s , v*, p a to qt u.v,p

INT ROOT V:T ION

The combustor of the g-s turbine engine contains
high intensity combustion and, as far as possible, must
burn fuel completely, cause little pressure drop, pro-
duce gases of nearly uniform temperature. occupv sr:01
volume, and maintain stable combustion over a wide range
of operating conditioni(1). In design situations, the
engine--r has to seek an optimum. path between irrecot.cil-
able alternative. of. for example, efficiency and pollu-
tion. The general aim of must research inve.titistions
is to provide inform-ition which is useful to designers
by 'characterizing' or 'modeling' certain features of
the W hen,menon in quest iot('). Up to now designers toIy
heavily on experimental evidence to produce empirical
formulae. However, traditional desiign methods are now
being supplemented by analytical methods (numerical
solution of the appropriate govenitng partial dlffere:i-
tial equations). Computer modeling of comhustion pro-
cesses is now an established fact, bur improvements and
new developments (both experieent-il and theoretical) can
and shuuld be made, theoretical modeling being aided by
carefully chosen exoeriments(7).

the present paper addresses research that is re-
stricted to steady turbulent flow in axisyex-etric geo-

metries, under low speed and nonreacting conditions -
a study area highlighted ac a recent worksh.p (1) as a
fundamental research require-,en , in combustion modeling.
The particular problem is concerne•i with turbulent flow
of a given turbulence distribution in a round pipe en-
tering an expansion Into another round pipe, as 111us-
trated in Fig. 1. The in-coming :low sly possess a
swirl component of velocity via passage through swirl
varies at angle ^ (equal approxim.iffly to tan-' ( win /u;;a)1.
and the side-wall may slope at an angle s, to :hr male
flow direction. The resulting flovfield doeLtin may
possess a central toroidal recirculation zone CTRL in
the stlddle of the region on the axis, in addition to the
possibility of a corner recirculation zone CRZ near the
upper corner provoked by the rather sudden enlargement
of the cross-sectional area. Of vital concern is the
characterization of flows of this type in ter m, of the
effects of side-wall angle 7, degree of swirl 0. turbu-
lence intensit y k in of the inlet strew and expansion
ratio D/d on the resulting flovfield to terms of its
time-mean and turbulence quantities. Such problems have

received little attention, yet there is a definite need
for work in this areal4-6).

Prediction work in the form of coaputing the flow-
field in the configuration dust described is bein4 com-
plemented by an associated experimental study. Cons t-
derstion is given to recent work in the finite ditfere.%,_,

solution, via a primitive variable code, of astevmre-rie
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swirl flow in the comhuatot geometry of Fir.. 1, where
the inlet expanal-m aidewall I,isv slope obliquely to the
central axis. Thvs a syatrrnatic parametric Investiga-
tion ma y be contemplated on the rffect of sldrwall angle

O and degree of awirl C on the Tr-niting flowfirld pro-
duced. PRRIc governing equations are pre„ented, togeth-
er with a brief description of the simulation and solu-
tion techni q ue. The equations are elliptic in character
and are solved via an advanced version of the imperial
College TEACH-T computer proFtam (7).

SWIRL VANE ANGLE

INLET 1KE Ian

0/2

io) SCHEMATIC OF TEST SECTION
GEOMErRr

CRZ -- 	f

CTRZ

• (b) FXF'ECTED RECIRCULATION ZONES

CnnarTV&tJVn of mass,  aK,mp ntum (with x, T. (' velocity
components u, v, w), turbulence kinetic energy k, and

turbulence dissipation rate t govern this two-d'rwnaion-
al arisvrrrWtric steady flow. They ma y be exprear-ed in

general form (7-10)

r fex (out 0) • er ( 3vr a) - ex lrr^ sx )
(1)

- 
ar 

(rem aa) 1 - 
`a

where Il represents anv of the d.pendent varlablrs and
cortesponding val,mrs of S., are indicated in Table 1,
where implicit use is made of the two-equation k-t tur-
bulence model, and other qu-intitien are defined as

follows:

Su . i (u au ) + 1 -3
 (ri, av_)

ax	 ax	 r Dr	 ax

S  =	 (u 1u
) 1	 i (ru av)

ix	 )r	 r ar	 it

Sw0

ax	 ar	 (r) )	 (ar	 axe

• ( r a^ (^)) • (x)

Fig. 1. no flowfirld being investigated.

Comparison with available experimental turbulent
.low measurements assists its confirming the final pre-
dictive Capability. One such experiment, underway at
Oklanems State University. is concerned with measuring
the effecta of swirl and side-wall angle on the att-'amr
lines, mean flow and turbulence parameters in non-
reacting flow. Tit facility and experimental details -are

included. For the present paper a prelimin4r y evaluation
of the a-curacy o! the computed flowftelds is accomplish-
ed by conmerlson with flow visualization using neutrally-
buoyant heliutn-filled soap bubbles as tracer ,articles.
Photographs of the bubbles can be interpreted t , yield
time-mran flowtield maps which define approximatel y the
boundaries of recirculation regicna and retions of high-
ly turbulent flow. Major features of strongly swirling
flow characte:ization are then presented so as to exem-
plify the cu-rent predictive capability in terms of velo-
city profiles, strea?rline patterns ana recirculation
zone characterization. Tl.e final closure sutmu rites the
oct,:evement s.

THEORETICAL WDEL

The Flowfield Simulation Problem
Nutaeri ul procedures for predicting combustion

chamber flow (which in practice are complex three-dimen-
sions: turbulent reacting flows) test on two four,4.t:lnns:

Mathematical models of physical processes ( t url'u. , nc =
radistitm, combustion and two-phase effects) and computer
programs for solving the approprf-te level of sophisti-
(Ation of the resulting differential equations. In she
modeling and prediction of Isothermal ccrabustor flow-
fields, the flow is simulated by simultaneous nonlinear
partial lifferential equations. These may be paral.ulic
(bo m dary layer type) but are more often elliptic (re-
circulating tytte) and the solut!un scheme differs ar(„rd-
ing to the cat egory. Expecting strongly curved strran-
lines and recirculation tones, the prob're Is concerned
with the latter. The turbulent Reynolds rquatione for

wt. C^ p k t /c 	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY

V	 V It	 Ui

Table 1. Source Term in the General F.y.:ation

DP Su
u	

- 2x

v	 ip OW'_ 2UV = Sv
or	 r	 rt

pvr	 w	 ( ru )	 _rr
W

k	 G - CDP[

t	 (cIcG - ctpct)/k

These transport equations are all ► imilar and con-
tain tr , me for the convection and diffusion (via tur-
bulent flux terms) and "acurce” Sg of a ge m - er m l varislle

$ ;which contains terns describing the generattun
(creation) and consumption [dibsil-ation) of 0)• Notice
the usual turbulent diffui.!on-flux (strrsa-tote of
strain type) laws. In the first three of these tq"-
tions (for $ - u, v and w)rC stands for the effective
visc'aity 4 [although later nonisottopie variants of the
tur',ulence rindel may not treat all such values at s
point to be vival, but rathrr to de.-end also on the
dirrction anu orientation of the appropriate &'tar].
In other equations r` stands for y divided by an i
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ropriate Prandtl or Schmidt number, in this case ?k
I cc * Constants appearing in the equation set are
,en values recommended In Rrf. 7: cy

1.00, cl - 1.46, c2 - I- q2. ok - 1.00 ant tt-1.21.
These e,lu.itton% have to be solved for time mean

assure p and velocity components u, v and v. Then
her usrrul designer Informitinn. IC;@ streamline plots,
eakawav and reattachment point,, recirculation zones
d stagn.irlon points, for example, may be readily de-
ced. The literature (7-10) sav be relied a"n to ero-
de full details on possible turbulen.o ym.drls and
mularton and solution terhniques, and Orly highlights
the primitive variable approach need b•r glvci here

i the context of the specific problem being thvesttga-
rd.

ie Solution Techc14Lue
The present Program 14 based on concepts from the

EACH code (7) because of, among other things. its con-
eptual simplicity and its computational effirlency.
ulerian finite difference approximations to the steady
lliptic governing equations are solved implicitly for
he primitive pressure and velocity variables, via the
IHPLE (semi-implicit method for pressure-linked Iqua-
ions) technique using the :unit
lgorithm) in columns. The incorporation of several
pecial features enhances the accuracy and rapidity of
:onverg-nce of the finall y developed computer program.
%dvance% to the original formulation (7) are described
dith applicationo to swirl flow combustor problems *Isr-
dherr (8-17). An earlier simulation and solution techni-
lue using the derived stream function and vorticity
variables (14) has also been extended and applied to
similar problems (15-17).

The mrsh system of staggered grids is showte in

Fig. 2. All variables except u- and v-velocities are
stored at grid point P. vhtle these velocities are
stored at locations corresponding to the artows shown
midwav between grid points. Thu% three staggered mesh
systems produce a triad of points encompassed by a boom-
erang-shaped envelope ass,-ctatrd with each grid point
P. Hance ut is the axin! velocity associated with

location (I,^), although ic y truelocation In (1-1/2.x).

N

W	 fw	 -'P - (I,JI	 e	 E

J L`i	 s

I

rig. 1. St-ggered grid system and notation.

8: ,undar+ e% are positior,rd midway between grid points so

taut tDey eoinc!_'e vith ncr=I velocities as in Fig. ).
which shows an example of grid sp&ciftcation for the

ge ,mrt-y un le r constderr • ion	 A re-ent modifica t ion 06)

has been to poettiuo the u- and v-csil boundaries to be
either exactly on or exactly halfway between the grid

Inters ,Rctton points P. This improves the securacy of
calculating pressure gradirnt effects on Lhe u and v
velocities (as pressure values nrLo lee directly on ap-

propriate cell faces? and of calculattr.r certain cell

boundary fluxes.

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF t'ot`s QI;ALITy

Fig. ]. An examplo of a coarse grid s ystem being
employed to fit the flow domain.

The finite difference equations for oach $ are

obtained b y integrating Eq. (i) ovet ::.e .^^:c;!!et-
control volume (centered abn,tt Cho location of $) and
expressing th. • result in terms of neighboring grid
point values. The convection and d M usior. termA be-
come surface integrals of thi convection and diffusive
fluxes. For these, a hybrl•; scheme is used (7), which
In a combination of the so-called cenrrtl and upwind
differencing approaches. The source term is linearized
in a form which is such as to encuurage convenience of
the iterative solution proredare.

eoundar7Conditions
The flowfield is covered with a nomunifom rectan-

gular grid r.ystem; typically the boundary of the solu-
tion doctor falls halfway betwe»n its immediate nearby
parallel gtldlines; and clearly sveciflcatlon of the x
and r coordinates of the gridtlne%, together with in-
formution coocernted with the po%ition of the sloping
sidewall boundary. is sufficient to determine the fl.,w-

field of tntrrrst. The slc,ping boundary :a
by means o! a stairstep approach, and interior points
adjaeret to the boundary must 'feel' the boundary to
the usual rev. Usually the standard coupling coeffi-
cient of interest is not to zero and the wall effect
given by way of a false source. Velocities or pressures
are typically known along the bouuda.:cs. Implementa-
tion of the former is stralghtforvu d. velocity value*

are known and 3p' /3n - 0 at the bour.!ary. In the latter
case pressure is sneclffed and one sets p - p s and p'- C

at the boundarv. For the outflow boundary, velocitle,
may be adlwted to enforce global ma y s cont!nult y . At

the inflow boundarv; variables are given definite fixed
values associated with known conditions.

A final observation concerns velocities, k and C
at wallboundaries. To avoid the need !or detailed
calculations to the ner.rvall regions, equations called
'wall functions' are e ntroduced and used In the finite
difference c. .culations at near-wall points. They oc-
cur in the momenta equations and k-gener ► tion ternA.
and their Implementation is discussed elsewher's (19 - 20).
together with appropriate near-wall r specification.

The s:fect of swirl on wall function specification
is handled as follows. The previous ideas are extended
to find to tal tangential wall shear stress nrAr bound-
.ties (involving x and 9 directions for an r - constant
wall, and r and ! directions for an x - constant wall).
Then appropr:ste components are deduced directl y (for
the u end w velncities which are tangential to or r

constant wall, and v and v veloctties which eta t pngr-i-
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!,al to an x - constant wall). The effects on v, v and
w momentum equations are incorporated via the usual
lirearized source technique (18).
l_teratiob Schyme

The numerical schen.e, described at length
elsewhere (7-10), consi.!ers variables at ;oints along a

vvr:icalline as unknowns (that is, N. P and S for each
point P), whereas the latest values of each E and N
neighbor are treated as known. The tridiaponal matrix.
algorithm (TDMA) is emplo yed to sequentiall y solve the
system of algebraic equations resulting for each verti-
cal line, sweeping from left to right. Some underrela-
xation is used and final convergence is attained when
Elie residual source becomes smaller than so-ne reference
value for each variable at each point in the flow domain
Several techniques are incorporated to enhar -! p accuracy
and efficiency, ant i a complete description of the final-
ly developed ccmputer program is currently being pre-
pared (18).

EXPEhIMENTAL APPROACH

Previous Relevant Experimental Studies

There have been several experiments performed with
nonreacting flows in expansion geometries that have been
reported in the literature (21-30). References 21 and
72 also include flowfield predictions, ade with ver-
sions of the TEACH-T computer program (7). These ex-
periments include tir*-rwar velocit y measurements (with
hot-wire and i+tot probes and laser Doppler anemometryl,
turbulence measurements !with het-wires and laser ane-
mometers) ..nd flow visualization. The majority of the
measurements were made in nonswirling flows (24-30),
however some notewurthv experiments were made in swirl-
ing confined jets (21,23). Direct comparisc-n between
the results of the cited experiments and the present
experimental results is gene rall y not possible because
of differences in geometry. However, in the nonswirling
jet comparisons were possible with experiments of
Chaturvedi (30), who measured mean and turbulent fl n
quantities downstream of a sudden expansion of diameter
ratio 2.0 and various expansion sidewall an¢les a.
Measure ents of near, velocit y in regions of high turbu-
lenneintensit y and wliere the direction of the velocity
vector is unknown sere made with a picot tube. Mean
velocit y was also measured with a constant temperature
hot-wire anemometer using a sin g le wire. In addition,
a cross-wire was used to measure all the Reynolds
stresses.

Test Facilitv
The 1-resent experiments have been conducted in the

confined jet facility shown schematically in Fig. 4.

2' wESH SCREENS

/ t.\IiVANE

i t	 1	 -	 I

	

7"'N

	
Sw RLER

EAN	 i i i I -I i i'	 FLUw

	

D.Ri:CTiON	 TEST
••	 SECr,ON

HO%ErCGU2

Fig. 4. Schematic of flow facility.

The facility has an axial flow fan whose speed can he
hrtnge, by altering the drive pulley combination. %u-
nerous fine s;reens and straws produce flow in the set-

tling chamber of relatively low turbulence intensity.
The c.ntrsction section leading to the test section has

been designed by the method of :-orel (31) to produce
a 'nininum adverse pressure gradient on Dhe boundary
laver and thus avoid unsteady problems associated with
local separation regions. The sudden expansion consists
of a 15 cm diameter circular jet nozzle, exiting abrupt-
l y into a 30 cm iiameter test section as shown in
Fig. 1. The substantial size of this test model pro-
vides excellent probe resolution for hot-wire measure-
ments which are currently underccy and will be reported
in a later paper. The test section is constructed of
plexiglass to facilitate flow visualization. The side-
wall angle a and swirl vane angle ^ are variable. The
sidewall angle is set by inserting one if three bucks
with a sidewall ankle a of 90, 70 or 45 deg. The swirl
vane angle is continuously variable with discrete values
of ¢ - A. 45, 60 and 70 deg. being chosen fir the pre-
sent study, with Re d - 1.26 x 105.

The Experimental Technique
The basic technique for the experiment discussed

in this paper involves the visualization of individual
neutrally-buoyant helium-filled soap bubbles. The
bubbles which are approximately 0.5 to 1 mm in diameter
are produced by a Sage Action, Inc. generator-injector.
The bubbles are produced in an injector device which
can he located at various positions in the flowfield.
Because of the substantial size of the injector itself
0.5 cm in diameter and 6 cm long) it is not inserted
directly into regions of flow interest. Instead it is
either mounted upstream in the stilling chamber, or
flush mounted to the wall of the large diameter pipe of
the test section, to inject bubbles directly into the
corner recirculation zone. The bubbles are illuminated
by a beam of light ftom a high pcwer 35 mm slide pro-
jector which is located downstream of the test facility.

InterEretation of Flow Visualization
Photographs of illuminated bubbles are taken with

various shutter speeds and camera positions. A. rela-
tively long expos.,re times (such as 1/6 sec) a series

of streaks are visible in the field of view correspond-
ing. to pathlincs of individual bubbles. A 35 mm single
lens reflex con-sa with a 45 -am lens was used. Tri-X
Fan black and white film with a normal ASA of 400 was
used and developed with a special process which pushed
the ASA to 5000. In relativel, , lower turbulence inten-
sity portions of the flowfield mean flow directions can
be obtained by ensemble averaging local tangents to path-
lines traced out by soap bubbles. This helps define the
flowfield geometry in terms of the outline of Ter1TCU-
lation regions. The outlines of these recirculation
regions constitutes the best check we have on the reli-
ability of the data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The predictions presented here are computed simula-
tions of the isithe anal airflow in axisymmetric combus-
tor geometries. As noted earlier diameter expansion
ratio D/d is 2.0, inlet Reynolds number Re d - 1.26x105,
wall expansion angle a - 90, 70, and 45 deg. and swirl
vane angle C varies from 0 to 70 deg. All results are
obtained via a nonuniform grid system due to the result-
ing enhancement of solution accuracy.	 Nineteen cells
are employed in the r-direction, and they are clustered
n- . ar the shear laver region and along the wall and
centerline. Cells in the x-direction are gradually ex-
panding in the streamwine direction, and from 18 to 31
are employed as required to produce Elie desired a. The
inlet profiles of axial velocity u and swirl velocity w
are idealized as "flat" (i.e.. constant-valued).

Axial and swirl velocity profiles are presented for
the three a values and four Q values, clearly showing
details of these parameter influences. Then, streamline
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Fig. 5. Predicted axial 'velocity profiles for Red 	 1.26 x 10 5 showing
the effect of swirl vane angle ^ for wall expa_ • sion angles a:

(a)	 40°, (b)	 70°, and (c) 45°.
( o^L , Experiment (30) with a = 0 and Red = 2 x 1051

plots for each value of 5, calculated and drawn by com-
puter for ea,:h 1, allow comparison of the shape and size
of recirculation zones. Further. the relationship be-
tween the length of the corner recirculation zone CR7
and 1 is seen, as well as that for the central toroidal
recirculation zone CTRZ.

Discussion is pr r ,aril y aimed at guiding designers
in ju.:iciausl y choosing where experimental emphasis
should be placed and'or in interpolating results from a
limitrd amount of experimental data. For comparison
with _)thrr results, it should be noted (6) that swirl
nutaber S and 2 are related by S - 113 tan 1 , so that
vane Ingle- 45, 60 anJ 70 deg, for example, correspond
to S value- of 0.67, 1.15 and 1.83, respectively.

Velocitv_ Profiles
Predicted 9raa axial velocit y profiles for the a =

90, 70, and 45 deg. geocetries are sh.•6-i in Figures 5a,
5b and 5r_ ab„ve. The nonswirling case ('9 - 0) exhibits
good qualitative .agreement with measurerxnts of Chatur-

vedi (30) in a geometricall y similar facility.
The influence of : is most dramatic near the com-

bustor inlet• where the Z - 0 profile in Fig. Sa shows
a large corner recirculation region, provoked by the
sudden increase 11 flow area. A very large value of

3u/ar occurs ne.lr the inlet, which is indicative of high

tur'-ulence energy generation in a strong shear layer.
Further, the nonswlrling centerline ••^'^pity exhibits
little change in the streaewise direc- 1 --

With ^ - 45 deg. the mean axial velocity profile
is dramatically changed. Near the inlet a central toroi-
dal recirculation zone appears and the corner recircula-
tion zone is considerably smaller. Also, a maximum
velocity value occurs in an annular fashion near r/D =
0.25, although a more flattened shape quickly develops
before x/D = 1.0. It should also be noted that the
boundary layer on the outer sidewall is relatively thin
and is not easil y seen on the figures using the chosen
scale.

The strong swirl case of y	 70 deg. ghuws a much
larger central recirculation region at x/D - 0.3, which
is caused by strung centrifugal effects. This promotes
a very high forward velocity near the wall rather than a
corner recirculation region. This tendency has been
qualitatively observed by comhustnr designers at high
degrees of swirl, but little quantitative data are yet
available to precisely substantiate this phenomenon.
The radial extent of the central recirculation zone and
the velocity near the wall quickl y diminish downstream

as swirl strength is dissipated.

The effect of z is alsn most visible neat the inlet,
where only the strong swirl profile exhibits a noticeable
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difference between the a - 90 deg. and 70 deg. geome-
tries. For a • 70 deg. this profile is mere flat in the
central teRion. However, comparison of velocit y profiles
for a - 45 deF. with those for a - nO deg, reveals that
the 45 deg. v—ine prediction is also influenced, ..s no
corner recirculation zone is present for this swirl case.
Also the off-axis velocity maximum is located closer to
the centerline. The 70 deg. vane case is consi.ierably

affected in that the center recirculation burble has
less radial extent and the velocit y near the wall is
greatly reduced. It should be noted, however, that only
a slight effect of a (for the range considered here) re-
rlins be y ond x/D values of about 1.0.

Figures 6a through 6c show swirl velocit y profiles
for the same three geocattles with vane angles of 45, 60,
and 70 deg. All of these profiles show solid-body-rota-
tion behavior near the centerline, even near the inle_
where a flat profile is a specified inlet conditior.
The radial location of the station maximum for w tends
to incn•ase with x/D in Fig. 6a. Also irregularities
of the profiles at x/D - 0.32 d'sappears with increa-iag
x. Herce, swirl as well as axial velocity profiles ap-
pear to approach those corresponding to swirling flow in
a pipe (32) as x increases.

Comparing Fig. 6b with 6a, it is the weaker swirl
enses which show the rest appreciable effect of n at
x/D - 0.32, and again this diminishes with increasing x.

The 70 deg,, vane profiles for a - 90 and 70 deft. at
x/D - 0.3; are qualltvtively similar, although the maxi-
mum velocity for a - 90 deg. is 0.9 w/uo as opposed to
0.8 w/u c, for a - 70 deg. In Fig. 6c It is the s.rung
swirl case which is most influenced by a, with a maximam
value of 1.0 for w/uo at x/D - 0.32. The profiles at
x/D - 1.68 exhibit similarity for each Feometry, and if
w/wm, is plotted against r/D the w-curves will collapse
to a single characteristic curve.

Streamline_ Plots
Figures 7a th:ough 7d are calculated and plotted by

computer to show the combustor designer the sequence of
predicted strearline patterns he should expect upon in-

credsing the vane angle for the a - 90 deg. combustor.
The recirculation zones are important to designers (10)
because most of the burning occurs in these regions,
and thev exhibit the highest teml,eratures (11). The non-
swirling case shown in Fig. 7a exhibits a large corner
recirculation region as indicated also in Fig. 5a. As
swirl is introduced, a .entral recirculation region ap-
pears in conjunction with a decrease in size of the
corner recirculation region, as seen in the 45 deg.
swirl angle case. Further increases in swirl vane angle
result in ccntim,ed enlargement of the center zone.
Similarly, the corner recirculation cone is gradually
reduced in axial extent until it disappears by 4 = 70 deg.
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Fredicted streamline plots for a wall ex-

pansion an g le 1 - 90° and Re,i - 1 26 x 105
for various swirl vane angles a.
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The sane series of streamline patterns is displayed
in Figs. 8a through 8d for the 70 deg. expansion geome-
try. The sane trend is found as the vane angle is in-
creased, except conparisan with corresponding figures
for the 90 deg. expansion reveals that the center rec[r-
culation bubble is slightl y larger in both radial ind
axial extent. :'he effect of vane angle is again the
;ame for the +5 deg. expansion combustor as show;, in
Fig. 9 parts (a) - (d). In this case the center recir-
ailation zr•ne is generally slightly smaller in both
directions than the 90 deg. geometry. The combustor

design!r ma y obtain further insight by observing a simi-
lar series of streamline plots predicted by %ovick et al
(10) for an isothermal dunp combustor flovfield with the
following differences: a 90 deg. expansion, an inlet

hub and a constricted exit.
An indicatiin of the validity of the computations

can be obtained by comparing predicted mean %treamlina

patterns with the pathlines traced out 5% , the soap bub-
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Predicted streamline plots for a wall ex-
pan.ion angle i - 70' and Red = 1.26 x 10s
for various swirl vane angles ;.

tiles in the flow visualization experiments. A sample
flow visualization photograph is presented in Fig. 10a
corresponding to the zero swirl, 90 deg. expansion angle
flow f ield. The photcgraph, taken with a relatively long
time exposure (1/8 sec.) where the flow is from left to
right clearly showg a great number of ir..!ividual path-
lines. Photographs of this type can be used to distin-
guis'. regions of highly turbulent flow from smoother
regions (for example near the centerline of the flow-
field) which have smoother, straighter pathlines. In
additi,,n the outline of the corner recirculation region
can be estimated from Fig. 10a (ardrumerous additional
photovraphs taken at the identical run condition). For
this ,ennetry the mean stagnation point defining the
end of the recirculation zone appears to be at about 2
chamber .diameters (8 step heights) downstream of the
sudden enlargenent. Examination of Fig. 7a shows that
this is in quite good agreement with the nuva • rical pre-
dic.fon.
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Fig. 9. Predicted streamline plots for a wall ex-
ptnaion angle u - 45 • and Red 1.26 x 105
for various swirl c.me angles ^.

Figure 10b shows a flow visualization photograph
corresponding to the zero <wirl. 45 deg. e:.;ansion angle
flowfield. In comparing this photograph with Fig. 108
no significant changes in.the fl.wfield are appar.•nt. 	 It
Is i-portant to note that this was also predicted. 	 In
the calculates f'owfield no significant differences were
found between the mean stro —I ines of the a - 90' and

1	 45 = non c wirling flows, as seen in Figs. 7a and oa.
Figures 10c and 10d show representative photographs

wirling confined jets where the inlet swirl angle in
} cases is C E 45 deg. Fir. 10c rorrecronds to the

ion anFle a - 90 deg. c — •`-!!c I lg. 10d is for
45 deg, rim. . r' . reful studv of these photographs

.oral others that have b.-en tai.en is quite :.%1•al-

A 1ATpP r01(entrAti:11 of bubbles is seen ftn:ered
2.51) in Fig. 10c and cc - !rTed at about 1.61) in Fig.10d
bably correspunding to the ti-a -..tn tear st.,g7.atilln

int of the central t.roHAI tecirtulation
-elatively •t, nrt c-T7eT •e irrnlAti n 	 •te can also he
n in the a ' 40 deg. " . r i• ld, wh. it -s !t re inrc n.,t
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appear to be a corner recirculation region in the a =45
der. swirling flow•field.

The flow vi-uali.ation phnto i.raphs in general pro-

vide an cnrnuraging base of data for comparison with
the t.ry utetians. In all flowfields represented here
the caltulati.... does & reasonable Sob of predicting the
Iongth of the corner recirculation zone. However, it is

.; ; :.rant that .' .	 .'	 1 .t 1,•r. :,,'erpredicts the length
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of the central recirculation region, an inaccuracy which

has also been encountered b y others io recirculation
zone length prediction with the standard k-E turbulent.
-,del, especially under swirl flow condition. (21,27).
There are a number of pos g Lble reasons for this, but
the most likely one is that a turbulence model whose
ba:Ls and parameters are adequate for simple flow situa-

tions i5 not adelu.at- to handle the mere complicated
swirling recirculating flow situation.

CLOSURE

The present research is concerned with specific
sub-problems of the co!:plet.• three-dimensional problem
and restricted initially to axisya-^retric geometries un-
der low speed and nonreecting conditions. These are
areas in which there is a need for more fundamental re-
search (with practical applications) and in which the
prime gas turbine engine manufacturers would like to
see developments.

Many factors affect the existence, size and shape
of the corner recirculation zone and central toroidal
recirculation zone (10,11). A major oaatcome of the
current work is the ability to characterize and predict
more realistically than previously the existence, size
and shape of the corner and central recircuiation zones
as a function of the angle of the sloping wall, the
degree of swirl imparted to the incoming, flow, the ex-
pansion ratio, and other swirler and geometric para-
meters. In order to accomplish these goals, it was ne-
cessary to include the development of a suitable solu-
tion procedure in the form of a computer program. Com-
puter code embellishments include a satisfactory techni-
que for handling the irregular boundary. A few para-
meter variations were investigated computationally in
order to make combustor designer information available
in a directly usable form.

Comparisons of the calculated results ,y ielded en-
couraging results as the gross features of the flow-
ftelds were quite well predicted. A problem in swirl-
ing, flows is the accuracy with which the sizes and
sn,i es of the recirculation zones may be predicted.
This ma y be partially attributed to the quality of the
turbulence model. Further research should emphasize
turbulence model development for swirling recirculating
flows.
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PREDICTION OF SWIRLING REACTING FLOW IN RAMIE-T COMBUSTORS

D. G. Lilley + and D. L. Rhodee'•
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Okl,Jiom.t

and

J. W. Samples •••

U.S. Military Academy, West Point, New York

Abstract

Numerical computations have been undertaken
for a basic 2-D a y isv:ametric flowfield which is
similar to that found in conventional gas turbine
and ramjet combustors. A swirling flow enters a
larger chamber via a sudden or gradual expansion.
The calculation method involves a staggered grid
system for axial and radial velocities, a line
relaxation procedure for efficient solution of the
equations, a two-equatton k-E turbulence model, a
stairstep boundary representation of the expansion
flow, and realistic accommodation of swirl effects.
The results include recirculation zone characteri-
zation and predicted mean streamline patterns.
Predictions with and without chemical reaction are
obtained. An associated isothermal experimental

flow study is providing a useful data base. Suc-
cessful outcomes of the work can be incorporated
into the more combustion- and hardware-oriented
activities of industrial concerns.

1. Introduction

1. 1 _ The Problem

The basic ramjet combustor configuration is
the so-called sudden expansion dump corbustor with
corner recirculation zones. In this type of com-
bustor, liquid fuel is sprayed into the ram a4.
upstream of the dump station, although it ma y also
be injected directly into the chamber via side-wall
inlets. Primary flame stabilization is provided by
the flow recirculation regions, which may be sup-
plemented, at the expense of total pressure loss,
with mechanical flameholding devices at the air

inlet/combustor interface and/or the presence of
inlet air swirl, obtained by the use of tangential

injection or swirl vanes. The flow throughout is
multiphase, subsonic, turbulent and involves large-
scale corner recirculation zones. With strong
swirl in the inlet flow a central toroidal recir-
culation zone (a recirculation bubble in the mid-
dle of the chamber near the inlet) also presents
itself. Even gross features of the flow are not
known quantitatively with certainty: for example,
factors affecting the existence, sire and shape of

the recirculation zones.I

The designer has a formidable problem in aero-
thermochemistry, and the modeling task is to pro-

vide a route which leads to the accomplishment of
design objectives more quickly and less expensively
than current practice permirs. Some combustor

modeling problems are:

	

1.	 Phvstcal processes - turbulence, radia-

tion, combustion and multiphase effects.
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2. Computer programs - 0-, 1-, 2- and 3-1) ap-
proaches in steady state and transient
cases.

3. Unresolved problems -

irregular boundary representation

effect of swirl, recirculation and
wall proximity on turbulence

turbulence - reaction interaction

multiphase simulation

Current :ombustor design and development problems,
the needs of the combustion engineer in practice

and proposed research tasks which will assist in the
attainment of design objectives are becoming clear.
Improvenents and new developments (both experimental
and theoretical) can and should be made, theoretical

modeling being aided by specific carefully chosen
experiments being performed.

In combustion chamber development, designers
are aided by experiments but, as a supplement to
them, economical design and operation can be greatly
facilitated by the availability of prior predictions
of the flowfield. These may be obtained by use of a
mathematical model incorporating a numerical finite
difference prediction procedure. This work combines
the rapidly developing fields of theoretical combus-

tion aerodynamics and computational fluid dynamics,
and its improvement and use will significantly in-
crease understanding and reduce the time and cost of

development . 1 -6

The present research work is concerned with
complementary experimental and theotetical studs-s
and is descrihed in a recent paper. ? The vroblem
being investigated experimentally is c.)ncerled Witt,
steady turbulent flow in axisymmetric geometries,
under low speed and nonreacting conditions - a srady
area highlighted recently 

9-10as 
a funda.c • ntal re-

search requirement in combustion modelin ti . Predic-
tions are being made both for nonreacting and react-
ing flows. The particular problem is concerned with
turbulent flow of a given turbulence distribution in
a round pipe entering an expansion into another

round pipe, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The in-coming

flow may possess a swirl component of velocity via
passage through swirl vanes at angle t 1equal ap-

pi ximately to tan-1(win/u_o)J, and the side-wall
may slope at an angle i, to the main flow direction.

The resulting flowfield domain may possess a cen-
tral toroidal recirculation zone CTRZ in the :riddle

of the region on the axis, in addition to the pos-
sibility of a corner recirculation zone CRZ near
the upper corner provoked by the ra.her sudden en-

largement of the cross-sectional area. Of vital
concern is the characterization of flows of this

type in terms of the effects of side-wall angle i,
degree of swirl 0. turbulence intensity k in of the



Inlet stream and expansion ratio 0/d on the renult-
Ing flowfield in terms of its time-mean and turbul-
ence quantities. Such problems have received
little attention, yet there is a definite nerd for

work in this area even under nonreacting flow con-
ditions.

i
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Fig. 1. The flowfield being investigated.

1i2 Previous Work

A mathematical solution of the tlowfield of
interest should provide results, if possible more
cheaply, quickly, and correctly than possible by
other means (for example, experiments on real-life

	

systems or m)dels).	 In order to achieve this, the

model should simulate the flow in all its impor-
tant respects (geometry, boundary conditions, phys-
ical properties of gases, turbulence, etc.) and
provide a means whereby the governing equations may
be solved. Mathem.ntical models of steadil y in-
creasing realism and refinement are now being de-
veloped, both in the dimensionality of the model
(together with the computational procedures) and
in problems associated with the simulation of the
ph5_ica. processes occurring. Clearly there are
two arras of difficulty: the simulation and solu-
tion.

Several previous publications discuss these
problems at length, in terms of Vractical applica-
tion, 5 ' L turbulence modeling 11 1 and numerical
solution of 2-D axisymmetric problems via the
stream function - vorticity or primitive pressure -
velocity approach. 13-15 Whereas the fo rmer ap-

proach, used in the 196A com? ?ter program from
Imperial College for example L , reduces by one the
number of equations to be solved and eliminates the
troublesane pressure (at the expense of trouble

with the vorticity equation), the preferred ap-
proach now is SIMPLE (mnemonic for semi-implicit
method for pressure linked equations) which focuses
attention directl y on the latter variables. Be-

cause it possesses many advantages, the present
work has been developed immediately on this neT.
technique, the basic ideas of which have been em-
bodied into the 1974 Imperial College TEACH (teach-

ing elliptic axisvmmetric characteristics heuristi-

cally) computer progTam. 17 Advances to this code

have been made elsewhere and applied to other
2 - D 

10-11
and 1-D ' t- ' 1 problem.~ of interest to the

combustor designer.

Associated E xperimental StudyStudy

Prediction work in the form of computing the
flowfield in the configuration just described is

being complemented by an associated experimental
study. Consideration is given to recent wotk in

the finite difference solution, via a primitive
variable code, of axisymmetric swirl flow In the
combustor geometry of Fig. 1, where the inlet ex-
pansion sidewall may slope obliquely to the central
axis. Thus a systematic parametric investigation
may be contemplated on the effect of sidewall angle
a and degree of swirl ^ on the resulting flowfield
produced. Comparison with available experimental
turbulent flow measurements assists in confirming
the final predictive capability. One such ^xperi-
ment, underwa y at Oklahmna State University, is

concerned with measuring the effects of switi and
side-wall angle on the streamlines, mean flow and
turbulence parameters in nonreacting flow. The
facility and ex?erimental details are described in

	

a recent paper.	 Use is made of the confined jet
facility shown schematically in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2 Schematic of flow facility.

The facilit y has an axial flow fan whose speed
can be changed by altering the drive pulley combina-
tion. Numerous fine screens :old straws produce flow
in the settling chamber of relatively low turbulence
intensity. The contraction section leading to the
test section has been designed to produce a minlmuan
adverse pressure gradient on the boundary laver and
thus avoid unsteady problems associated with local
separation regions. The sudden expansion consists
of a 15 cm diameter circular jet nozzle, 'exiting
abruptly into a 10 cm diameter test section as shown
in Fig. 1. The substantial size of this test model
provides excellent probe resolution for hot-wire
measurements which are currentl y underwa y and will
be reported in a later paper. The test section is
constructed of plexiglass to facilitate flow visual-
ization. The sidewall angle n and swirl :.'ne .uhgle
9 are variable. The sl,i•• vall angle is set by
inserting one of three blocks with a sidewall angle
a of 90. 70 or 45 deg. The swirl vane angle is con-
tinuously variable with discrete values of 9 - 0.
45, 60 and 70 deg. being chosen for the present
study, with Re d - 1.26 x 10'. Presently, experi-
ments are underway with nonreacting flow as follows:

Photography of neutrally-buoyant helium-

filled soap bubbles, wool tufts, and in-
jected smoke, so as to characterize the

time-mean streamlines, recirculation
zones and regions of highly turbulent flow.

Five-hole picot probe pressure mrssure-
ments, so as to determine time-me,En
velo:sties u, v and w.



Single-wire six-orientation and double-
wire hot-wir y mea.urements, so as to
deduce time-mean velocities, U. v and W.

normal stresses u'	 v'ETA and v'	 .
and shear stresses uu V , u w Ant

Extensive results will be reported in a later pnper

1.4 Outline of the P_Prr

The present paper discusses the prediction
technique and exhibit+ both isothermal and react-
ing flowfield predictions. Reacting flow predic-
tions are made on the ha,is of a simple homogeneous
stofchlometrlc premixedl mixture entering and react-

Ing in the chamber. The demonstration results are
Assessed in terms of their use in the combustor
design situation.

2. The Mathematical Problem

2.l_The Governing. Equations

The turbulent Revnolds equations for conser-
vation of m.ttis, momCntcam (in x, r and •t directions),
turbulence energy k, turbulence dissipation rate [,
stagnation enthalpy h, fuel mass fraction m fu and

mixture fraction f - a>t , x - sm fu (where s is the
stotchiometrtc oxygen!tuel ratio) which govern the

:-D axissmtmetric. swirling, stead;: flow may be
taken as previously.	 The transport equations

are all similar and contain terms for convection
and diffusion (via turbulent flux terms) and source
Sof .a general variable (which contain, terms de-
siribing the generation (creation) atad cons.mption
(dissipation) of $). Introducing turbulent ex-
change coefficients and the usual turbulent dif-
fusion-flux (stress - rate of strain type) laws,
it cat be shown that the similarit y between the
differential equations and their diffusion rela-

tions allows them all to be put in the common form:

r (
)
x (a ur,) + I (Pvr:) -

it)
	 ll)

3x 
(rap S

ix) - 
it {r r' at I

	St

where t is the general dependent, variable. The
forms of the source term S ' are given in earlier
work.

Implicit here Is the use of the two-equation
k-c turbulence model at '" and constant Ptandtl-
Schmidt numbers from which exchange coefficients

are calculated:

u	 C^ok r /t + ut	
(2)

r 9 - LUC$

ImpliAt 4110 is the use of a simple exothermic
three-c.ma.onent premixed chemical reaction charac-
terized by equations for h, m . and f. which is

Ja conserved property. Fuel	 V oxidant may coex-

ist at a point In the flow, and the consumption
rate of fuel (-R ) is calculated depending on
local species concentrations, temperature, and

turbulence levels. For this, one can use either
the time-averaged Arrhenlus model or eddv-breakup

reaction model:

Rfu	
-Pp2alumoxexp (-E!RT)

R fu	 CF.NU Pill l
/2c

/k

The value of the latter model Is that !t tries to
assert the effect of turbulence on the reaction, the
tam.- to brat amp the premtred mixtute by eddies: of
hot combustion product being related to the rate of
dissipation of the furl concentration. In many
cases, this is the limiting factor in controllltg

the reaction, and not the final stage+ of molecular
processe.s governed by an ln^tantaneoua Arrhenius
expresRion. The variable g (mean square fluctuating
component of fuel concentration) may be obtained

from its governing differential equation or, with
the assumption that generation equals dissipation.

its reduced algebraic equation. In the present re-
acting flow calculations, its algebraic form 1s used
with reaction rate specified as the average of the
value. given by Eq. (7). Two important problem
area-; currently being investigated are:

More realistic simulation of complex
chemistry and pollutant emission in
turbulent reacting flows.

:.	 Inclusion of radiation heat transfer
effects.

These equations have to be solved for the time
mean pressure p and velocity components u, v, and
w, etc. Then other useful designer information,
like streamlinr plots, breakay.iy and reattachment
points, recirculation zones and stagnation points,
for example, may be readily deduced. So also may
temprrature, flame zones and regions of unburned
fuel be deduced. Earlier publications [ '_ ' t provide
details of the present simulation and soluti. .at terh-
nlque, and only highlights of the primitive-variable
approach need be given here in the context of the
specific problem being investigated.

2.2 The Finite Difference Fotmulttlon

Solution ma y be via the strewn function-vortic-
Ity, or primitive pressure-velocity approach.
Whereas tae former approach, used In .ne 1968 com-
puter program from Imperial College for example's.
reduce, by one the ntamber of equations to be solved
and eliminates the trouble Rome pressure (at the ex-

pense of trouble with the vorticity equation), the
preferred approach now is SIMPLE (rremonic for semi-
implicit method for Pressure !_inked e_(:uattoos) which

fccuses attention directly on the latter variables.

Because it possesses many advantages, the pre-
sent work has been developed laatmedistely on this
new techniques, the basic Idea. A which had been

.mbodied into the 1974 Isperlal College TEACH
(teaching elliptic axlsymmetrie characteristic hour-
istically) computer progra:++ t '. A primitive pres-
sure-velocity variable, finite difference computer
code hes been developed to allow the computation of
nonreaating turbulent swirling flow aerodvnami cs
within the second n tage nozzle section of the axi-
symmetric combustor. The method and program involve

a staggered grid system for axial and radial veloc-
itles, and a line relaxation technique for efflclent
solution of the equation'

s 
tt .	 Turbulence s!sauls•-

tion is by way of tw -enuotion k-( model. The pre-
sent analysis has been developed based on Ideas

which had been embodied Into the TFACH computer pro-
sram. Sever.,l techniques are incorporated to en-



hance accuracy and effic_vnef, and a complete de-

scril,tion of the finally developed code is avail-
able °

The finite difference equations are nolved on
a complex mesh system, shnvn in Fig. ]. The inter-

sections, the point P for example, of the solid
lines mark the grid nodes where All variables ex-

cept the u and v velocity cnmpnnentm are stored.
The latter at.- stored at points which are denoted
by arrows (and labeled w and a respertively) lo-
cated midway between the grid intersections. De-
tails of the special ewrits of this sts6fered grid
system have been reporred previnusly.17 

a 
The

different conttoi volrme •: C. U and V which are ap-
propriate for the P, w and s locations respectively
are alto giden in the figure. Th,h the u- and v-
cell boundaries lie either exactly on or exactly
halfway between the grid intersection points P.
This improves the accuracy of calcolating pressure
gradient effects on the u and v velocities (as

pressure values now lie directly on appropriate
cell face%j and of calcul.tting certain cell bound-
ary fluxes. The flowfield domain boundaries are
positione-i midway between grid points so that they
coincide with normal velocities as in Fig. v, which

shows an example of grid specification for the
geometry under consideration.
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Fig. l The three control volumes associated

with points of the three grids.
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tots.

Fig. 4 An example of a ccarse grid system

tieing employed to fit the flow domain

In obtPIning the FDFs in the primitive ap-
proach it is common to ore a h ybrid formulation,

Which is a comb ► nation of the central and upwind

differencing scheme; it is applied to the reptescn-
tation of the convection and diffusion term% and
provides, when needed the required degree of up-
stream oifferencing.	 In this manner the FDF, f-jr a
typical variable become%

aP ^p - F. j a' ms ♦ S^	 (4)

whe re

a P - T
i
 ai - 5p

L' - s,m over N. S. E and W neighbors

for each variable m at each point P of a grid sys-
tem covering the flow domain.

2.3 The Solution Procedure

the flowfield is covered with a nonuniform
rectangular grid system, t y pically the boundary of
the solution domain fall, halfwa y between ita im-
mediate nearby parallel gridlines; and clearly
specification of the x and r coordinates of the
6ridlines, together with information concerned with

the position of the upper and curved boundary, is
sufficient to determine the flowfield of interest.

The c , -ved or sloping boundaries are stmuldted by
means of a stairstep approach with sloping i oun-
dary segments where appropriate.

Finite difference equations like Eq. (4) hold
fc,r all variables at all internal points of the
mesh system, except those adjacent to wall t.cun-
daries. At these points, the correct boundary in-
flurnce is Inserted by A linearized source tech-

nique, using wall (unctions so as to avoid detailed
calculations In near-wall region. the effect of
swirl on wall function specification is handled as
follows. The previous ideas are extended to find
total tangential wall shear stress near boundaries
TfnvolvinK it and a directions for an r - constant
wall, and r and 9 directions (ot an x 	 constant
wall). Then appropriate comma nts are deduced
directly [for the u and %;-velocities which art tan-
gential to an r - cous.ant wall, and v and w velo-
cities which are tangential to an x - constant
wall). The effects uo u, v and w momentum equations
are incorporated via the usual linearized source
techniq Ae."

The finlLe difference equations and boundary
conditions coostitutu a system of strongly-coupled
simultaneo us algebraic equations. rhough they Ap-
pear linear they are not since the ,oefficients and

source terms are themselves functions of some of
the variables, an-1 the velocity equations are
strongly linked through the rressure. In the solu-
tion procedure algebraic equations like rq. (4) are

solved many times, coefficient and source updating
being carried out prior to each occasion. The
practice ased here is to make use of the well-known
tri-diagonal matrix 41Sitithm (TDMA), w!ureby a set

of equations, each with exactly thier unknuwr.a in
a particular order except the first and last which
have exactly two unknown%, may be solved sequenti-

ally. In the 2-1) problem one consioers the values
of grldpoints along a vertical gridllne to be un-
known (values at P. N ant S far each point P). but

take an known, most rerrn[ values being used, the
value+ at mach E and W neighbor. The TDMA is than

applied to this vertical gridllne. In th i s summer
one can traverse along all lines In the vertical

4



direct lon sriluentlally from left to right of :hr
intrgratton domain, uxlng a certain degrae of
underrelaxatio.i to rnhance cove-genre.

3. Predictions and Discussion

Cimputations shown inclodr geometric and vans-swirl

Angle vartations. For cimparison purposes, it I%
worth noting tha' swirl numh.-t S and 4 are related

by S - :/3 tan 0. so that vane angle, 45, 60 and
70 deg, for example, cortespond to S valup -t of 0.61,
l.li an .t 1.8', rrspectively.

The m.iln emphasln now in on the application of
the computer coJr to idealized artsymmettl: cow-

bustor geom-ttien to assist in design and develo p
-ment studies. Both nuntracting and 4toichinmerric

premlxed met han. • /atr tract Ing flowv are con%W.•.rd,
with Ideal tied w.rlI cooling to 100K in the latter
cane, so as to present calculations in lncrra.tng
order of complexity. Velocity profile%, attramllne
plats and temperature prottles are exhibited.
Finally, recircolatlon zones at.• discus%rd to terms
of the effects of %wtrl %trrngth, %Idewall angle
and ch.•mlcal reaction on their sizes. 0lncunston
is primarily alm. •d at guiding designers in Judt-
cionaly deciding where experimental emphasis should
be placed and/or in interpolating re•.ult% from a
limbed am.unt of expet lment.il data.

As notr.l earlier diameter expansion ratio
D/d 1% 1.0. inlet Reynold% numb.t Red - 1.16 x 101,
wall expansion anklc a - 90, 70, and 4S deg, and
swirl vane angle D varies from 0 to 70 erg. All
re•.ults air obt..lned via a nonuniform atld system
due to the resulttnl; enh:.nrement of solution ac-
curacy. flinetr-n coils are employed In the r-
directle , i, and they are Cltrnterrd gear the shear
layer rogl. •n and along the wall and centrrlinc.
Celli in the x-di-ection Ace gr.uduall y rxpan.:lng
in the %treamwise diroctl.:v, end ftom 18 to )l are

employed as re.lu.'red to prouuce the desired a. The
inlet profiles of axial velocity % and swirl velo-
city t.• are Idr.tlf-rd a • : "flat" (i.e , conxtanr-
valued).
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Fig. S. Predicted rtreamllnr dots for a wall on-

panvlon an,rle j - 90' for various swirl
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Fig. 6. Predicted strealtitne plotb for a wall es-
pansiun angle i - 45 - for various swirl

vane angles 0. nonrracting flowfield.
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3.1 honreactin& Flow

The predictive capability of the code is now
demonstrated for the flovfield of Fig. 1 under non-
reacting conditions. Figures 5a through 5d are

calculated and plotted by computer to show the com-
bustor designer the sequence of predicted stream-
line patterns he should expect upon increasing the
vane angle for the i = 90 deg, combustor. The
recirculation zones are important to designers2i

because mutt cf the burning occurs in these regions,
and they exhibit the h 4 ghest temperatures. The
nonswirling case ghnv,	 n Fig. 5a exhibits a large

corner recirculation region. As swirl is intro-
duced, a central recirculationi region appears in

conjunction with a decrease in size of the corner
recirculation region., as seen :n the 45 deg. swirl
an-le case. Further increasers in swirl vane angle
result in continued enlargement of the center zone.
Similarly, the corner recirculation zone is grad-
ually reduced in axial extent until it disapp.ars
by m = 70 deg.

The same series of streamlil.. dtterns is
displaved in Figs. 6a through bd !or t'ie 5 deg.
expansion geometry. The sa,^e tread t•, found as
the vane, angle is increased except :hat in this
case the center recirculation zone is generally
slightly smaller io both directions. The combustor

Ve • e.7

e. l

e..l	
10 - 45°

70

°°

(a)

./e•e l

designer may obtain further insight by observing
a similar series of streamline plots predicted by

Novick et al 2l for an isothermal dump combustor

flowfield with the following differences: a 90 deg.
expansion, in inlet hub and a constricted exit.

An indication of the validity of the computa-
tions can be obtained by comparing predicted mean
streamline patterns with associated experim.•ntal

studies in progress at Oklahoma State University
as discussed in Section 1.3. Extensive details
will be reported later. Suffice it to say here
that the agreement between predictions and avail-
able flow visualization is excellent.	 Currently,

velocity and turbulence measurements are in pro-
gress.

Predicted mean axial velocity profiles for the
a - 90, 70, and 45 deg. geometries are shown in
Figs. 1a, 7b and 7c. The nonsvirling case (¢ - 0)
exhibits goodqualitative agreement with measure-
ments of Chat urvedi l ' in a geometrically similar
facility. The influence of ^ is most dramatic near

the combustor inlet, where the 0 - 0 profile in
Fig. 7a shows a la r ge corner recirculation region,
provoked by the sudden increase in flow area. A
very large value of 3u/car occurs near the inlet,
which is indicative of high turbulence energy gen-
eration in a strong shear layer. Further, the

.n . 1.e	 ve • 7.77
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Fig. 7. Predicted axial velocit y Profiles showing the effect of swirl vane angle 2 for wall
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n t

nonswirling centerline velocity exhibits little
change in the stre.Imwise direction. With p . 45
deg. the me.ln axial velocit y profile !s dramati-
cally changed. Near tht inlet a central toroidal
recirculation zone appears and the eot'ner recircu
latton zone is considerably smaller. Also, a m.t-,i-
mum velocity value occurs in in annular fashion
near r/D - 0.15, although a more flattened shape
quickly dar velops before x/D - 1.0.	 It should also

he noted that the boundary laver on the outer side

wall is relatively thin and is not easily seen on
the tigures using the chosen scale. The strong
swirl case of D - 70 deg. shows a much larger
central recireu Lit too region at x/D - 0. 3, which
is caused by strong cent tIfugal effects. This

promotes a very high forward velocity near the
wall rather than .1 corner recirculation region.

This tendency has been qualitatively -bserved by
combustor designers at high degrees of swirl, but
little quantitative data .ire vet available to pre
cisely substantiate this phenomenon. The radial
extent of the central recirculation zone and the

velocity near the wall quickly diminish downstte.tm

as swirl strength is dissipated.

The effect of a is also most visible near the

Inlet, whete only the strong swill profile exhibits
a noticeable difference between the a - 90 deg. and
10 deg, geometties. For a - 70 deg, this profile
is mote flat to the central region. However,
comp.rtison of velocity profiles for m - 45 deg.

with those for a - 90 deg. reveals that the 4S dell.
vane ptediction is also inituenced, as no corn. -t

recitculation zone is present tot this swirl case.
Also the off-axle velocity m.irimum is located

closer to the centerline. The 70 deg. vane case is
considerably affected in that the centet recircula-
tion bubble ha ,; less radial extent and the velocity

near the w.tlI is greatly reduced. 	 It should be
noted, how+•ver, that only a slight stied of a (for
the range con•Itd.•ted here) rem.iins beyond x/D

values of about 1.0.

Swirl velocity profiles for the same three
gee.net+ies with vane angles of 45, 60, and 70 deg.

are shown in Figs. 8a through 8c. All of these
profile-: show solid-body-rotation behavior near the

centerline, even near the inlet where a flat pro-
file is a specified inlet condition. The radial
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Fig. S. Predicted swirl velocity profiles shoving the effect of swirl vane angle $ for

wall expansion ankle~ '1:	 (a) 90', kb) 10', and (c) 45', nonreacting flowfield.
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location of the station m.iximlm for w tend. to In

crease with x/D in Fig. 8.1. 	 Also irtegul.lt it 1,•4
of the profiles at x/D - 0.12 disappears with In-
creasing x. Hence. swirl as well as axial velocity
profiles .eppr.lr to appro.lrh those corresponding to
swilling flow in .1 pipe t: AS x mete. es .	 Cump.1t-
ing Fig. 81, with Aa. it is the weaker swirl cases
which show the mo•.t .tppteetahl. • effect of a at
x/D - o.32, mid again this diminishes with tncreas-
init x. The 70 deK. vane pr.,tiles for a - 90 And 70
dot;. at x/D - U. 12 are yualltativ. • Iv similar, .el-
though the maximum velocit y for a - 90 deg. Is 0.9

will ,, is oppo,... to 0.8 w /ti, for ,a - 70 deg.	 In
Fig. do it is the atr.+ng swirl case which Is most
infiuenced by .1, with a ma%imum value of 1.0 for
w/u, At x/D - 0.12. The profllex at x/D - 1.68
exhibit similarlte for each geometrv, and It w/w,,,,,
is platted against r/D the w-curves will cull.lp•:r
to A single characteristic curve.

Kea- t ins Flow

Cenetal predictions are now given for the
etfect of swill Ind sidrw:411 atigle on A correspond-
ing flow with . hemival reaction.	 Figures 9a t fit otigh

9c show wh.lt happens to the .ixial velocity profiles

when the inlet flow is replaced by .t ptemlxed
stotchiometric mixture (metham- Kas And air) and

combustion is allowed to piocred dolnistreAm of the
inlet. Thts (tKute msy be compared with and con-
trasted to the cottespond(ng fiKmr without chemi-
cal reaction, Fig. 7.	 Both flow, have the same
general velocity profiles. Notice now that undet
re acting conditions the tadial location!, of maximum
v.11ues occur at approximately the same values As

be• tot y .	 This is empeciall y true at location,

tilt t fit' t dI^Wllstre•am from the inlet.	 The presence

of chrmic.11 reaction decivases the sire of hoth the
cornet and central recirculation tones, with highet
recirculating velocities. The ptesence of reaction,
gas exp.nlsiort, and suhseyuent increased axial velo-
city tends to shotten the recirc,lLotion zones; slow

movinK 9.1s is accelerated toward the exit.

Corresponding tempetature calcul.itions provide

further evidence about the reaction :ones, heat
transfer and velocities effects inside the flow
domaiit.	 Figures 10 And I1 show remperatit1	 1,tofiles
at Axial stations x/D - 0.1 and 0.75 for dlttetent

inlet switI strengths with the sidew.0 1 angle a
45 deg. only. The top wall and sloping sidewall
are cooled in a m.mner simul.lt inK the effects of

u• • 1 tt
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Figure 11.	 Predicted 41101 velnrit y profiles showinK the effect of swirl vane angle a for
wall exp.lnsion .1nKles c1:	 00 '1i1', (b) 70', and (c) 4S), reacttnK f. .firld.
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cast- still persists.	 Here, of course, only the
gross effects of combustion are simulated; no
attempt has been m.uie to correspond exactly to anv

particular case. There is no droplet spra y of fuel,
for example, while geometric and boundary details
are •-,mplified as compared with in actual combustor.
h] Recirc ulation Zones

Interpretatton of an extensive range of stream-
line plots allows recirculation zones to be chara-
terized and parametrized. Figures 12 and 13 illu-

3	 -__1

l

0. S r-- -- —	 - --- -

y = 0 45	 60	 70

0	 1000	 2000

T ^K

Fig. 10. Temperature profiles at x/D - 0.1.

O.S

•4S

r/D

0,25

Lm = 0	 70 1

o	 (
0	 1000	 2000

T •K

Fig. II.	 Temperature profiles at x/D • 0.75.

cuollnK b y v.tv of heat transfer, so restricting
wall temperatures to	 at most 1000K. Notice that

the CRZ and the CTRZ have Cite highest temperatures

since most of the burning is taking place in these
regions. The recirculation of hot combustion pro-

ducts has a preheating effect in reverse flow zones
a condition not enjoyed in the high velocity region

emanating from the expansion corner. Hence, a cool
zone is present there and extends downstream from

this corner.

Fliture 10 illustrates this effect for the

D	 70 deg. case, while regions of no reverse flow,
in the a • 0 and +5 deg. cases especially, have
cool regions. Further downstream, the temperature

profiles of Fig. 11 show that all burning hae been

completed in the swirling case~, but that the cool

central region of the nonrecirculating nonswirlinK

l	 Y J ^ \

—_= 70

	

45	 60	 75	 90

oC..

Fig. I.`. Predicted effect of sidewall angle a
and swirl vane angle It on corner re-
circulation zone CRZ length.

(--- noreacting, -	 reacting(

3 -
i

2

	

1	 -45

	

0	 ---1- --- LZ
0
 -

	

45	 60	
--// 

75	 90

Fig. 13. Predicted effect of sidevall angle
O and swirl vane .inKle , on centr.il
toruidal recirculation zone CiRZ

length.
(--- nonreactinK, -- reaming)
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c constant
D chamber diameter
d nozzle diameter
E,P Arrhenius constants
fu,ox,pr fuel, oxidant,	 product

G momentum flux, k generation term
h stagnation enthalpy
k kinetic energy of turbulence
M molecular weight
m time-mean chemical mass fraction

Pe cell Peclet number
p time-r,:ean pressure
R universal gas constant, mass rate of

creation per unit volume, 	 residual
source,	 radius

S swirl number	 = 2G6/(G xd),	 source term
(with subscript)

S stoichiometric ratio
T time-mean temperature
v = (u,v,w) time-mean velocity	 (in x,r,d directions)
x 1 r,6 axial,	 radial,	 polar coordinates

turbulent exchange coefficient
E turbulence energy dissipation rate

LA effective viscosity

P time-mean density
o Prandtl-Schmidt number

m sw'-rl vane angle 	 [tan - '(win/u in )],	 gen-
ecal dependent variable

Subscripts

EBII	 eddy-break-up model
P,N,S,E,W point, north, south, east, west neighbors

P	 constant pressure
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strate the predicted effects of sidewall angle n
and swirl vane angle 0 on the corner CRZ. and cen-
tral CTRZ recirculation zone lengths, respectively,

under both nonreacting [ --- ] and reacting [---]
flow conditions. Four points may be perceived.

Firstly, recirculation zone lengths are only
slightlyaffected by the sidewall angle, as tound
previous Iy 11 for the CRZ under isothermal nonswirl-

ing conditions. Also at these high Revnolds num-
bers, the CRZ length is Reynolds number independent

at high Reynolds numbers. I ' a4 As the sidewall

angle decreases from 90 to 45 deg. the zone lengths
decrease slightly: the inlet flow is encouraged to
'stick' to the confining walls. Secondly, the CRZ
langrh decreases and, thirdly, the CTRZ length in-
creases with swirl strength. Both these effects
are well-known to combustion engineers who strive
to utilize the recirculation of hot combustion pro-
ducts and the bluff body effects of the zones as an
aid to the combustion processes. Finally, the

effect of combustion is to decrease the lengths of
both corner and central recirculation zones. This

has also been observed b y others 21 with the dump

expansion case only being considered, where shorter
zone lengths, higher recirculating velocities and
less mass flow recirculated. The presence of re-

action, gas expansion, and increased axial velocity
tends to shorten the zones: slow moving gas near
the downstream end is accelerated toward the exit.

4. Conclusions

Fundamental theoreticaA studies with applica-
tion to practical geometries provide useful simpli-
fications of the com p lete three-dimensionai problem.

Manv factors affect the existence, size and shape
of the corner recirculation zone and central toroi-
dal recirculation zone. A major outcome of the

current work is the ability to characterize and pre-
dict more realistically than previously the exis-
tence, size and shape of the corner and central re-
circulation zones as a function of the angle of the
sloping wall, the degree of swirl imparted to the
incoming flow, and the presence of chemical reac-

tion. Numerical computations have been undertaken
for a bast_ 2-D axisymmetric flowfield which is
similar to that found in conventional gas turbine

and ramjet combustors. A swirling flow enters a
larger chamber via a sudden or gradual expansion.

The calculation method involves a staggered grid

system for axial and radial velocities, a line
relaxation procedure for efficient solution of the
equations, a two-equation k -E turbulence model, a
stairstep boundary representation of the expansion

flow, and realistic accommodation of swirl effects.
An on-going experimental program is currently pro-
viding a useful data base for the nonreacting flow-
field. Further development and application is pro-
viding a valuable supplementary technique for de-

signers of practical combustion equipment.
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Abstract

A swirling nonreacLing flow enters a larger

chamber via a sudden or gradual expansion. Six

flowfield configurations are investigated with side-

wall angles a - 90 and 45 deg. and swirl vane angles

m - 0, 45 and 70 de$. Photography of neutrally-

buoyant helium-filled soap bubbles, tufts, and in-

jected smoke helps to characterize the time-mean

streamlines, recirculation zones and regions of

highly turbulent flow. From the photographic evi-

dence, it is found that central recirculation zones

occur for the swirling flow cases investigated.

They extend from the inlet to approximately x/D -

1.7, after which a relatively narrow precessing

vortex core exists t*ar the axis. Five-hole picot

probe pressure measurements allow the determination

of rime-mean velocities u, v and w. At the inlet,

they exhibit maximum values at approximately r/D

0.2 in a sharply-peaked annular fashion. An ad-

vanced computer code equipped with standard two-

equation k -E turbulence model is used to predict
corresponding flaw situations and to compare results

with the experimental data. Altbaugh excellent

agreement is found for the nonswirling flow, poor
agreement in detail occurs for the swirling flow

cases, especially near the inlet. Thin discrepancy

may be attributed to the lack of realism in the k-E

turbulence model and/or to inaccurate specification

of time-mean velocity and turbulence energy distri-

butions at the inlet.

Nomenclature

D test section diameter

d inlet	 nu., zle diameter

k kinetic energy of turbulence

p time-mean pressure

R radius of	 test chamber

Re Reynolds number

S source term (with subscript)
(u,v,w) time-mean velocity	 (in x-,	 r-,	 6-direction)

V time-mean vector velocity magnitude

x,r,R axial,	 radial	 azimuthal cylindrical polar

coordinates

a side-wall expansion angle

B yaw angle of	 flow	 (tan-'(W/10)

f turbulent	 exchange coefficient

d pitch angle of	 flaw (tan- I[v/(u1+w1)i])
E turbulence energy dissipation rate

U effective viscosity

0 time-mean density

It swirl	 vane angle	 [tan -t(wo/uo)],	 general

dependent variable
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space Engineering.
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Subscripts

value at inlet to flowfield

1. Introduction

In gas turbine and ramjet combustion chamber

development, designers are aided by b ,jth experi-

mental and theoretical studies. ) The present re-

search work is concerned with such complementary

studies.
2-4

 The problem being investigated 1s con-

cerned with steady turbulent flow in axisymmetric

geometries, under low speed and nonreacting condi-

tions - a study area which is fundamental to combus-

tor modeling. The particular problem discussed in

this paper is the flow in a round pipe entering an

expansion into another round pipe as illustrated in

Fig. 1. The in-coming flow may possess a swirl

component of velocity via passage through swirl

vanes at angle 0 from the streamwise direction, and
the side wall may slope at an angle a, also from the

streamwise direction. The resulting flowfield do-

main may possess a central toroidal recirculation

zone in the middle of the region on the axis, in

addition to the possibility of a corner recircula-

tion zone near the upper corner provoked by the

rather sudden enlargement of the cross-sectional

area. Of vital importance is the characterization

of flows of this type in terms of the effects of

side-wall angle a, degree of swirl m, turbulence

intensity of the inlet stream and expansion ratio

D/d on the resulting flowfield in terms of it% time-

mean and turbulence quantities. Such problems have

received little attention, although they are funda-

mental to the physical processes occurring in air-

craft combustors.

SWIRL VANE ANGtE 0,
INLET TKF k,

/(a) SCHEMATIC OF TEST SECTION
J	 GEOMETRY

CRZ

—~ C T R Z	 -

(b) EXPECTED RECIRCULATION ZONES

Fig. 1 The flowfield being investigated.

A systematic parametric investigation is being

undertaken on the effect of side-wall angle a and a

swirl vane angle m on the resulting flowfield pro-



duced. Comparison with available experimental tur-

bulent flow measurements assists in evaluatir.- tur-

bulence models and the final predictive capability.

One such experiment, underway at Oklahoma State

University, is concerned with measuring the effects

of swirl and side-wall angle on the streamlines,

mean flow and turbulence parameters In nonreacting

flow. This paper focuses on the identification of

recirculatt.m regions from flow visualization, mean

velocity measurements with a five-hole picot probe,

and the comparison of experimental results with

flowfield predictions using an advanced computer

code equipped with standard two-equation turbulence

model.

2._ ExperimentalApproach

2.1 Previous Relevant Experimental Studies

There have been several experiments performed

with nonreacting flows it, expansion geometries that

have been reported in the literature, examples of

which are contained in Refs. 5-8. References 5-7

also include flowfield predictions, made with ver-

sions of the TEACH-T computer program. 9 These ex-

periments include time-mean velocity measurement's

[with hot-wire and pitot probes and laser Doppler

anemometry], turbulence measurements (with hot-wires

and laser anemometers[ and flow visualization. The

majority of the earlier measurements were made in
nonswirling flows; however soma noteworthy experi-

ments have been made in swirling confined jets.s,s

Direct comparison between the results of the cited
experiments ant' the present experimental results IF

generally not possible because of differences in
geometry. However, in the nonswirling jet compari-

sons were possible with experiments of Chaturvedl,e

who measured mean and turbulent flow quantities

downstream of a sudden expansion of diameter ratio

D/d a 2 and various expansion side-wall angles a.

2.2 Test Facility

The present experiments Sava been conducted in

the confined jet facility Down erhematically in

Fig. 2. The facility has a . • axia'. flow fan whose
Speed can be changed by aiter.:.s the varidrive

mechanism. Numerous fine screens and straws produce

flow in the settling chamber of relatively low tur-

bulence intensity. The contraction section leading

to the test section hrs been designed by the method

of More1 1O to produce a minimum adverse pressure

gradient on the boundary layer and thus avoid on-
steady problem- associated with local separation

regions.	
MGM1:_ PAGE IS
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Fig. 2 Schematic of overall flow facility.

The test section consists of a swirl vane as-

sembly and an idealized combustion chamber model.

The swirl vane assembly contains ten vanes which

are individually adjustable for any vane angle $.

The diameter is located at the center of the swirler

with a streamlined nose facing upstream. The down-

stream end Is simply a flat face, simulating the

geometric shape of a typical fuel spray nozzle.

The Idealized combustion chamber model is com-

posed of an expansion block and a long plexiglass

tube. The expansion block is a 30 cm diameter disk

with a 15 cm diameter hole centered on its axis

through which the air entering the model flows

smoothly. The downstream face of the expansion

block has been shaped to provide the desired flow

expansion angle a which is shown in Fig. 1. There

are currently three interchangeable expansion blocks

and the appropriate choice gives a - 90, 70, or 45

degrees.

There are no film cooling holes or dilution

air holes in the test facility, and the chamber

wall consists of a straight pipe. The inside dia-

meter of the pipe is 30 cm and the length is approx-

imately 125 cm. The substantial size of the test

model provides excellent resolution for five-hole

pitot probe measurements and also for flow visuali-

zation.

2.3 Flow visualization Techni

Illumination and Photography. A slide projec-

tor, located downstream of the teat facility, serv-

ed as the light source for illumnnation of the

bubbles. A vertical sheet of light 4 cm thick was

produced to illuminate the rx-plane of the bubble

flow pattern. This was provided by using a slide

which is opaque except for a thin slit cut out for

light passage to the test section. Trf-X Pan, a

very light-sensitive photographic film rated at ASA

400, along with a large camera aperture of f 2.0,

was employed in order to obtain photographs of ac-

ceptable contrast. Morevoer, the film was sub-

stantially overdeveloped to compensate for underex-

posure; this is equivalent to using an extremely
light-sensitive film rated at approximately ASA

6,000. Photographs of the bubble streaklines were

typically taken at shutter speeds ranging from 1/60

to 1/4 second.

Neutrallv-Buovant Helium-Filled Soau Bubbles.

Flow visualization experiments using three
different techniques were conducted during this in-

vestigation and each is described in the following

paragraphs. An attractive flow visualization tech-

nique for both detailed as well as overall charac-

teriratlon of strongly turbulent flows employs

neutrally-buoyant helium-tilled soap bubbles. Al-

though much larger than particles of smoke, soap

bubbles are almost Ideal because they trace parti-
cle paths and have the average density of air. Of

all the previous work with soap bubbles, that most

related to the present study was conducted by Owen

et al., tt who employed them to study the flowffeld

In a cylindrical vortex tube.

The bubble generator is manufactured by Sage

Action, Inc. 12 It consists of the injector, in

which the bubbles are actually formed, and a con-

sole that supplies the constituents to the injector.

Only the Injector is situated in the tunnel. It is

located far enough upstream of the test section to

avoid any disturbance to the flow pattern under

study. The bubble film solution is a special soap

mixture, which is commercially available from Sage
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Action, Inc. After formation, 0.5 to 1.0 mm dia-

meter bubbles are injected into the surrounding

freestream, which carries them through the teat
section. It is satimated 1z from photographs that

this bubble production rate is as high an 500 bub-
bles per second.

Smoke-Wire. Although smoke particles may not

be observed individually, small and discrete streak-

lines can be located within the flowfield so that

small scale details may be studied. For example,

zero velocity points within a large recirculation

zone may be identified. This is accomplished vlth
the smoke-wire technique similar to that used by

Nagib and his coworkers. 12.14

The method consists of a fine wire positioned

in the flowfield, coated with oil, and heated by

passing an electrical current through the wire. As

the wire is coated with the oil, small beads of the

oil form on the wire and at each of these beads a

smoke filament originates when the wire is heated.
Cornell is :udied the materials used in generating

"smoke" for rlw visualization, and explained that

particles reated with this technique are actually

a vapor-condensation aerosol. That is, they are

very small liquid particles near 1.0 x 10- 3 mm in

diameter rather than products of a combustion pro-

cess. However, in keeping with the literature,

these particles are referred to as smoke. For the

mechanical details of the system, the reader is re-

ferred to Rhode.4

Tufts. Perhaps one of the simplest ways of

viaualtzing a flowfield is by inserting a wire grid

with a tuft attached at each intersection point of

the mesh. Besides pointing in the local flow direc-

tion, their vascillating motion indicates the degree

of turbulence in stead y mean turbulent flow situa-

tions. Very large tuft fluctuations, however, can

be p-oduced by the combined effects of mean flow

unst .diness and turbulence. Tuft screens have been

employed to visualize the vortex shedding behind

swept wings. 16 They have also been used to observe

the interaction of an air het and a cross wind. 17

Again. Rhode provides details of the tuft appara-
tus as used in the present study.

2.4 Mean Velocity Measurement

Many instruments are used for separately mea-

surinit the magnitude and direction of fluid velo-

city. a However, there are only a few instruments

capable of simultaneously sensing both magnitude

and direction. One of the simplest of those is the

live-hole pitOL probe which has been developed and
22

used by various investigators. 
If- The particular

probe employed In this study is model DC-125-12-CD
frmm United Sensor and Control Corp. It is shown

schematically in Fig. 3 and has a 3.2 mm diameter

sensing tip and shaft containing five tubes. The

sensing head is hook-shaped to allow probe shaft

rotation without altering the probe tip location.

The instrumentati-m system, in addition to the

five-hole pitot probe, consists of a manual traverse

mechanism, two five-way ball valves, a eery sensi-

tive pressure transducer, a power supply, and an

Integrating voltmeter. The differential pressure

transducer is model 590D from Datametrics, Inc.

The output is read as the d.c. signal from a TSI

model 1076 integrating voltmeter.

Prior to production measurements, the five-hole

C

Fig. 3 Five-hole picot probe.

^	 I^
Fig. 4 Velocity components and flow direction

angles associated with five-hole pltot

measurements (yaw angle 8 in the hori-

zontal plane and pitch angle 6 in the

vertical plane.

picot p robe is aerodynamically zeroed for yaw, which

is in the horizontal plane of Fig. 4, so that x and

B axes of the measurement coordinate frame coincide

with those of the test section. The measurement

procedure for each location within a traverse begins
with aerodynamically nulling the yaw, and deternin-

ing the yaw angle 0. This is indicated b y a zero
reading for pW - PE, where the pressures are identi-

G

w
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fied in Fig. 3. Then the five-way owitchinR valves

are set so that ph - p is sensed by the transducer.
Finally, the reading of PC - pW in similarly ob-
tained.

The data reduction employs two calibration

curves which were obtained from a single calibration

velocity. The underlying principle la that the
calibration is independent of probe Reynolds number

Hrp based on probe tip diameter. Careful calibra-

tion experiments reveal that this condition exists

for Rep > 1090 corresponding to a local velocity of
5.4 m/s. Bence measurements of such low velocities

suffer from a nect •.sary calibration er r or. However,
this error affects the velocity mrasurements typi-
cally by less than 16 percent forRe p > 400, corre-
sponding to a local velocity greater than 2 m/s.

The data at each measurement location are re-

duced using a compuVr program by first calculating

the pitch coefficient (pH - p S )/(pC - pW). From
these values an interpolation technique is used to

obtain the pitch angle d in the vertical plane from

the appropriate calibration characteristic. The

resulting value of d is utilized to determine the

velocity coefficient pV 2 /[2(pC - pW)] using the

corresponding calibration rharacteristic.

Volu! n for V as well as the axial, radial, and

swirl velocity components u, v, and w, shown in

Fig. 4, are calculated from the velocity coefficient,

pitch angle 6, and yaw angle 8, which is in the
horizontal plane. The magnitude of the velocity
,•ector is given by

2 _	 V=	
1/2

V	
P [ 2 ( pC - PW)

 (PC - pW) I
and the velocity components are obtained from this

magnitude and the pitch and yaw angles.

Proper calibration of the five-hole pressure

probe is extremely critical to the accuracy of the

experiment. Consequently, considerable care was

cxerclsed in the construction and use of the cali-

bration equipment. The apparatus consists of a

small air jet, a rotary table, a probe mounting

bracket, and the instrumentation system previously

described. The rotary table has a rotary vernier

which is readable within _+0.5 minute. The probe

mounting bracket is secured to the rotary table,

and supports the probe which rests in a cylindrical

steel collet.

The motion of the rotary table orients the

probe at the desirrd pitch angle, whereas the yaw

is aerodynamically nulled. The probe sensing tip

remains at the centerline within the potential core

of the jet and less than one throat diameter down-

stream of the nozzle discharge plane. The pitch

.ti,gle 1s zetoed by very carefully aligning the probe

shaft in a plane parallel to that of the nozzle

throat. Differential pressures p N - p S and PC - pW

are obtained at 5 degree increments in 6 over the

range -55'<6<55'.

2.5 Reliability

Little information is available con.erning the

effect of turbulence on pressure probes in swirling

flows. 21 However, it to presumed the the .five-hole

pltot probe is accurate within approximately 5 per-
cent for most of tie measurements. This value may

in:rease to 10 percent no the velocity magnitude

falls below approximately 2.0 m/s because :he probe

is not very sensitive to such low dynamic: preaaures.

In addition, the calibration is not indapendent of

probe Re ynolds number. The pressure transducer is

estimated to have a measurement uncertainty of ap-

proximately 0.25 percent for a typical velocity

magnitude of 5 nw/s and 0.75 percent for 2 m/s.

An initial experiment was performed to invest!-

gate the asymptotic invariance of Reynolds number

Red. This was needed to ensure that the data will

be applicable to combustor-like flows which operate

at higher Red values than those desired for defini-
tive `low visualization expet.mencs. Velocity

measurement traverses were repeated at the same con-

dltions for increasing Red for each of the flow-

fields at x/D - 2.5. This axial station was chosen
because a probe location slightly dn^Rtstream of a

recirculation zonr was onsiderrd most sensitive

to Red . The resulting Re d values st which the
experiments were conducted for nonswirling and
swirling flews wore 1.05 x 10 5 and 7.8 x 10 4 , re-
spectively.

Also an experiment to determine the extent to
which the five-hole probe disturbs the flow was

conducted. A dummy probe of approximately the
same size and shape wa • . inserted through the lower
wall of the tee , :,ection, e x actly opposite to the
five-hole probe entering t1 •	ugh the upper wall.

Comparison of the axial and wwirl velocity profiles

with and without the dummy probe, which is traversed

exactly like the measuring probe, were obtained. It

is clear that the presence of the dummy probe has
negligible effect.

3. Flowfield Computat_fons

Equations representing conservation of mass,

momentum, turbulent 1, 1netic energy and its dissipa-
tion rate are represented in the general form for
axisv mnetric flows via

r [ 2x (Form) + r (Perm) - 2z (ro t a )

cr (rr^ a)) - S`

where 0 represents any of the dependent variables
u, v, v, k and C. Three equations are the Reynolds

equations for axisymmetric flow written in diver-

gence form. The standard two-equation k-t turbu-

lence model is employed, whereby the exchange coef-

ficients r may be specified in each rgtiation. The
equations liffer primaril y in their final source
terms St . The corresponding finite difference equa-

tions are solved via an advanced version of the
TEACH computer code s semi-implicit line-by-line

method for values at points of a variable size rec-

tangular grid, with variable under. laxation. A
comp lete description of the finally developed com-

puter program is available. 24

Current measurements for mean velocities at

the inlet are emp loyed as boundary conditions, while

the inlet values for k and E are presumed. further,

previous avlrling flow measurements ere Incorporat-

ed as wall functions to avoid the expense of compu-

ting within the boundary layer. Zero velocities on

all walls are asttumed, with a)-mmetry conditions for

most variables along the centerline.
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4. flow Visualization

Rertrculation zones are important ro combustor

designers because most of the burning occurs in

these regions and the) exhibit the hi;hest tempera-
turrs. zS The Pine and location of these regions in

the present isothermal flows are deduced from flow

visualization photographs of tufts, smoke, and bub-

bles responding to the experimental flowffeld

patterns. Resulting dividing streamline sketches

as well as sel.etted photographs of the visualization

experimenth are now presented and discussed.

4.1 Artistic Impressions of Streamline Patterns

Photographs of each of the six flowfield n re-
sulting from 0 - 0, 45. and 70 degrees with a - 90

and 45 degrees hive been examined in detail for each

of the three flow visualization methods cut rent ly

employed. The characteristics of the overall flow-

field are illustrated and discussed via the result-
ing time-mean dividing streamline patterns. These

are sketched in Figs. 5 and 6 from information ob-

tained from the entire collection of flow visualiza-

tion photographs. Results from the smoke-wire ex-

periment are utilized near the inlet, whereas tuft

.en(f buhble data are used in approximating the size

and shape of the recirculation zones downstream.

Also, bubble flow patterns reveal the existence of

a preeeasing vortex core, which occurs downstream

of the central region.

os
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Fig. 6 Artistic impressions of dividing stream-

lines with wall expansion angle a - 45'

for swirl vane angles: (a) 0 - 0%

(b) 0 - 45', and (c) 0 - 70'.

The resulting streamlines for the three cases

of the sv dden expansion a - 90 degree geometry are

shown in Fig. 5. The nonswirling flow sketch in
part (a) exhibits a large corner recirculation zone

which is in excellent agreement with the correspond-

ing streamlines from the measurements of Qtaturvedi!

Appropriate prior measurements for the present swirl-

ing flows have not been found. For the moderate

swir l vane angle case of 0 - 45 degrees a central

recirculation region appears in conjunction with a

decrease in size of the corner zone. A thin pre-

cessitrg vortex core.-discussed at length by Syred

and Beer, = is observed rear the centerline extend-

ing from the end of the central region to the test

section exit. The axial location where the vortex

core begins fluctuates, ranging approximately fram

x/D - 1.25 to 1.75. This vortex rore is essential-
ly a three-dimensio.ral time-dependent phenomenon.

which occurs as a swirling region of negligible

axial velocity whose center winds aro-;nd the test

section centerline. A further increase in vane

sngle to 4 - 70 degrees results in slight enlarge-

ment of the central zot.e; however, the corner but-

ble Is eseentially unaffected. For this flowfield

the vortex core 1s slightly expanded in the r&dial

direction.

Fig. 5 Artistic Impression@ of dividing stream- 	 The corresponding sequen:e of di v iding stream-
lines with wall expansion angle a - 90'	 lines Is found In Fig. w for the gradual flow ex-
for swirl vane angles: (a) 0 - 0',	 pansion case with at - 45 degrees. As with Fig. 5,
(b) $ - 45', and (c) $ - 70'. 	 the nonawirllnr flovfield exhibits txcellont agree-



rent vich corresponding measurements of Chaturvedi.5

No evidence of a corner zone is found from examina-

tion of the entire photograph collector for the in-

tervedlate vane angle case, although the flow pat-

tern is otherwise very similar to the corresponding

,low for a - 90 degrees. The tlwffeld ii[h A 10

degrees produces exactly the same effects as In the
abrupt expansinn case of Fig. 5.

4.2 Flow Visualization

Tuft visualization is very important in that it

9.tpplies an overall view of local flow direction.

4s dt •tcussed In Section 2.3, photographs at various

shutter speeds were obtained. Slower speeds show

more of t'.te temporal behavior, although the tufts

are sometimes not distinctly visible in portions of
the fl.wfield. Some of the mare noteworthy photo-

graphs are ptesenred here, encompassing a range of

shutter spends. Velocities in recirculation zones

are often somewhat lover than in other portions of

the flowfield, and thus under such conditions there
may be insufficient drag on a tuft to align it or-

.urately with the lojal flow direction. However,

this is taken it-to consideration in interpr.ttngthe

photographed results.

The three flowfie'ds fur a - 90 degrees are
characterized in Fig. ; as photographs of the rx-

screen tufts. Fig. 7 (a) identifies the corner zone
reattachment point for the nonswirlin^ flowfleld.

It is found from the length scale as approximately

x/D - 2.0, wherein tufts showing no air motion are

considered stagn.ufon points. FurtLer, an indica-

tion of the turbulence level is depleted as the
rather slow shutter speed of 1/15 second was used.

Fur swirl vane angle 9 - 45 degrees, Fig. 1(b)

is a photograph taken at 1/60 second. The swirl is

In the counterclockwise direction when viewed from

down at ream. There is no evidence of a corner zone

and the central region apparently extends to x/P.

I.S. Finally, the ^ - 70 degree case shown in Fig.

7(c) exhibits a central region extet.ding downstream

as far as approximately x/D - 1.85 for 1/125second
shutter speed.

Local details in the nonswirling flowfirlds are

learly revealed through the visualization of streak-

.Ineo Indicated from thz generation of illuminated

ww:-ke. In the swirling flow cases, strong mixing

diffuses the :smoke so that streaxlines are not dis-

tinguishable. However, under such conditions re-

circulation zone outlines are visible, especially

in the region near the smoke-generation wire. A

selected photograph iu exhibited and discussed for

va,h of the three abrupt expansion flawfields.

The corner recirculation bubble In the non-

vir'ing case with wA01 expansion angle a - 90 de-
rats is revealed in *ig. 8 (a) using 1/10 second

Shutter speed. Also, the radial location of the

zero velocity point within the upper .nd lower cor-

ner bubble is esttmac&d to be approximately 0.15 D

from the respective walls of the test facility.

This agrees with the ve !.ucity measurements presented

!n Sectf3n 5.

The moderate swirl vane angle flow with	 1/30

se ,^onid exposure to shown in Fig. 8 (b). The short

tried corner zone is easily Identified because the

%djacent flow runtains no smoke near the inlet.

This bubble is seen to extend to approximately x/D -

0.45. the tuft photographs for this case indicate

6

(a) 4, - 0'

(b) 0 - L5'

(c) 0 - 70'

Fig. 7 Flow visualization photographs of tufts

in the rx-plane with wsll expansion

angle a - 90' for swirl vane angles:
(a) $ - 0', (b) 0 - 45', and (c) 0 - 70'

a slightly shorter zone ending at approximately

x/') - 0.4. The upstream portion cf the central

zone is also clearly seen, as low velocity fluid

carries c. dens& mass of smoke which slowly moves

up.itream of tite inlet. further, the precessing

vortex core is seen to contain only slight smoke.

Since the core exhibits negligible axial velocity,

the smoke is essentially carried around it by the

high velocity fluid outside the core.

Figure 8 (c) is a photograph at 1/8 second of

the 0 - 70 degree case wherein this core is nut ad

distinct. In this case some smoke has diffused

into the core due to a slightly longer delay before

activating the camera shutter. Cl^serve that both

the corner and central :ones near the inlet reveal

that the only change from chose for m - 45 degrees

is a slightly wider central region.
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(b) C = 45°
	

(b) 0 - 45°

(c) m = 70°

Fig. 8 Flow visualization photographs of smoke-

wire streaklines with wall expansion

anglz a - 90° for swirl vane angles:
(a) d = 0°, (b) ¢ = 45°, and (c) 0- 70°.

Soap bubbles injected into the flow upstream of

he test section trace pathlines clearly when illu-

inated.	 in relatively lower tur'oulence intensity

portions of the flowfield mean flow directions can

be obtained by ensemble averaging local tangents to
pathlines traced out by soap bubbles. This helps

define the flowfield geometry in terms of the out-

line of recirculation regions.

A sample flow visualization photograph is pre-

sented in Fig. 9 (a) corresponaing to the zero swirl.

90 degree expansion angle flowfield. The p})tograph,

taken with a relatively long time _xposure (1/8

second), clearly shows a great number of individual

pathlines. Photographs of this type can be used to

Indicate regions of weakly turbulent flow such as

tha, near the centerline of the flowfield which ex-

hibits relatively straight pathlines. In addition,

the outline of the corner recirculation region can

be estimated from Fig. 9 (a) (and numerous additional

(c)	 ;^ - 10°

Fig. 9 Flow visualization photographs of path-

lines indicated by illuminated neutral-

ly-buoyant soap bubbles for wall expan-

sion angle a = 90° and swirl vane

angles:	 (a)	 - 0°, (b) Q = 45°, and
(c) ^ = 70°.

photographs taken at the identical run condition).

For this geometry the mean stagnation point defin-

ing the end of the recirculation zone appears to be

at x/D - 2.0.

A photograph with Q - 45 degrees and 1/8 second

shutter speed is shown in Fig. 9 (b), where the pr^!-

cessing vortex core is clearly seen extending from

x/D - 1.5 to the exit. Its upstream extent fluctu-

ates randomly from approximately x!D - 1.25 to 1.75.

The corner bubble is observed in both the upper and

lower portions of the flowfield, extending to ap-

proximately x/D - 0.4, which agrees almost exactly

with the smoke flow pattern for this flowfield in

Fig. 8 (b). A photograph using 1/8 second shutter

speed is presented in Fig. 9 (c) for the m - 70 de-

gree flowfield where a thicker vortex core is ob-

vious. The corner zone is faintly visible here,

7



and its axial length seems to extend to about x/D -

0.4.

4.3 Parametric Effects

Streamline plots allow recirculation zones to

be characterized parametrically. The parametric

effects are illustri-ted in Figs. 10 and 11, which

show the effects of a and ^ on the corner and cen-

tral recirculation zone lengths. Several ubserva-

tions should be noted. F!rstly, zone lengths are

only slightly affected by a, as found previously

for the corner bubble under isothermal nonswirling
conditions. 8 , 27 Note that, at these high Reynolds

numbers, the corner region length is independent
of Reynolds nu,aber.20 9 Secondly, as side-wall

angle a decreases from 00 to 45 degrees, the zone

lengths typically decrease slightly and the inlet
flow is encouraged to impinge on the confining

walls. Thirdly, the corner recirculation length

decreases upon increasing the swirl vane angle 0 .
from 0 to 45 degrees, a parameter change which also

pruvukes the existence of a central recirculation

bubble and precessing vortex core. Increasing the
vane angle to 70 degrees only slightly enlarges the
central zone and the vortex core.
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Fig. 10 Experimentai effect of wall expansion

angle at and swirl vane angle 0 on cor-
ner recirculation zone length.

5. Velocitv Measurements

5.1 Sudden Ex ,,ansion a - 90 Dej&rees

Figures 12, 13, ar,d 14 show the axial and

twirl time-mean velocity profiles, for swirl vane

angles n = 0, 45 and 70 deg. with a sudden expan-

sion [side-wall angle a - 90 deg.]. Measurements

are obtained with the five-hole pitot probe in the

manner discussed in Section 2.4. Note that in

these and subsequent figures, different scales are

used for the normalized axial and swirl velocities.

Radial velocities are consistently much small than

the axial and swirl components, and they are indi-

cated in the dividing streamline patterns deduced
Crnm flow visualization experiments depicted in

Figs. 5 and 6. They need not be presented here.

Figure 12 she-is the corner recirculation, region for

the nonswirling flow on the verge of reattachment

near x/D - 2.0. The corresponding visualization

3

2
L/D

1

0
45	 60	 7 5	 90

oC

Fig. 11 Experimental effect of wall expansion

angle a and swirl vane angle 0 on the
central toroidal recirculation zone

length.

results shown in Fig. 5 (a) give this location as

x/D - 2.1 and the corresponding measurements of
Chaturvedi a give a value of x/D - 2.3.

In the absence of pertinent measurements, pre-

vious predictions of gas turbine combustor flow-

fields 2,3,25,30 employed an approximation for inlet

velocity boundary conditions. It has generally

been assumed that v = 0 and that both u and w exhi-

bit a flat velocity profiles. however, the present

measurements indicate this is an unrealistic esti-

mate, with sharply peaked u and w profiles, as

shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The difference results

from the use of a swirler with ten flat blades with

pitch/chord ratio of unity, imperfect blade effi-

ciency, the existence of a hub, and the fact that

the downstream edge of swirl vanes of the test fa-

cility is actually located approximately 4 cm up-

stream of the flow expansion corner, where x/D - 0.

This swirler location allows the central recircula-

tion zone to begin upstream of x/D = 0, thereby

changing the velocity profiles there.

0=700

0=4

O

0=07

Figure 13 also reveals that a 45 degree swirl

vane angle produces a maximum swirl flow angle

{ran-i (w/u)} of 30 degrees at the test chamber in-

let. The maximum swirl flow angle for the 70 de-

gree vane angle case shown in F13. 14 is only 34

degrees. Thus there is only a slight increase of

swirl flow angle, although these two flows are dif-

ferent in that the inlet profiles are considerably

more sharply peaked for the latter case. Figures

13 and 14 show zero u and w velocit y values near

the axis at the inlet, but actually the probe was

insensitive to the very low velocities there. This

is consistent with earlier flow visualization re-

sults that the central bubble extends upstream of

the inlet. The measurements shown in Fig. 13 (a)

provide no evidence regarding the existence of a

corner zone. This is expected because flow visual- 	 i

ization reveals that the region only extends to
x/D - 0.4. However, there is clear evidence of a

rather large central zone whose length is similar

to that shown in Fig. 5 (b). Although the axial

velocity profiles are beginning to flatten in the

8
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Fig. 1 2 Measured velocity profiles for wall expansion
angle a - 90' and swirl vane angle Q - 0`.
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Fig. 13 Measured velocit y profiles for wall expansion
angle a - 90' an swirl v ane angle Q - 45'.
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downstream direction, they retain a zero velocity

value on the axis, which is consistent with soap

bubble flow patterns as seen in Fig. 9 (b). The

early erratic behavior shown by the swirl velocity

profile in Fig. 13 (b) quickly transforms, exhibi-

ting a solid-body-rotation core with a rather flat
profile outside this region.

Figure 14 also reveals the discrepancy regard-
ing Inlet velocity profiles. The large central re-

circulation reg^.on causes the downstream flow to

be accelerated near the top .call. The correspond-

ing swirl velocity component at the x/D - 0.5 axial

station typically shows local minima where the

mean axial velocity it zero. The accuracy of the

velocity measurements at these locations is poor

as discussed in Section 2.5, so that any physical

interpretation here is suspect. The early erratic
behavior found in the swirl velocity profile at
x/D - 0.5 quickl y develops into a shape similar to

that seen in Fig. 13 (b). The precessing vortex

cure motion discu-:sod in Section 4.2 results in
poor measurement repeatability which promotes the

irregular behavior within this core region.

5.2 Gradual Expansion a = 45 Degrees

Figures 15, 16, and 17 exhibit velocities for

thi same sequence of flowfields with side-wall

angle a - 45 degrees. The inlet profiles were not

measured in this geometry because the presence of
the expansion block interferes with p robe position-
ing. Effects of swirl vane angle Lt on velocities,

similar to those found for the sudden expansion

cases, are found in the flowfield sequence for this

test section geometry. The major difference is

that the sloping wall encourages the inlet flow to

accelerate near the top wall. Also, it ends to

shorten or obliterate the corner recirculation
region.

5.3 Comparison of Measurements and Predictions

Flowfield computations have been made 2-4 for a

variety of side-wall and swirl vare angles, using
the techni que discussed briefly in Section 3 and at

length elsewhere. 24 These and other earlier pre-

dictions have generally idealized the inlet flow as

a plug-flow axial velocity profile with a flat or

solid body rotation swirl velocity profile. Though

this may be adequate for those applications, it is

clearly inadequate for the present study, in which

the inlet flow conditions are achieved via a ten-

blade swirler with pitch/chord ratio of unity. As

documented in Section 5.1 and 5.2, the present in-

let profiles are highly nonuniform.

As an example cf the type of predictions re-

sulting from application of the STARPIC code 
24 

to
the flowfields studied experimentally, Fig. 18

shows predicted and measured velocity profiles for

the case of the sudden expansion flow (a - 90 deg.)
with swirl vane angle Q - 45 deg. Inlet profiles

to this prediction are taken as the measured pro-

files a! x/D = 0. The prediction shows that the

large peak of inlet axial velocity at x/D - 0.5 is

located at r/D - 0.I5 richer than 0.40 as measured.

Also, a much smaller central zone is predicted.

However, no effect of this discrepancy is seen be-

yond x/D - 1.5. The measured inlet swirl velocity

peak broadens very quickly by x/D - 0.5. Also, a

•solid-body-rotation core is exhibited there. Co-i-

parlson with measurements shows considerably larger

di-agreement at x/D - 0.4 than downstream. This

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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discrepancy near t e inlet may result partially from

backflow at the inlet bound"ry (which could not be

measured because of transient effects), the lack of

probe sensitivity to small velocities near the cen-

terline, and/or the use of the standard two-equation

k-E turbulence model. In this connection, it may be

nc.ted that a turbulence model whose basis anti para-

meters are adequate for simple flow situations is

not adequate to handle the more complicated swirling

recirculaing flow situation. Nevertheless, good

predictions are available° for the use of a less

difficult test case (co-swirl and counter-swirl flow
in a pipe using the data of Ref. 31). This turbu-

lc..ce simulation problem is complex flowfields is

clearly an area of current research interest.

6. Closure

A major outcome of the current study is the ex-

perimental characterization of corner and central

recirculation zones in six basic flowfield configu-

rations of an axisymmetric expansion with side-wall

angle it - 90 and 45 deg. and swirl vane angle 0 = 0,
45 and 70 deg. The size and shape of the recircula-

tion bubbles for each flowfield is illustrated via

an artistic impression deduced from a collection of

flow visualization photographs of tufts, smoke, and

neutrally-buoyant soap bubbles responding to the

flow. Increasing swirl vane angle 4 from 0 to 45
degrees produces a shortened corner region and the

appearance of a central bubble typically extending

downstream to approximately x/D = 1.7, after which

a precessing vertex core exists near the axis r.ach-

ing to the exit of the test section. A further in-

crease in 0 to 70 degrees enlarges the central zone
and vortex core with negligible effect on the corner

region in those flowfields where it occurs. The

effect of side-wall angle n on the nonswirling flows

is negligible. However, a decrease from 90 to 45
degrees apparently eliminates the corner bubble in

the swirling flow cases investigated. This decrease

in a also causes the inlet flow to impinge more

severely on the top wall, where larger axial velo-

cities occur.

A more detailed experiment consists of the

measurement of tin:-mean velocity components in the

axial, radial, and azimuthal directions using a
five-hole picot probe. These measurements generally

agree with the flow visualization results and pro-

vide a more complete understanding of each flowfield.

At the inlet, the axial and swirl velocity profiles

exhibit maximum values at approximately r/D = 0.2

in a sharply-peaked annular fashion. This nonuni-

formity arises for several reasons: the use of a

ten blade swirler with pitch/chord ratic of one,

combustor flowfield predictions are unrealistic.

This arises from blade inefficiency, the presence

of a hub, and the fact that the swirl vane exit
station is typically located upstream of the expan-

sion station. This allows the central recirculation

zone to begin upstream of the expansion where

x/D - 0.

An advanced computer code equipped with stan-

dard twc-equation k-E turbulence model is used to

predict corresponding flow situations and to com-

pare results with the experimental data. Although

excellent agreement is found for the nonswirling

flow, moor agreement in detail occurs for the swirl-

ing flow cases, especially near the inlet. This

discrepancv may be attributed to the lack of realism

in the k-t turbulence model and/or to inaccurate

specification of time-mean velocity and turbulence

10
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1	 Combustor Design and Development

The combustor of the gas turbine engine illustrated in Figure 1 con-

tains high intensity combustion and, as far as possible, must burn fuel

completely, cause little Pressure drop, produce gases of nearly uniform

temperature, occupy small volume, and maintain stable combustion over a

wide range of operating conditions (1).	 Efforts are continually beinq

expended to produce efficient clean combustion. The designer has a for-

midable problem in aerothermochemistry, and more accurate analysis pro-

cedures can provide a route which leads to the accomplishment of design

objectives more quickly and less expensively than current practice per-

mits (2, 3).

In design situations, the engineer has to seek an optimum path be-

tween alternatives of, for example, efficiency and pollution. 	 The gener-

al aim of most research investigation is to provide information which is

useful to designers by ''characterizinq" or "modeling" certain features

of the phenomenon in question.	 Investigations may be theoretical or ex-

perimental; the two approaches are complementary. Until recently, design-

ers have relied heavily on the experimental approach, but traditional

design methods (empirical formulas and experimentation) are now being sup-

plemented by analytical methods (numerical sulution o f the appropriate

governing partial differential equations). 	 The mathematical modeling

1L^ .
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approach is now finding favor and is be ng used to supplement existing

design procedures. Current combustor design and development problems,

the needs of the combustion engineer in practice, and proposed research

tasks which will assist in the attainment of design objectives are becom-

ing clear.	 Improvements and new developments (both experimental and the-

oretical) can and should be made, theoretical modeling being aided by

specific carefully chosen experiments (4).

1.2 Practical Needs and the Present Research

Many details of combustor phenomena renain poorly understood at the

macroscopic as well as the microscopic level. 	 Knowledge of these will

undoubtedly reduce combustor development time and cost substantially, and

lead to increases in performance. Some of these research needs are:

1. Physical processes--turbulence, radiation, combustion, and mul-

tiphase effects.

2. Computer programs--0-, 1-, 2-, and 3-dimensional approaches in

steady state and transient cases.

3. Unresolved problems--effect of swirl, recirculation, and wall

proximity on turbulence; turbulence-reaction interaction; and multiphase

simulation.

The present research work is concerned with complementary experimen-

tal and theoretical studies on a specific subproblem of this general prob-

lem and is described in a recent paper (5). The specific problem bein;

investigated experimentally is concerned with steady turbulent flow in

axisymmetric geometries, under tow speed and nonreacting conditions--a

study area highlighted recently as a fundamental research requirement in

combustion modeling i2, 6, 7).	 The particular problem is concerned with

J
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turbu!ent flow of a given turbulence distribution in 	 round pipe enter-

ing an expansion into another round pipe, as illustrated in Fiqure 2.

The in-coming flow may possess a swirl component of velocity via passage

through swirl vanes at angle Q (equal approximately to tan - I[w.
in	 ^

/u. n)),

and the side-wail may slope at an angle a, to the main flow direction.

The resulting flowfield domain may possess a central toroidal recircula-

tion zone in the middle of the region on the axis, in addition to the

possibility of a corner recirculation zone near the upper corner provoked

by the rather sudden enlargement of the cross-section al area. Of vital

concern is the characterization of flows of this type in terms of the

effects of side-walI angle a, swirl vane angle p, turbulence intensity k.
in

of the inlet stream, and expansion ratio D/d on the resulting flowfield

in terms of iLs time-mean and turbulence quantities. 	 Such problems have

received little attention, yet there is a definite need for work in this

area even under nonreacting flow conditions.

1.3 Theoretical Investigation

A mathematical solution of the flowfield of interest should provide

results more economically, quickly, and correctly than possible by other

means (for example, experiments on real- life systems or models). In order

to achieve this, the model shou!d simulate the flow in al! its important

respects (geometry, boundary condi t ions, phys ical properties of gases, tur-

bulence, etc.) and provide a means whereby the governing equations may be

solved.	 Mathematical models of steadily increasing realism and refine-

ment are now being developed, both in the dimensionality of the model

E(together with the computational procedures) and in problems associated

with the simulation of the physical processes occurring. 	 Clearly there
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are two areas of difficulty:	 the simulation and the solution.	 Recent

publications discuss these difficulties in the context of combustor flow-

'.	 field predictions (4, 5, 8, 9, 10).

An advanced prediction computer program, which solves the governing

partial differential equations in finite difference form, has been devel-

oped. A detailed discussion of this program, including a user-oriented

section, has been prepared recently (I1). 	 Therefore, extensive discus-

sion of this program in Chapter III of this document is not necessary and

only highlights of the technique are included.

1.4	 Experimental Investigation

Prediction work in the form of computing the flowfield is being com-

plemented by an associated experimental study which is used to evaluate

the final predictive capability. 	 The experiments, under way at Oklahoma

State University, are concerned with measuring the effects of swirl and

side-wall angle on streamlines as well as mean flow and turbulence para-

meters in nonreacting flow.	 Use is made of the confined jet facility

shown schematically in Figure 3.

The facility has an axial flow fan whose speed can be changed by

means of a varidrive mechanism. Numerous fine screens and straws produce

flow in the settling chamber of relatively low turbulence intensity.	 The

contraction section leading to the test section has been designed to pro-

duce a minimum.  adverse pressure gradient on the boundary layer and thus

avoid unsteady problems associated with local separation regions. The

sudden expansion consists of a 15 cm diameter circular jet nozzle, exit-

ing abruptly into a 30 cm diameter test section, as shown in Figure 3.
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The substantial size of this test model provides excellent probe resole-

tior for five-hole pitot mea ,.uremen;s.	 The test section is constructed

of plexiglass to facilitate flow visualization.	 The side-wall angle

and swirl vane angle y are variable. 	 The side-wall angle is set by in-

serting one of three blocks with a side-wall angle a of 90, 70, or 45 de-

grees. The swirl vane angle is continuously variable with discrete val-

ues of p - 0, 45, and 70 degrees being chosen for the present study.

The experiments are concerned with nonreacting flow, and the following

two aspects of the study are addressed in the present thesis:

1. Photography of neutraliy-buoyant helium-filled soap bubbles,

tufts, and smoke, so as to characterize the time-mean streamlines, recir-

culation zones, and regions of highly turbulent flow.

2. Five-hole pitot probe p ressure measurements to determine time-

mean velocities u, v, and w.

Complete details of these experimental studies appear in Chapter IV.

1.5 Swirl Flow Concepts

Most practical combustion equipment includes the phenomenon of swirl

and it is convenient to retail here some of the basic concepts of its gen-

eration and characterization (12). 	 Swirling flows result from the appli-

cation of a spiraling motion, with a swirl velocity component (also known

as a tangential or azimuthal velocity component) being imparted to the

flow via the use of swirl vanes, in an axial-plus-tangential entry swirl

generator or by direct tangential entry into the combustion chamber. 	 Ex-

perimental studies show that swirl has large scale effects or flowfields;

jet growth, entrai-iment, and decay (for inert jets) and flame size, snape,

stability, and combustion intensity (for reacting 'lows) are affected by
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the degree of swirl imparted to the flow. This degree of swirl usually

is characterized by the swirl number S, which is a nondimensional number

representing axial flux of swirl momentum divided by axial flux of axial

momentum times equivalent nozzle radius. That is

G

S- G d/2
X

where

G	 m(; uw + pu'w' 1 2 d a	 Jo

is the axial flux of swirl momentum, including the x0-direction

turbulent shear stress term;

G = j— (out + p u' 2+ (p - p_) )  rdr
x	 o

is the axial flux of axial momentum, includinq the x-direction

turbulent normal stress term and a pressure term; d/2 is the nozzle

radius; and u,v,w are velocity components in (x,r,o) cylindrical

polar coordinate directions.

In a free jet in stagnant surroundings, G  and G © are constants, that is,

invariants of the jet, as may be deduced from radial integration of the

appropriate governing; K:ynolds equation (13).

It is especially convenient to be able to relate the angle of a

swirl vane pack to the swirl number produced. 	 In this context, for com-

parison purposes it is worth noting that swirl vane angle Q and swirl

number S are related approximately by

+	
2	

I - f d h /d) 3 ^

S= —	 2 l tang

3	 1 - (dh/d)

i1.2)
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where d and d  are nozzle and vane pack hub diameters, respectively. This

relationshiF follows from assumptions of plug flow axial velocity u0 
in

the annular region, and very thin vanes at constant angle ^ to the main

direction so imparting a consLant swirl velocity wo = u  tan4 to the flow.

From the G  and Ge definitions, integration over the range R h (= dh /2) to

R (= d/2) gives

2 ^R 3 - Rh
Ge = 2aplio 	3	 tamp	 ( 1 . 3a)

G x = ro uL ( R2 - Rh )	 (1•3b)

from which the quoted relationship follows.	 In the case of a hubless

swirler (or one for which d h /d is very soall) the expression simplifies

t0

S =3 tang
	

(1.4)

so that vane angles of 15, 30, 45, 60, 70, and 80 degrees, for example,

correspond to S values of app , o:imately 0.2, 0.4, 0.7, 1.2, 2.0, anti 4.0.

Here 100 percent eff`cienc_y also is assumed for the swi - I vanes, which

deteriorates as the vane angle i,creases. 	 In fact, flat blades are not

perfect, rnd indeed the assumption of flat axial and swirl velocity radial

profiles immediately after the sw.Her is not correct, as may be seer, from

eAperimental measurements in Chapter VI of this tr.esis and elsewhere (12,

13,	 14).

1.6 Tne Present Contribution

The basiC objLZtives of the present research 	 the deveiopment

of a computer code for the computation of swirlirg, axisymmetric,confined

^r
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jet flows using state-of-the-art computational procedures and the k-e

turbulence model. Further objectives entail mean flowfield measurements

and flow visualization to characterize this particular flow and to evalu-

ate the developed prediction procedure. The computations and experiments

have been performcd for six basic confined jet flowfields, all of which

conform to the schematic diagram of Figure 2 and have an expansion ratio

D/d = 2. The parameter combinations which define these flowfields are

side-wall angle a = 90 and 45 degrees and swirl vane angle 0 = 0,45, and

70 degrees. The computational techniques are discussed in Chapter III.

The experimental program consisted of performing mean velocity mea-

surements with a five-hole pitot probe and flow visualization of neutrally-

buoyant soap bubbles, tufts, and smoke. 	 Details of the experimental

methods are presented in Chapter IV. The pitot probe measurements re-

sulted in maps of axial, radial, and swirl velocity components while the

flow visualization previdud streamline patterns and recirculation zone

geometries.	 Results of the overall flowfield characteristics highlighted

by the recirculatic-r region geometries, both predicted and visualized,

are presented in Chapter V. 	 Chapter VI contains results of predictions

and measurements of time-mean velocity components.	 Finally, Chapter VII

summarizes the conc l usions of the present investigation and qives recom-

mendations for further work.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS AXISYMMETRIC

RECIRCULATING FLOW STUDIES

Previous experimental and theoretical work in axisymmetric recircu-

lating flows provides an important background for this investigation.

Information regarding both swirling and nonswirling, nonreacting, turbu-

lent flows has been extensively surveyed. Noteworthy results are includ-

ed in the following summary where the emphasis is on nonreactin g turbu-

lent swirling flows.

2.1	 Experimental Work in Nonswirling Flows

The effect of expansion angle a was investigated by Chaturvedi (15)

who measured mean and turbulent flow quantities behind expansion half-

angles of 15, 30, 45, and 90 degrees for air flow in a pipe.	 The expan-

.:ion diameter ratio was 2.0. Measurements of velocity head in regions of

high turbulence intensity and where the direction of the velocity vector

was unknown were made with a 2.5 mm diameter pi tot tube. Mean velocity

was also measured with a constant temperature hot-wire anemometer using a

single wire. A cross-wire was used to measure all the Reynolds stresses.

Kral! and Sparrow (16) utilized an orifice in an electrically heated

tube to create flow separation.	 It was presumed that the peak Nusselt

numoer occurred at the reattacnm^rit point. Their results agreed with

those of Phaneuf and Net.•er (17) in that reattachment length way unaffected

9
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by Reynolds number in the turbulent range. Also, they found that peak

Nusselt number became spread out into a broad zone for strong separations

caused by large step heights. This transition from a point to a broad

zone occurred between h/D = 0.16 and h/D = 0.25, where D is the pipe dia-

meter and h is the step height. Also, it was found that increasing the

step height moved the peak point slightly downstream.

Back and Roschke (18, 19) investigated the reattachment length be-

h;nd a pipe step by visual observation in water flows. The diameter ex-

pansion ratio was 2.6 and a conical contraction section just upstream

reduced the boundary layer thickness. Small 0.76 mm diameter holes were

located along the larger diameter tube one step height apart. Reattach-

ment locat ; ons were determined by slowly metering dye through these holes

and observing whether it moved upstream or downstream.

Wall static pressure .-jas measured by Phaneuf and Netzer (17) as well

as mean axial velocity behind abrupt pipe steps wherein the step heights

were 0.303 and 0.195 outlet diameters. They found that the reattachment

zone spreads out with both increasing Reynolds number (for a given step

height) and increasing step height provided the Reynolds number is in the

turbulence transition range.	 It was further concluded that the point of

maximum heat transfer does not coincide with the zone of reattachment,

and furthermore, it is dependent upon the inlet mass flux.

#	 Ha Minh and Chassaing (20) studied the restructurat ion of a turbu-

lent pipe flow past three types of geometric perturbations, one of which

was the abrupt pipe expan^,;on. Agreement between hot-wire and pitot

probe measurements of time-mean axial velocity was exhibited. Owing to

probe resolution considerations, only normal or inclined single wire_



probes were used. All Reynolds stresses were measured, and the rotated

inclined hot-wire technique was utilized.

Both a one-color and two-color laser-Doppler system were utilised by

Moon and Rudinger (21) to measure mean axial velocities behind an abrupt

pipe step. The diameter expansion ratio D/d was 1.43.	 Velocity reverses

in the recirculation zone were easily detectable through use of a Bragg

cell to shif t the frequency of one probe beam relative to the other.

An experimental technique was developed by Johnson and Bennett (22)

for measuring mean and fluctuating velocity and concentration distribu-

tions along with their cross correlations. Measurements were obtained

using a laser-Doppler velocimeter to measure velocities, and a laser-

induced fluorescence technique to measure the concentration of f'uorescent

tracer particles.	 Such measurements were displayed for coaxial jets dis-

charging into a larger axisymmetric duct with D/d = 2.07.

2.2 Experimental Work in Swirling Flows

Both an aircraft and an industrial type combustor were investigated

by Hiett and Powell (23) under reacting and non reacting conditions. A

water-cooled three-dimensional pitot probe was developed. Mean velocity

profiles, recirculation boundaries, and temperature contours were present-

ed. Also, cotton tufts were employed to visualize the nonreacting flow.

Extensive studies of free an.1 enclosed swirling ;ets from vane swirl-

ers were undertaken by Mathur and MacCallum (24).	 In the enclosed case,

the expansion ratio was approximately D/d = 2.5 into a square-sectioned

test section. An evaluation of swirler efficiency was conducted for both

annular (with hub) and huuless swirlers. 	 Extensive presentation is given

r
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of velocity profiles and recirculation zone sizes as functions of the de-

gree of inlet swirl.

Laser velocimeter measurements were made by Owen (25) in the initial
1
i	 mixing region of a confined turbulent diffusion flame burner. 	 The experi-

mental facility consisted of an axisymmetric combustor in which a central

gaseous fuel stream mixed with a high speed coaxial annular air stream.

The expansion diameter ratio was approximately 1.3 and swirl numbers of

0, 0.3, and 0.6 were chosen to contrast swirling witn nonswirling combust-

ing flowfields. Measurements were presented for axial and tangential mean

velocity profiles along with the rms and probability density distributions

of velocity fluctuations.

Three mean velocity components and normal stresses were measured with

a laser anemometer by Baker et al. (26) in an experimental facility of a

small scale axisymmetric furnace. The test chamber has an expansion dia-

meter ratio of 3.33 and co-itains a constricted outlet. 	 Measurements  were

obtained in both an isothermal air flow and a combusting mixture of natu-

ral gas and air, with exit swirl numbers of 0 and 0.52.	 The boundary and

field measurements of three components of time-mean velocity and corre-

sponding normal stresses were designed to be of good use in the evaluation

of turbulent flow predict,on procedures. 	 It was clear from the results

that regions o,- recirculation under reacting flow conditions differed sub-

stantially from those under nonreacting conditions.	 Surpr;singly, they

were found to be in general larger under reacting flaw conditions. The

turbulence was found to be far from isJLropic over most of the flow field.

Beltaqui and MacCallum (27, 23) studiea premixed vane swirled flames

in furnaces with expansi-3n ratios D/d = 2.5 anu 5. 0 . wherz D and d are

chamber and nozzle diameters, respectively. T`ley found that a given vane
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swirler can produce different velocity profiles as D is varied, and that

the size and shape of the central recirculation zone are primarily func-

tions of D rather than d. 	 A modified swirl number usinq D rather than d

was suggested as being more characteristic.

Mean velocity measurements were obtained by Vu and Gouldin (29) for

coaxial jet mixing in a pipe under coswirl and counterswirl conditions.

Both the central and annular flows had a swirl number of approximately

0.5.	 In the counterswirl case, a recirculation 2orie formed on the axis

with very steep velocity gradients.	 In the co5wirl case, no recircula-

tion was observed.

Syred et al. (30) concentrated on turbulence measurements in strong-

ly swirling flows via a single-wire six-orientation hot-wire technique.

Local turbulence intensities were found to De extremely high in and near

the central recirculation zone.	 Measurements of all six turbulent stress

components showed strong variations of absolute turbulent kinetic energy

levels and strong nonisotropy of the stresses and associated turbulent

viscosity.

Further work of less importance to the present study is readily

available (31, 32, 33, 31+).

2.3 Theoretical Work in Nonswirling Flows

Laminar flow over a pipe step has bees co,iputed for the diameter ex-

pansion ratio 2.0 by Macayno and Hung (35). Computations for Reynolds

nurnb.rs up to 200 were undertj.ken using stream function and vorticity

variables.	 Flow visualization resalts were in good ayree;aeot with pre-

dieted values.

Q
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Runchal et al. (36) also predicted the flow downstream of a pipe

step, solving transport equations for stream function, vorticity, enthal-

py, and turbulence energy. 	 The turbulence length scale was empirically

determined to ensure that the reattachment point was accurately predicted.

The effects of the outlet boundary condition are significant for only a

short distance upstream, for example, one pipe diameter. The Stanton num-

ber was correctly predicted to vary as the -0.38 power of the Reynolas

n umbe r.

As previously mentioned, Ha Minh and Chassaing (20) investigated the

flow behind a pipe step. They obtained good agreement between measured

and predicted values consic'e-' 	 the extent of the flow perturbation.

The k	 turbulence mod,! wos em p leye^ `or most of the computations, al-

though the five-equation Reynolds stress transport model predicted the

center] ine k:,.atic nergy more accurately.

Other predictive studies on nonswirling flow are discussed in sec-

Linn 2.4, where the empte,i, is on swirling flows and in which the non-

^.vi r] i,,g CaSL a!,;e a rs as a degenerate case. 	 Selected theoretical work on

t .t)ul y, c_ modeling is also useful (37, 38, 39, 40).

2.4 Theoretical Work in Swirling Flows

Roberts (41) investigated similar axisymmetric, swirling flowfields

by developing a finite difference code incorporating the k-W turbulence

model while using stream function and vorticity variables. 	 Poor perform-

ance of the k-W model led to the crude approach of specifying constant

effective viscosities where u axial /utangential
	

40.	 Also, static wall

pressures were measured and visualization information recordea for a

water model experiment which gave general agreement with predictions.
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Khalil et al. (42) predicted the rlowfield of several two-dimensional

model furnaces for which various measured quantities are available using a

similar finite difference algorithm. As detailed knowledge of inlet boun-

dary conditions are rarely known, a parametric study was undertaken, and

results indicated that the inlet velocity profile has negligible effect.

Also, provided that total enthalpy of the inlet flow is held constant,

changes in the radial temperature profile exhibited a very small effect.

However, it was found that inlet distributions of k and a exert an appre-

ciable influence, and of the three inlet k profiles tested for the flow-

field measured by Baker et al. (26), values for k/u 2 of 0.009 for near
0

wall nodes and 0.003 for central nodes gave closest agreement for axial

velocity.	 Nonswirling flows are more sensitive to inlet profiles and

thus the above numerical tests were conducted without swirl. Also, no

significant differences could be observed for various outlet boundary con-

ditions tested for axial velocity, enthalpy, mixture fraction, and concen-

tration fluctuation.

An axisymmetric, combusting, swirling flow computer code was used by

Hutchinson et al. (43) to compare predicted and measured quantities in

the furnace test facility studieu by Baker et al. (26) except at higher

flow rates. The furnace consisted of a coaxial burner with swirling annu-

lar air flow and a constricted exit. 	 Measurements of mean velocity and

normal stress in both axial and tangential directions were generally pre-

dicted along with mean temperature and wall heat rlux. 	 Similar calcula-

I
tions using the same physical information but with a different numerical

scheme showed treat differences of up to 15 percent can be introduced by

the numerical arrangement, whereas the rms differences were less than

percent.	 Discrepancies in axial velocity ranged up to 40 percent of the
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maximum in the appropriate plane. The largest discrepancies were in the

burner wake and it was suggested that the two-equation turbulence model

is inadequate there.

A finite difference code was developed by Lilley (44) for inert and

reacting recirculating flows with strong swirl. 	 The effect of swirl num-

ber on mean axial and swirl velocities was presented along with rredicted

streamlines in an axisymmetric combustor.	 Also, the effect of swirl vane

angle on central recirculation zone length and flame length was exhibited.

Scrag-Eldin anu Spalding (45) predicted the nonaxisymmetric, swirl-

ing, combusting flow in a can combustor with air entering through a 45-

degree vane angle swirler in an annular tube enclosing a central jet of

fuel. Temperature contours were measured with a bare 13 percent Rh-Pt

versus Pt thermocouple wire of 3.8 x 10 -3 mm diameter.	 Predicted results

gave the same trend as measured ones, but quantitative agreement was not

always acceptable.

Swirling, combusting flow in axisyrn-netric prechamber dump combustors

was predicted by Novick et al. (46) using a finite dif f erence procedure.

Application of the computer code to specific combustor designs is stress-

ed, and consideration is given to the relative effect of certain impor-

tant design pare,neters: main chamber to prechamber expansion ratio,

swirler dimensions, double concentric reverse swirler, constricted out-

let, and fuel concentration profile.	 The standard base configuration con-

sists of a %0-degree swirl vane angle inlet flow (stoichiometric mixture)

w`iich proceeds over a central hub, enters a prechamber, followed by a sid-

den expansion. Computed streamline r, and temperature contours for this

case are shown. ]M
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Details of the above model including physical assumptions, governing

equations, finite difference equations, and solution procedure are found

in a recent paper by Novick et al. (47).	 The predictive capability is

demonstrated for a flowfield with coaxial jets entering a sudden expan-

sion.	 Computed streamline patterns are presented for various swirl

strengths with and without combustion in a prechamber dump combustor.

Other advances to prediction procedures have been made elsewhere and

applied to other two-dimensional axisymmetric problems involving swirl

flows in expansions of interest to the combustor designe.. 	 Habib and

Whitelaw (48) compared hot-wire and laser measurements with predictions

in confined coaxial jets with and without swirl.

Predictions of the swirl mixing pipe flow data of Vu and Gouldin

(29) were made by Srinivasan and Mongia (49) for both coswirl and counter-

swirl cases. The measured inlet profiles were utilized as inlet boundary

conditions with both the original k-c turbulence model and the version ex-

tended to include Richardson number effects. The extended model gave bet-

ter agreement with measurements, but the recirculation zone was somewhat

elongated.

Sturgess and colleagues have predicted a variety of floe: types with

and without combustion as part of a continuing validation study of turbu-

lence and reaction models for aircraft gas turbine combustor application

(50, 51, 52).	 Associated sudden expansion experiments are yielding much

needed data for this evaluation (22).

Lilley et al. (9) discussed the predicted effects of swirl vane angle

w and inlet side-wall expansion angle a on ax i symmetric idealized gas tur-

bine combustor flowfields. Also, the predicted effects of a and p on both

the corner and central recirculation zone le:igths were presentee , under
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uoth reactina and nonreacting flow •onditions, so extending earlier iso-

thermal Studies.

Other papers presented at a recent conference address turbulent re-

acting flows in practical combustion systems (53).	 The compu t ation of

flows with complex chemical kinetics problems, complex fluid mechanic

problems, and complex simulation problems are all considered.

Fully three-dimensional flowfields are not specifically addressed in

the present thesis. However, by way of introduction, interested readers

are referred to the work of Mongia and Reynolds (54), Serag-Eldin and

Spalding (45), and Swithenbank et al. (55).	 Mongia and Reynolds (54)

developed and applied an advanced fully three-dimensional prediction tech-

nique to compute the reacting flowfield as part of an analytical design

procedure for gas turbine combustion systems. Complexities such as the

eddy-breakup chemical reaction model, and fuel spray droplet phenomena

were included. Good qualitative agreement was found to be quite reward-

ing in developing a number of reiatively complex combustion systems.

Gaseous phase diffusion flames in can-type combustors have been predicted

(45).	 Patterns of velocity and temperature show that qualitative trends

may be simulated. A three-dimensional two-phase mathematical model of a

Lycoming comhustor has been amalgamated Ly Swithenbank et al. (55). Some

30 ;partial differential equations were solvea and encouraging results

were obtained.
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CHAPTER III

COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES

The economical design, and operation of practical fluid flow equip-

ment can be greatly facilitated by the availability of prior predictions

of the flowfield. These may be obtained by use of a mathematical model

incorporating a numerical finite difference solution procedure, and sev-

eral textbooks discuss the approach at length (56, 57, 58)• Several re-

cent review papers also provide useful details (14, 37, 42, 44,45,47.52,

59). These theoretical studies complement associated experimental stud-

ies, and their improvement and use can significantly increase understand-

ing and reduce the time and cost of development work. 	 In the context of

the present study, the main goals include improved flowfield simulation

and turbulence model developme,it, and computer code development pays a

significant role in this endeavor.

Tne computer program STARPIC (acronym for swirling turbulent arisym-

r.etric recirculating fl-)w in practical isothermai combustor geometries)

has been developed and employed in the theoretical aspects of this inves-

tigation.	 It is used in a parametric study to predict nean velocity pro-

files and streamline patterns under various flow conditions. The develep-

ment of STARPIC began with the nonswirling TEACH (teaching elliptic axi-

symmetric characteristics heuri ,,tically) computer program (60) as opposed

to that of Tilley k44) because the latter contains extensive combustion

calcul&tions which are inappropriate under the present objectives.

19
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Besides the incorporation of all swirl momentum effects, numerous spacial

features were included, such as: (1) a generalized "stairstep" simulation

of the sloping combustor wall, (2) an advanced nonuniform grid system,

(3) momentum wall functions derived from a recent experiment, (4) use of

advanced estimates o` ini t ial field values, and (5) streamline calcula-

tion and plotting.

Discussion of this finite difference computer program is minimized

here because it is extensively described in a recent NASA report (I1).

The report deals with the complete computational problem, showing how the

mathematical basis and computational scheme may be translated into an

effective computer program. A flow chart, FORTRAN IV listing, notes about

various subroutines, and a user't, guide are also supplied.

3.1 The Governing Equations

The turbulent Reynolds equations for conservation of mass, momentum

(in x, r, and 6 directions), turbulence energy k, and turbulence dissipa-

tion rate c which govern the two-dimensional, axisymmetric, swirling,

steady flow may be taken as previously (40, 42, 44, 47, 48, 49, 61). The

transport equations are all similar and contain terms for convection and

diffusion (via turbulent flux terms) of a general dependent variable p.

The source term S p contains terms describing the generation (creation)

and consumption (dissipation) of p.	 Introdicing turbulent exchange co-

efficients and the usual turbulent diffusion-flux (stress -rate of %train

type) laws, it can be shown that the similarity betweeii the differential

equations and their diffusion relations allows them all to be Put in the

common form:
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The forms of the source term S^ are given in Table 1 and other quanti-

ties are defined as follows:
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Implicit here is the use of the two-equation k-c turbulence model

(62, 63) and constant Prandtl-Schmidt numbers from which exchenne coeffi-

cients are calculated:

U = C p k2u	 /e + u R	 (3.3)

r^ = u/Q0	(3.4)

The total equation set must be solved for the time-mean pressure p,

velocity components u, v, and w, etc. Then other useful designer inform-

ation, like streamline plots, breakaway and reattachment points, recircu-

lation zones and stagnation points, for example, may be readily deduced.

3.2 The Finite Difference Formulation

Solution may be via the stream function-vorticity, or primitive
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pressure-velocity approach. Whereas the former approach. used in the

1968 computer program from Imperial College for example (64), reduces by

one the number of equations to be solved and eliminates the troublesome

pressure (at the expense of trouble with the vorticity equation). the

preferred approach now Is SIMPLE (mnemonic for semi-implicit method for

pressure linked Iquations) which focuses attention directly on the lat-

ter variables.

Because It possesses many advantages, the present work has been

developed using this new technique, which was Incorporated in the TEACH

program (60).

The finite difference equations are solved on a complex mesh system,

shown In Figure 4. The intersections, the point P for example, of the

solid lines mark the grid nodes where all variables except the u and v

velocity components are stored. The latter are stored at points which

are denoted by arrows (and labeled w and s, respectively) located midway

between the grid Intersections. Details of the special merits of this

staggered grid system have been reported previously (60, 65). The dif-

ferent control volumes C, U, and V, which are appropriate for the P, w,

and s locations, respectively, are also given In the figure. Thus the

u- and v-cell boundaries lie either exactly on or exactly halfway be-

tween the grid Intersection points P. This improves the accuracy of cal-

culating pressuro'gradient effects on the u and v velocities (as pressure

values now lie directly on appropriate cell faces) and of calculating

cartkin cell boundary fluxes. The flowfleld domain boundaries are posi-

tioned midway between grid points so that they coincide with normal velo-

cities as in Figure 5, which shows an example of grid specification for

the geometry under consideration.
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In obtaining the finite difference equations using the primitive

approach, it is common to use a hybrid formulation, which is a combiva-

tion of the central and upwind diffrerencing scheme. it is app;led to

the representation of the convection and diffusion terms and provides

(when needed) tie required degree of upstream differencing. In this man-

nor the finite difference equation for a typical variable becomes

ap m a E j aJ fj + S$ 	(3.5)

where

6	 m_ o
a .p ^j am SP

X a sum over N, S. E, and W neighbors

for each variable ^ at each point P of a grid system covering the flow

domain.

3.3 The Solution Procedure

The flowfield is covered with a nonuniform rectangular grid system;

typically the boundary of the solution domain falls halfway between its

immediate nearby parallel gridlines; and clearly specification of the x

and r coordinates of the gridlines, together with information concerned

with the position of they boundary, is sufficient to determine the flow-

field of interest. The curved or sloping boundaries are simulated by

means of a stairstep approach with sloping boundary segments whore appro-

priate.

Finite difference equations like Equation (3.5) hold for all vari-

ables at ail internal points of the mesh system. except those adjacent

to wall boundaries.. At these points, the correct boundary influence is

U

7
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Inserted by a linearized source technique. using wall functions so as to

avoid detailed calculations in near-wall regions. The effect of swirl on

wall function specification is handled as follows. The previous ideas

are extended to find total tangential wall shear stress near boundaries

(involving x and 9 directions for an r constant wall, and r and ® direc-

tions for an x constant wall). Then appropriate ;^entss are deduced

directly (for the u and w velocities which are tangential to an r 0 con-

stant wall,. and v and w velocities which are tangential to an x =constant

wall). The effects on u, v, and w momentum equations are incorporated

Oa the usual linearized source technique (11).

The finite difference equations and boundary conditions constitute a

system of strongly-coupled simultaneous algebraic equations. Though they

appear linear they are not, since the coefficients and source terms are

themselves functions of some of the variables; and the velocity equations

are strongly linked through the pressure. In the solution procedure alge-

braic equations like Equation (3.5) are solved many times, coefficient

and source updating being carried out prior to each occasion. The prac-

tice used here is to make use of the well-known tri-diagonal matrix algo-

rithm (TOMA), whereby a set of equations, each with exactly three unknowns

in a particular order except the first and last which have exactly two un-

knowns, may be solved sequentially. In the two-dimensional problem one

considers the values at gridpoints along a vertical gridline to be unknown

(values at P, N, and S for each point P), and the most recent values at

each E and W neighbor are considered known. The TOMA is then applied to

this vertical gridline. In this manner one can traverse along all lines

in the vertical direction sequentially from left to rightof the integration

domain, using a certain degree of underrelaxation to enhance convergence.

i
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CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND TECHNIQUES

4.1 Wind Tunnel

The Oklahoma State University swirling confined jet test facility is

used in the experimental study. A schematic of the overall facility is

shown in Figure 3. Ambient air enters the low-speed wind tunnel through

an air filter consisting of foam rubber. Tnen it flows through an axial

flow fan whose speed is continuously variable over a wide range in that

it is driven by a 5 h.p. varidrive motor manufactured by U.S. Electrical

Motors, Inc. Next, the flow gradually expands witK the tunnel cross sec-

tion without separation because numerous fine mesh screens are encounter-

ed along the way.

The flow conditioning section is next. It consists of: a perforat-

ed aluminum plate (2 mm diameter holes), followed by a fine mesh screen,

a 12.7 cm length of packed straws, and five more fine mesh screens. Next

is the contoured nozzle leading to the test section. This axisymmetric

nozzle was designed by the method of Morel (66) to produce a minimum ad-

verse pressure gradient on the boundary layer to avoid the flow unsteadi-

ness phenomenon associated with local separation regions. The area ratio

of the flow conditioner cross section to that of the nozzle throat is

hdtapproximaely 22.5. Further details are available elsewhere re gardingE   

e

-	 ,
the design and construction of the nozzle, flow conditioner, and ideal-

ized test model which is described in the next section (67, 68).

25
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The test section consists of a swirl vane assembly and an idealized

combustion chamber model which is mounted onto the throat of the wind

j	 tunnel nozzle. A photograph of the general arrangement in the laboratory

t	 is given in Figure 6. The swirl vane assembly contains ten brass vanes

which are individually adjustable for any vane angle $. The diameter of

the flow passage within the swirler matches that of the contour nozzle

throat which is approximately i5 cm. A solid hub of 4 cm diameter is

located at the center of the swirler with a streamlined nose faclr%g up-

stream, as seal In Figure 7. The downstream and is simply a flat face,

simulating the geometric shape of a typical fuel spray nozzi,e. Figure 8

shows the swirler assembly from the downstream side. A special jig, also

seen in the figure, is employed to set each vane at the desired angle.

The idealized combustion chamber model is composed of an expansion

block and a long plexiglass tube. The expansion block is a 30 cm diameter

disk of oak wood which is mounted to the downstream section of the swirl

generator. The block has a 15 cm diameter hole centered on its axis

through which the air entering the model flows smoothly. The downstream

face of the expansion block has been shaped to provide the desired flow

expansion angle a which is shown in Figure 9. There are currently three

interchangeable expansion blocks and the appropriate choice gives u - 90,

70. or 45 degrees. Figure 9 shows a view of the swirler with two of the

expansion blocks.

The actual combustor of a gas turbine engine, which is illustrated

in Figure 1, is idealized in the present study as there are no film cool-

ing holes or dilution air holes, and the simulated chamber wall consists
t

W.•
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of a straight pipe. The inside diameter of the pipe is 30 em and the

length is approximately 125 cm. The substantial size of the test model

provides excellent probe resolution for five-hole pitot probe measure-

ments, and it also enhances flow visualization. Plexiglass was the

chosen material for the test section pipe in order to facilitate flow

?	 visualization. It is supporte.p by a wooden cradle which is mounted on a

table.

The test section is carefully aligned with the wind tunnel so that

the test section and wind tunnel centerlines are colinear. The swirl vane

assembly and the expansion block are always securely centered on the wind

tunnel centerline, as they are both positioned on the discharge end of

the contoured contraction with dowel pins. The test section inlet is

centered since it slips snugly over the expansion block which wa^ care-

fully machined with a lathe. The test section discharge, however, is

aligned with a low-power Spectra-Physics Stabilite, model 120, laser beam

which passes through its center. A plexiglass disk which fits tightly in

the model discharS identifies this center.

A removable length scale exhibiting axial distances downstream is

mounted above the test section for flow visualization photography.

4.3 Flaw Visualization

Flow visualization experiments using three different techniques were

conducted during this investigation and each is described in the follow-

ing subsections. Such experiments serve as an important investigative

r
	 tool by Immediately providing a clear view of the flowfield. During the

initial phase of this study, it was employed: (1) to examine the overall

flowfield; (2) to detect unforeseen difficulties with measurements; (3)
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to check the gross characteristics of the computer predictions; (4) to

locate possible regions of interest in which additional probe measure-

ments might be desired; and (5) to help interpret measured data. The un-

foreseen difficulties with measurements mentioned above include time-

dependent instability effects, regions of severe turbulence, or probe

interference.

Probably the most widely used flow tracer to date is smoke. Smoke

particles are very small, typically less than 1.0 x 10 -3 mm in diameter.

Hence they follow air motion quite well; however, they cannot be viewed

or photographed individually. Thus one can only create a relatively

dense cloud of particles and view the motion of its edges. The cloud

will diffuse if the air flow is turbulent, the edges becoming indistinct

{.	 and then disa0pearing as the particle concentration drops. An attractive

i
flow visualization technique for both detailed as well as overall charac-

terization in strongly turbulent flows employs neutrally-buoyant helium-

filled soap bubbles. Although much larger than particles of smoke, soap

bubbles are almost ideal because they trace particle paths and have the

average density of air (5)•

4.3.1 Neutrally-Buoyant Soap Bubbles

Apparently soap bubbles were first used as flow tracers by H. C. H.

Townend, whose work was reported by Lock (69) in 1928. Coal gas was used

to make the bubbles neutrally-buoyant for use in a propeller flowfield

'.	 study. Redon and Vinsonneau (70) injected air and also hydrogen into

soap bubbles in a wind tunnel and concluded that air-filled bubbles gave

essentially correct trajectories. Some statistical measurements of tur-

bulence using bubbles in a wind tunnel were reported by Kampe de Feriet
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(71). Of all the previous work with soap bubbles, that most related to

the present study was conducted by Owen (72), who employed them to study

the flowfield in a cylindrical vortex tube.

The bubble flow visualization system used in this study is composed

of (1) the. bubble generator, (2) the light source, 6nd'(3) two cameras

and tripods. The arrangement of some of these components is schematical-

ly illustrated in Figure 10. The bubble generator is model 3, manufactur-

ed by Sage Action, Inc. it consists of the injector, shown in Figure 11,

In which the bubbles are actually formed, and a console that supplies the

constituents to the injector. Only the injector is situated in the tun-

nel. It is located far enough upstream of the test section to avoid any

disturbance to the flow pattern under study. The injector currently em-

ployed is 1.6 cm in diameter and approximately 11.5 cm long with a 1 cm

diameter stem perpendicular to the main body. Compressed air at a gauge

pressure of 4.1 bar is supplied to the injector through this stem, while

helium at a gauge pressure of 1.4 bar and bubble film solution are intro-

duced through smaller tubes directly upstream of the stem. The bubble

film solution is o special soap mixture, which is commercially available

from Sage Action, Inc. After formation, 0.5 to 1.0 mm diameter bubbles

are injected into the surrounding freestream and reach the freestream

velocity within a short distance. They are then carried by the air stream

through the test section. The bubbles are injected at a fairly even rata.

It is estimated by Hale at a1. (73) from photographs that this bubble pro-

duction rate is as high as 500 bubbles per second.

The bubble generator console is placed in a convenient location near

the tunnel. Three lengths of plastic tubing carry the compressed air;

helium, and bubble film solution from the console to the injector. The
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console contains micro-metering valves to control the constituent flow-

rates, a pressurized cylinder to hold the bubble film solution. and inlet

connections for high-pressure air and helium.

An American Optical Co. slide projector. model 1389, served as the

light source for illumination of the bubbles. A vertical sheet of light

4 cm thick was produced to illuminate the rx-plane of the bubble flow

pattern. This was provided by using a cardboard slide which ;s opaque

except for a thin slit cut out for light passage to the test section.

Tri-X Pan, a very light-sensitive photographic film rated at ASA

400, along with a large camera aperture of f 2.0, were employed in order

to obtain photographs of acceptable contrast. Moreover, the film was

substantially overdeveloped to compensate for underexposure; this is

equivalent to using a severely light -sensitive film rated at approximate-

ly ASA 6,000.

A typical procedure beg ins with adjustment of the flow metering

valves for air. helium, and bubble film solution in order to obtain a

high generation rate of small bubbles. Then a Polaroid Land Camera, model

180, is used to obtain preliminary photographs since- immediate results are

obtainable. Once the lighting and camera orientation, camera settings,

and glare are resolved the desired production photographs are taken with

e	 a 35 mm Minolta single lens reflex camera, model SRT200. with a 45 mm

1 ens .

Each bubble leaves an image of its path, or a streak, on the film

and this streak becomes a record of the air movement within this time

frame. The record of a number of streaks on a single photograph produces

a history of the air motion. The intensity of each streak on the film is

!!	 not dependent on shutter speed, but rather on the aperture and bubble
t
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velocity,-as well as the sensitivity of the film Itself. The length of

pathlines and (for the slower shutter speeds) the number of pathlines

are, however, strongly dependent on shutter speed. A relatively large

number of streaks provides an overall picture of the flow pattern. A

much smaller number though is useful to see details of the air motion

that are evident only by following individual streaks for an appreciable

distance. Production photographs were typically taken at Shutter spftds

ranging from 1/60 to 1/4 second for each flow condition.

4.3.2 Smoke-Wire

Although smoke particles may not be observed individually, small and

discrete smoke streaklines can be located within the flowfield so that

small scale details may be studied. For example, zero velocity points

j	 within a large recirculation zone may be identified.

This is accomplished with the smoke-wire technique, originally devel-

oped by Raspet and Moore in the early 1950s. It has been improved and ex-

tended since then to generate sheets of very fine streaklines (74, 75,76).

However, much of the present smoke-wire capability results from the Bevel-

'	 opment of Nagib and his coworkers (77,73).

The method consists of a fine wire positioned in the flowfield, cost-

ed with oil, and heated by passing an electrical current through the wire.

As the wire is coated with the oil, small beads of the oil form on the

wire and at each of these beads the smoke filaments originate when the

wire is heated. Cornell (79) studied the materials used In generating

"smoke" for flow visualization, and explained that particles created with

this technique are actually a vapor-condensation aerosol. That is, they

are very small liquid particles near 1.0 x 10-3 mm in diameter rn;hcr
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than products of a combustion process.- However, in keeping with the lit-

erature, these particles are referred to as smoke.

The apparatus, some of which is shown in Figure 12, consists of a

26	 diameter and 0.6 m long constantan wire a wooden scaffold su0. mm amet a	 g	 ,	 -P

port frame, a 4 cc medical syringe, a 0.45 kg weight, and a solid state

power supply, model TR36-4M, manufactured by Electronic'Research Associ-

ates, Inc. The support from holds the medical syringe oil reservoir on

the upper horizontal member, allowing the wire to pass through the syringe

needle, the test section, and finally througn the lower horizontal member.

The frame is easil y relocated so that local details at virtually any

axial station can be examined.

The wire is kept taut as the weight is attached to Its lower end and

is free to move as the wire elongates from the.•,-.a1 expansion. The elec-

t r 
I 
ca I leads of the power supply are connected to each end of the constantan

wire, and conduct about 3.5 amps at 25 volts d.c. The same slide projec-

tor described for the soap bubble experiment provides the vertical sheet

of light to illuminate the rx-plane.

The smoke-wire technique requires air velocities of less than approx-

imately 10 m/s; otherwise the oil droplets are blown off the wire before

it is properly coated, and also the smoke diffuses too quickly. Hence

the smoke experiments were conducted at lower air flow rates than other

experiments.

The procedure. begins with applying a slight force on the syringe

plunger. which causes several o,1 drops to run down the wire, coating it

with small beads while the wind tunnel is not running. A uniform coating

of fine oil beads is necessary, as each bead is a source of a distinct

streakline. Several types of oil were tried. although highly refined
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kerosene is utilized for all production photographs. Then the wind tun-

nel motor is turned on. The photographer waits approximately 1 second

before manually activating the shutter while the required heat is suppli-

ed to the oil. A heavy sheet of streaklines then appears, typieally,for

a duration of about 0.5 second. Only slight experience with this system

Is required for effective photography. Further details concerning con-

struction of the apparatus and photography of the nonswirling flowfields

are found elsewhere (80).

The smoke-wire has primarily been used in considerably less compli-

cated flow situations such as the flow over airfoils and bluff bodies.

The present swirling flows exhibit very high levels of turbulent mixing,

causing the smoke to diffuse very quickly. Since only very localized re-

sults are possible under such flow conditions, this experiment was con-

ducted at several axial stations for each flowfield under investigation.

A large camera aperture of f 2.0 was used for most production photo-

graphs. As for soap bubbles, faster shutter speeds such as 1/60 second

provide a more detailed observation whereas slower speeds, for example,

1/8 second, give a more time-averaged view. Therefore, shutter speeds

for each flow condition typically include at least 1/60, 1 /30, 1/15, and

1/8 second. The same film development procedure used for -^oaq bubble

photographs is employed here.

4.3.3 Tufts

Perhaps one of the sinplest ways of visualizing a flowfield is by

inserting a wire grid with a tuft attached at each intersection point of

the mesh. These tufts respond to the flow patterns and generally point

in the local flow direi,tion. Furthermore, their vascillating motion
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E'	 indicates the degree of turbulence in steady mean turbulent flow sltua-
k,.r	 ,

tions. Very large tuft fluctuations, however,. can-be produced by the

t .	 combined effects of mean flow unsteadiness and turbulence. Such tuft

screens have been employed to visualize the vortex shedding behind swept

wings by . Bird (81) and Gersten (82). They have also been used by McMahon

et al. (83)'to observe the interaction of an air jet and a cross wind.

Observations or photographs from a position normal to the tuft screen

indicate the flow direction in the plane of the screen. Since the combus-

tor flowfield entails three mean velocity components, a tuft screen was

constructed for each of the rx- and re-planes. The rx-screen slides into

the combustor model with only slight ;Nall clearance, to minimize the flow

disturbance.

A	 The overall dimensions of the rx-screen in the radial and axial direc-

tions are 29.7 cm and 1.52 m, respectively. Two pieces of extruded alumi-

num, with 2.5 cm and 0.6 cm as cross-sectional dimensions, are employed

as axial frame members, spaced to provide a flow passage radial height of

28.5 cm. Four 1.8 mm dia.:•:ter steel rods provide radial support and are

intermittently positioned axially. Music wire of 0.33 mm diameter tra-

verses the frame with a uniform grid spacing of 1.9 cm radiaiiy. A uni-

form axial spacing of 1.9 cm, 3.2 cm, and 4.4 cm is used for each of

three axial sections of length 61 cm, 40 cm, ano 46 cm, respectively.

tufts consist of 1.1 mm diameter cotton thread and are 16 mm in

9th. In construction, the tufts are consistently tied around each

intersection point and a 3.0 mm diameter rod which was then removed,

ulting in an oversized loop around each wire intersection giving en-

:ed freedom of movement.
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The re-screen is composed of similar mate ria Is, except that its frame

is a strip of 24 gauge steel 2.5 cm wide, wrapped into a 29.7 cm diameter

ring. It has a uniform grid spacing of 1.9 cm in both directions. The

F	 tufts are identical for both screens.

The light source previously described for soap bubble visualization

was used as well as the same photographic equipment and technique of over-

developing the film. Again, slower shutter speeds indicate the time-

averaged motion, and speeds of 1/2, 1/15, and 1/60 second were typically

i	 used.

i
P

`	 4.4 Mean Velocity Measurements

i.

E	 4.4.1 Instrumentation

Many instruments are used for separately measuring the magnitude and

direction of fluid velocity (84). However, there are only a few instru-

ments capable of simultaneously sensing both magnitude and direction.

The simplest of these senses pressure at certain locations on the surface

of a sphere, hemisphere, or some other shape of probe. .Spherical pitot

probes using five holes were used by Janes (85) as early as 1915, Meyer

and Borren (86) in 1928, and Gutsche (87) in 1931. Pien (88) in 1958,

further developed the technique upon realizing the fact that the three

pressure measurements on a great circle of a sphere uniquely determine

the velocity component in that plane.

The five-hole pressure probe is recommended by Beer and Chigier (13)

i

	 for mean velocity measurements in turbulent swirling flows and several

j	 investigators have successfu:ly used it (23, 89, 90). The probe employed

in this study is model DC- 125-12-CD from United Sensor and Control Corp.
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it is shown schematically in Figure 13 and has a 3.2 mm diameter steel

sensing tip and shaft containing five tubes. The sensing head is hook-

shaped to allow probe shaft rotation without altering the probe tip loca-

tion. At the opposite end of the shaft, which is 30.5 cm long, is a

manifold for the five tubes.

Tilere are basically three methods of operations. The firstand most

direct is to adjust the orientation of the probe until both pairs of

opposing, direction-sensing pressures are nulled, which means the probe

Is aligned with the local flow direction. With the second method, the

probe . is fixed and the flow direction is determined from the calibration

relationship between probe pressures and flow direction. The third method

is simply a hybrid of the first two, wherein the yaw angle in the horizon-

tal plane is nulled and the pitch angle in the vertical plane is correlat-

ed.

The first method is avoided since complicated probe Orientation

equipment is required. Further, this equipment would probably disturb

the flowfield more seriously than the other methods. The second approach

is completely unacceptable. This is because the probe cannot properly

sense pitch or yaw angles relative to its axis greater than approximately

60 degrees, and the yaw angle often exceeds this limit. This limit is

caused by flow separation at the probe tip. Therefore, the third method

is exclusively employed in this investigation, as pitch angles are always

less than 60 degrees except in a very small fraction of the measurement

locations.

The instrumentation system, in addition to the five-hole pitot probe,

consists of a manual traverse mechanism, two five-way ball valves. a very

sensitive pressure transducer, a power supply, and an integrating volt-
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meter. The probe is.mounted vertically on the test chamber, as shown in

Figure 14. using a manual traverse mechanism, model 01000 -16 from United

'	 Sensor and Control Corp. This mechanism, shown in Figure 15. is made en-
9

tirely of steel with a linear vernier accurately readable within t0.25 mm:

This allows the probe to vertically traverse across the chamber radius

with the capability of manually rotating the probe about its shaft axis

to null the yaw angle felt by the pressure sensing tip. This yaw angle

is read from the rotary vernier of the traverse unit which is accurately

readable within 30.2 degree.

The differential pressure transducer is model 590D from Datametrics,

Inc. It has a differential pressure range from 0 to 1.3 x 10 3 N/m2 . The

sensing element is a high precision stable capacitive potentiometer in

which the variable element is a thin, highly prestressed metal diaphragm.

Power for the transducer is provided by a model 721A Hewlett Packard

power supply.

The pressure transducer output is read as the d.c. signal from the

TSI model 1076 integrating voltmeter. Use of an integrating voltmeter

removes pressure fluctuations from the vibrating tygon tubing connecting

the probe to the valves and transducer. The five-way ball valves are

model SS-43ZF2 by Whitey Valve Co. These valves along with the pressure

transducer are mounted on a small portable platform. shown in Figure 14,

in order to minimize the length of tygon tubing for improved dynamic re-

sponse of the measurement system. Thus the traverse unit and platform

are moved together to each successive axial station.

Finally, auxiliary equipment is used, including model 631-6 strobo-

tac from General Radio, Inc., to measure fan speed. Also, a barometer/
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thermometer unit from Cenco Corp. is used for local pressure and temper-

ature readings.

c
4.4.2 Measurement Technique

The basic measurement technique entails aerodynamically nulling the

yaw in the horizontal plane by rotation of the probe about its vertical

shaft and then reading two differential pressures (p N - ps and p  - Q.
These pressures along with the yaw angle S are used in data reduction to

obtain pitch angle 6 in the vertical plane and the three mean velocity

components. The data reduction employs two calibration curves which were

obtained for a single calibration velocity. The underlying principle is

that the calibration is independent of probe Reynolds number Re p , which

is based on probe tip diameter.

Careful calibration experiments reveal that this condition exists

for Rep Z 1090, or a local velocity of 5.4 m/s. Hence measurements of

such low velocities suffer from a necessary calibration err ,)r. However,

this error affects the velocity measurements typically by less than 6

percent for Re p 2 400, corresponding to a local velocity gre-A er than 2.0

m/s.

Prior to production measurements, the five-hole pitot rotary vernier

must be zeroed for yaw so that the x and a axes of the measurement coordi-

nate frame coincide with those of the test section, which are illustrated

in Figure 14. This is accomplished by rotating the probe until the yaw

; 	 is aerodynamically nulled near the center of the test section inlet for

nonswirling flow. The radial axes of the probe and the test section coin-

tide since the traverse unit base has been carefully machined to mount

vertically on the plexiglass tube.
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Each traverse begins at the centerline. and this location is verified

if the probe casts its shadow in the center of a laser beam which passes

upstream along the center of the test section. If necessary, the traverse

mechanism is carefully shimmed until the above condition is obtained.

After the pressure transducer is zeroed, the measurement procedure

for each location within a traverse begins with rotation of the probe un-

til the yaw is aerodynamically nulled. This is indicated by a zero read-

ing for pw 
_PE' 

where the pressures are identified in Figure 13. The

resulting probe rotation angle 0 is read from the rotary vernier. Then

the five-way switching valves are set so that pN- 
P  

is sensed by the

transducer. Finally, the reading of pE - pW is similarly obtained.

Mass flow rate entering the test section must be determined for the

calculation of inlet Reynolds number Re d and spatial mean inlet velocity.

This quantity is obtained for each flowfield from a measurement of dyna-

mic pressure with a conventional pitot-static probe. The probe tip is

located on the centerline and slightly upstream of the contour nozzle

exit. It has been experimentally verified with a radial traverse: of the

nozzle discharge that, in this facility, the centerline exit velocity is

extremely close to the spatial mean velocity. This results from the fact

that the boundary layer momentum deficit is counterbalanced by a slightly

higher-than-average momentum value just outside the boundary layer. Thus

r	 the nozzle exit spatial mean velocity for each flowfield is obtained from

a single pitot-static reading. Finally, a continuity correction for the

slight flaw area difference between the measurement and exit stations pro-

vides the necessary value.

The ambient pressure and temperature were monitored near the facility
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for the determination of density. Also..the wind tunnel fan speed was

frequently checked with the strobotac.

An initial experiment was performed to investigate the asymptotic in-

variance of Red on the flowfield. This is needed to ensure that the

dimensionless measurements will be applicable to actual combustor hard-

ware, which often operates at considerably higher Re d values than those

desired for the present test facility. Measurement traverses were per-

formed at selected axial stations at increased values of Re d for each

flowfield. Adjustment of the varidrive fan motor provides excellent and

stable control of Red. The resulting velocity profiles are discussed in

Chapter VI.

4.4.3 Data Reduction

The differential pressure readings from the five-hole pitot probe

are utilized directly to obtain the square of the vector velocity.. In

turbulent flow conditions, the time-mean pressures give rise to the time-

mean average of the square of the vector velocity V 2 . Since

V^ - V + Ve	 (4.1)

where V' is the fluctuating portion of the velocity magnitude and the

overbars denote time-averaging, it is slightly incorrect to infer that V2

=e	 is equal to the square of the magnitude of the time-mean velocity vector

_^ ?	 V . However, the fluctuation term V' 2 is not known and very little in

formation is available for the effect of turbulence in swirl flows on

pressure probes, which is probably considerable for turbulence intensi-

ties greater than about 20 percent (12). Furthermore, the procedures for

making corrections for turbulence levels are long and tedious, and even
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then tho confidence in their applicability is unknown. Therefore, no

attempt is presently made to incorporate such corrections, and the deduc-

ad velocity is taken to be the time-mean velocity magnitude V which is

written without the overbar from here onward.

The data at each measurement location are reduced with the FORTRAN

r
4	 computer program listed in Appendix C by first calculating the pitch co-

efficient (PN pS)/(pC PW)• From this value a cubic spline interpola-

tion technique is used to obtain the pitch angle 6 in the vertical plane

from the calibration characteristic presented in Figure 16. The result-

ing value of 6 is similarly utilized to determine the velocity coeffi-

cient pV2/[2(pC - pW)] from the calibration characteristic given in

Figure 17.

Values for V as well as the axial, radial, and swirl velocity com-

ponents u, v, and w, shown in Figure 18, are easily calculated from the

velocity coefficient, pitch angle, and yaw angle B, which is in the hori-

zontal plane. The latter angle is given by

IR

i

R =3600-*
	 (4.2)

where ^ 's the probe rotation angle read on the rotary vernier of the

traverse mechanism. The magnitude of the velocity vector is given by

2	 l/2

V 
p 

2 P VC -pW (PC - PW)	 (4.3)

,>;:	 and the velocity components are obtained from

u = V cosh cos8	 ( 4.4a)

i	 v = V sin6	 (4.4b)

and
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w = V cosh sing	(4.4c)

Further calculations include that for mass flow rate and axial flux

of angular momentum, which are respectively expressed as

R
m = 2n j p ur dr	 (4.5)

0

and

R
Ge	 f p uw r2 dr	 (4.6)

These are evaluated from the velocity measurements with the data reduc-

tion computer program.

4.4.4 Calibration

Proper calibration of the five-hole pressure probe is extremely

critical to the accuracy of the experimental work. Consequently, consid-

erable care was exercised in the construction and use of the calibration

equipment. The calibration equipment consists of a small air jet, a ro-

tary table, a probe mounting bracket, and the instrumentation system pre-

viously described. The calibration jet supply line consists of a com-

pressed air line, which delivers the desired flow rate through a small

pressure regulator and a Fischer and Porter model 10A1735A rotameter.

The jet housing consists of an effective flow management section follow-

ed by a contoured nozzle with a 3.5 cm diameter throat.

The rotary table is model SH -9 from Troyke Manufacturing Co. Its

rotary vernier is readable within t0.5 minute. As shown in Figure 19,

the aluminum probe mounting bracket is secured to the rotary table, and

It supports the probe which rests in a cylindrical steel collet.
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The motion of the rotary table orients the probe at the desired pitch

angle, whereas the yaw is aerodynamically nulled. The probe sensing tip

remains at the centerline within the potential core of the jet and less

than one throat diameter downstream of the nozzle discharge plane. The

pitch angle is zeroed by very carefully aligning the probe shaft in a

plane parallel to that of the nozzle throat.

The calibration procedure consists of recording the voltage output

from the pressure transducer for differential pressures pN 
-PS 

and

p
C

 - pW , where these pressures are identified in Figure 13. These data

are obtained at 5 degree increments in d over the range -55 0 s d S 550.

The measurement technique requires the entire calibration to be conducted

at a constant jet velocity. This is permitted since the dimensionless

calibration coefficients are independent of Re p for Re p z 1090 (5.4 m/s)

'	 determined by careful calibration experiments. Measurements of much

lower velocities suffer from a calibration error. However, this is rare-

ly over 6 percent for Rep > 400 (2.0 m/s).

Figures 16 and 17 show the calibration characteristics from which d

and velocity coefficient pV2/[2(p
C

- pW)] are obtained, respectively.

Both curves exhibit considerable symmetry, as the five pressure sensing

holes are almost symmetrical about the probe tip axis.

A„ Y ^
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CHAPTER V

l

GROSS FLOWFIELD CHARACTERIZATION

r

Recirculation zones are important to combustor designers because most

of the burning occurs in these regions and they exhibit the highest tempera-

tures (47). The size and location of these regions is determined by flow

visualization experiments and predicted by numerical computations. The

predicted time-mean streamline patterns are compared with corresponding

artistic impressions deduced from flow visualization photographs of tufts,

smoke, and bubbles responding to the experimental flowfield patterns. Se-

lected photographs of the visualization experiments are also presented and

discussed in the subsequent sections.

5.1 Artistic Impressions of Streamline Patterns

From Flow Visualization

t

Photographs of each of the six flowfields resulting from 	 0, 45,

and 70 degrees with a - 90 and 45 degrees have been examined in detail for

4	
each of the three flow visualization methods currently employed. The

characteristics of the overall flowfield are illustrated and discussed via

the resulting time-mean dividing streamline patterns. These are sketched

in Figures 20 and 21 from information obtained from the entire collection

`	 of flow visualization photographs. Results from the smoke-wire experiment

are utilized near the inlet, whereas tuft and bubble data are used in

approximating the size and shape of the recirculation zones downstream.

J•.

44
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Bubble flow patterns also reveal the existence of a processing vortex

s	 core, which occurs downstream of the central region.

i	

The resulting streamlines for the three uses of the sudden expan-

sion a - 90 degree geometry are shown in Figure 20. The nonswirling flow

sketch In part (a) exhibits a large corner recirculation zone which is in

excellent agreement with the corresponding streamlines from the measure-

ments of Chaturvedi (15). Appropriate prior measurements for the present

swirling flows have not been found. For the moderate swirl vane angle

case of = 45 degrees a central recirculation region appears in conjunc-

tion with a decrease in size of the corner zone. A thin processing-vor-

tex core, discussed by Syred and Beer (91), is observed near the center-

line extending from the end of the central region to the test section

exit. The axial location of the upstream varies, ranging approximately

from x/D = 1.25 to 1.75. This vortex core is essentially a three-

dimensional time-dependent instability which occurs as a swirling region

of negligible axial velocity whose center winds around the test section

centerline. A further increase in vane angle to f - 70 degrees results

in continued enlargement of the central zone; however, the corner bubble

is essentially unaffected. For this flowfield the vortex core is expand-

ed in the radial as well the axial direction, as its upstream edge fluc-

tuates from approximately x/D - 1.0 to 1.5.

The corresponding sequence of dividing streamlines is found in Fig-

e 21 for the gradual flow expansion case with a - 45 degrees. As with

gure 20,the nonswirling flowfiaid exhibits excellent agreementwith cor-

spond i ng m4asurement of Chaturved 1. No ev i dance of a corner zone i s found

om examination of the photographs for the intermediate vane angle case,

though the flow pattern is otherwise very similar to the corresponding
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i'
	 flow for a • 90 degrees. The flowflaid with ®• 70 degrees produces exact-

ly the same effects as in the abrupt expansion case of Figure 20.

S.2 -Flow Visualization Results

5.2.1 Tufts

Tuft visualization is very important in that it supplies an overall

view of zones very clearly. As discussed in section 4.3.3, photographs

at various shutter speeds were obtained. Slower speeds show more of the

temporal behavior, although the tufts are sometimes not distinctly visi-

ble in portions of the flowfield. Some of the more noteworthy photographs

are presented here, encompassing a range of shutter speeds. Velocities in

recirculation zones are often somewhat lower than in other portions of the

flowfield, and thus under such conditions there my be insufficient drag

on a tuft to align it accurately with the local flow direction. However,

this is taken into consideration in interpreting the photographed results.

The three sudden expansion flowfields are characterized in Figure 22

as photographs of the rx-screen tufts. Figure 22(a) identifies the corner

zone reattachment point for the nonswirling flowfield. it is found from

the length scale as x/D • 2.1, wherein tufts showing no air motion are

considered stagnation points. Further, an indication of the turbulence

level is depicted of trio rather slow shutter speed of 1/15 second was

used.

For swirl vane angle ♦ • 45 degrees, Figure 22(b) is a photograph

taken at 1/125 second. The swirl is in the counterclockwise direction

when viewed from downstream. Both the corner and central recirculation

regions are clearly visible, and their downstream stagnation points appear 	
i

to be at x/D • 0.4 and x/D • 1.6, respectively. The large vane angle can
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Is photographed in Figure 22(c), again at 1/125 second shutter speed. Al-

though the upper corner is not well illuminated In this photograph, the•

lower corner region Is seen to extend to x/D - 0.4 and the central none to

^E.

4

F.

j	
x/D - 1.75.

Photographs of the flowfields with is - 45 degrees are shown in Figure

23. The nonswiriing use in Figure 23(s) is almost identical to Figure

22(a), with a corner zone length of x/D - 2.0. For 4 - 45 degrees, Figure

23(b) shows no evidence -if a corner tone using 1/125 second shutter speed

and the central region apparently extends to x/D - 1.5. Finally, the g •

70 degree case exhibits a central region extending downstream as far as

x/D - 1.85 for 1/15 second shutter speed.

Figures 24 and 25 are photographs of the r9 -screen of tufts for a -

90 and m - 45 degree flow conditions at x/D - 0.5. 1.0, 1.5, and 2.5. The

shutter speed is i/2 second in order to capture information regarding tur-

bulence levels as well as flow direction. The camera Is positioned slight-

ly downstream and on the centerline of the test facility, and hence an

annular ring of distorted tufts appears around the tuft screen because of

the reflectivity of the plexigless tube. The variation in brightness of

the tufts is merely caused by the angle at which the 'light strikes each

particular tuft.

Figure 24(a) apparently shows noticeable but random asymE+etry in tur-

bulence levels at x/D - 0.5, whereas Figures 24(b) and 25(a) seem to re-

veal a horizontal strip of highly fluctuating tufts. However, it may be

dnr^alist : c to conclude from this that such a region of intense turbulence

exists because the effect of gravity acting on tufts pointing vertically

upward :,r downward is different from that on horizontal tufts.	 Figure

25(b) shows that at x/D - 2.5, large direction fluctuations occur only

.
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near the centerline. This probably results froin'the tendency of the cen-

ter of the processing vortex core to randomly oscillate about the test

section .centerline X91).

1
5.2.2 Smoke-Wire

Local details in the nonswirling flowfields are clearly revealed

through the visualization of streaklines indicated from the generation of

illuminated smoke, as discussed in section 4.3.2. In the swirling flows

strong mixing diffuses the smoke so that streaklines are not distinguish-

z

	 able. However, under such conditions recirculation zone outlines are

t	
visible, especially in the region near the smoke-generation wire. A

selected photograph is exhibited and discussed for each of the six flow-

fields considered in previous sections.

The corner recirculation bubble in the nonswirlinn case with wall ex-

pension angle a = 90 degrees is revealed in Figure 26(a) using 1/15 second

shutter speed. Also, the radial location of the zero velocity point with-

in the upper and lower corner bubble is estimated to be approximately

0.15 D from the respective walls of the test facility. This agrees with

the velocity measurements presented in Chapter VI.

The moderate swirl vane angle flow with a 1/30 second exposure is

shown in Figure 26(b). The shortened corner zone is easily identified

because the adjacent downstream flow contains no smoke near the inlet.

	

--	 t
	

This bubble is seen to extend to approximately x/D = 0.45. The tufts in

Figure 22 indicate a slightly shorter zone ending at approximately x/D =

	

.	 0.4. The upstream portion of the central zone is also clearly seen, as

low velocity fluid carries a dense mass of smoke which slowly moves up-

(	 stream of the inlet. Further, the precessing vortex core is seen to

I
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contain no smoke. Since it exhibits negligible axial velocity, the smoke

is essentially carried around it by the high velocity fluid outside the

core.

Figure 26(c) is a photograph at 1/8 second of the 	 70 degree case

wherein this core is not as distinct. In this case some smoke has diffus-

ed into the core due to a slightly longer delay before activating the cam-

era shutter. Observe that both the corner and central zones near the

Inlet reveal that the only change from those for 	 45 degrees is a

slightly wider central region.

The same swirl sequence for the gradual expansion geometry with.a =

45 degrees is presented in Figure 27. The nonswirling case at 1/15 second

reveals about the same details as the corresponding case in Figure-26.

The ^ - 45 degree flowfield at 1/60 second exhibits no evidence of a cor-

ner bubble and a thinner central bubble at the wire position of x/0 =

0.25. The existence and location of the vortex core is very similar to

that in Figure 26(b). The large vane angle case shown in Figure.27(c)

using 1/15 second reveals no evidence of a corner zone. Also, the central

zone at x% ► - 0.25 appears considerably wider than that'for o - 45 degrees

shown in F ` ! ;jre 27(b).

5.2.3 Neutrally-Buoyant Soap Bubbles

Soap bubbles injected into the air flow upstream of the test section

trace pathlines clearly when illuminated. This technique is discussed in

detail in section 4.3.1. Photographs of illuminated bubbles are taken

with various shutter speeds and camera positions. In relatively lower

turbulence intensity portions of the flowfield mean flow directions can

be obtained by ensemble averaging local tangents to pathlines traced out
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by soap bubbles. This helps define the flowfield geometry in terms of

the outline of recirculation regions.

A sample flow visualization photograph is presented in'Figure 28(a)

corresponding to the zero swirl, 90 degree expansion angle flowfield.

The photograph, taken with a relatively long time exposure (1/8 second),

clearly shows a great number of individual pathlines. Photographs of

this type can be used to indicate regions of highly turbulent flow such

as that near the centerline of the flowfield which exhibits smoother,

straighter pathiines. in addition, the outline of the corner recircula-

tion region can be estimated from Figure 2S(a) (and numarous'additional

photographs taken at the identical run condition). For this geometry the

!	 mean stagnation point defining the end of the recirculation zone appears

to be at x/D - 2.0.

A photograph with m 45 degrees and 1/8 second shutter speed is

shown in Figure 28(b), where the precessing vortex core is clearly seen

extending from x/D - 1.5 to the exit. Its upstream edge fluctuates ran

domly from approximately x/D - 1.25 to 1.75. The corner bubble is observ-

ed in both the upper and lower portions of the flowfield, extending to

approximately x/D - 0.4, which agrees almost exactly with the smoke flow

pattern for this flowfield in Figure 260). A photograph using 1/15 sec-

ond shutter speed is presented in Figure 28(c) for the 0 - 70 degree flow-

field where a thicker vortex core is obvious. Also, it extends farther

upstream to x/D - 1.25 in this photograph, although this fluctuates from

about x/D - 1.0 to 1.5. The corner zone is faintly visible here, and its

axial length seems to extend to about x/D - 0.4.

a
"	 Figure 29(a) is a 1/15 second exposure of the nonswirling case with

- 45 degrees. Essentially the same result is found as in the

i
f
i

I
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corresponding a - 90 degree flowfield in Figure 28(a). The Intermediate

vane angle case is visualized using 1/4'second shutter speed in Figure

^•	 29(b). As with the smoke flow pattern in Figure 27(b), there is apparent-
;.	 •

ly no evidence of a corner bubble. Otherwise, there is little difference

between Figures 29(b) and 28(b). The 	 70 degree flow shown in Figure

29(c) is photographed at 1/8 second, and agrees with the smoke pattern in

Figure 27(c) that there is no apparent corner zone. Further, the vortex

core extends upstream to x/D - 1.25, as in the corresponding swirl case

in Figure 28(c).

5.3 Predicted Streamline Patterns

f	 The inlet boundary cond-tion for the flowfield prediction program

consists of a flat velocity profile as in plug flow for both u and w,

whereas v s 0. This approximation has often been employed when pertinent

measurements are not available (46, 47). It was discovered near the end

of this investigation from the five-hole pitot velocity measurements for

the swirling flowfields,that in the test facility, the inlet velocity pro-

files are actually much different in shape and magnitude from those assum-

ed for the general predictions. These measurements are presented and fur-

ther discussed in Chapter VI. This difference results from: (a) imperfect

blade efficiency, (b) the existence of a hub, and (c) the fact that the

downstream edge of the swirl vanes of the test facility is actually locat-

ed approximately 4 cm upstream of the flow expansion corner, where x/D -

i

0. This swirler location allows the central recirculation zone to begin

t	 upstream of x/D - 0, thereby changing the velocity profiles there. Hence

swirling flow streamline predictions in Figures 30 and 31, parts (b) and

E.

f

1
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(c), are not expected to exhibit excellent agreement with experiments,

particularly near x/D - 0.

Figures 30 and 31 are calculated and plotted by computer to show time-

mean streamline patterns for a - 90 and 45 degrees, respectively. Although

the solution of the swirling flows is not entirely realistic, the trends

are.generally correct. The nonswirl predictions do not suffer from the

Inlet boundary condition error described above. The results shown in Fig-

ure 30(a) exhibit excellent agreement with the flow visualization results

in Figure 20(a) and also with the streamline pattern resulting from corre-

sponding measurements of Chaturvedi (15). The intermediate case of ^ -

45 degree vanes shows reasonable agreement with the results in Figure

20(b) except at x/D - 0. Discrepancies include central recirculation zone

lengths of 1 .35 D and 1.6 D for predictions and visualization, respective-

ly. The corner recirculation region lengths, however, are in exact agree-

ment. Surprisingly, for - 70 degrees the predicted and photographed

central zone lengths are x/D - 3.0 and 1.75, respectively. Further, no

corner zone is predicted, whereas the photographs reveal one with axial

length x/D - 0.4.

As with the a - 90 degree case, the nonswirling flowfield with a -

45 degrees, shown in Figure 31(a), is very well predicted by comparison

with Chaturvedi's measurements and the present photographs. No corner
i

zone is predicted in this geometry for either the intermediate or large

vane angle flows, which agrees with visualization results of Figure 21(b)

and 21(c). For 0 - 45 degrees, the predicted central zone length is x/D

- 1.35 wnereas that photographed is approximately 1.5. The central reg;On

length for the strongly swirling flow from computations and visualization
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x/D = 1.75 and 1.85, respectively. Hence the central zone is more

curately predicted for a = 45 degrees than for a - 90 degrees.

5.4 Parametric Effects

'Streamline plots, including those deduced from flow visualization as

well as those predicted, allow recirculation zones'to be characterized

parametrically. The parametric effects are illustrated in Figures 32 and

33 for predictions and visualization, respectively. Figure 32 shows the

predicted effects of a and f on the corner and central recirculation zone

lengths. Several observations should be noted. First, zone lengths are

only slightly affected by a, as found previously for the corner bubble

under isothermal nonswirling conditions (15, 31). Further, at these high

Reynolds numbers, the corner region length is independent of Reynolds num-

ber (33, 34). As a decreases from 90 to 45 degrees, the zone lengtha.tend

to decrease slightly and the inlet flow is encouraged to impinge on the

confining walls. Second, the corner bubble length decreases upon increas-

ing m from 0 to 45 degrees, and also the central region and the precessing

vortex core appear. Increasing the vane angle to 70 degrees slightly en-

larges the central zone and the vortex core.

Visualization results exhibit close agreement with predictions for

the shape of both corner and central regions for 0 - 0 and	 45 degrees.

Further, this also occurs for m	 70 degrees with the gradual expansion

geometry where a - 45 degrees. However, for the abrupt expansion case

where a 90 and m = 70 degrees, the visualized corner zone is not predict-

ed. Moreover, the central region length is seriously overpredicted at x/D

= 3.0 as compared with 1.75. A lack of prediction accuracy for swirling
r.
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flows Is expected because of complicated Inlet conditions and/or the lack

#
	 of realism in the turbulence model; however, it is surprising that the a

45 degree case exhibits close agreement while that for o L 90 degrees does

not.

V ^'	 11



CHAPTER VI

VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS, PREDICTIONS, AND

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

Each of the six flowfields under investigation is first character-

ized In terms of axial and swirl tine-mean velocity measurements obtained

using a five-hole pitot probe. Then general velocity predictions using

estimated inlet conditions are presented. A special test case is de-

scribed also which serves as a validity check of the computer code for

the abrupt expansion angle a - 90 degrees using measured inlet conditions.

Next, reliability of predictions and measurements is discussed, and final-

ly, the results of another validity test for a non-expanding geometry is

described.

6.1 Five-Hole Pitot Probe Velocity Measurements

Details of the five-hole pitot measurement apparatus and technique

are discussed in section 4.4. Readings were taken at approximately 20

positions across the test facility radius at the various axial stations

for which velocities are presented. Before production measurements be-

gan, readings were taken for - 0, 45, and 70 degrees at various values

c ; inlet Reynolds number. Comparison of these data determined the

Reynolds number required to ensure that the nondimensionalized measure-

,rents are independent of Reynolds number. A sample of these data is pre-

sented and discussed in section 6.4.2.

55
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Figures 34, 35 ► and 36 show the axial and swirl velocity profiles

{	 for	 0, 45, and 70 degrees with a • 90 degrees.' Note that the scale
of dimensionless u/uo shown at the inlet in Figures 34(a) and 35(a) is

!	 different from that of w/uo which is found in Figure 35(b). These scales

I

apply to all figures through section 6.3. Radial velocities are consis-

tently much smaller than the axial and swirl components, and'they are

Indicated in the dividing streamline patterns deduced from flow visual-

ization experiments depicted in Figures 20 and 21. Therefore, they are

not presented here. Figure 34 shows the corner recirculation region for

the ronswirling flow on the verge of reattachment at x/D - 1.5 and also

at 2.0, whereas it occurs at x/D - 2.1 for the corresponding visualiza-

tion results shown in Figure 20(a). The corresponding measurements of

Chaturvedi (15) yielded a value of x/D - 2.3.

Goth of the inlet profiles in Figures 35 and 36 differ in magnitude

and shape from the fiat profiles used as inlet boundary conditions for

the general predictions. This is discussed in section 5.3 where it is

mentioned that the swirl vanes in the facility are not 100 percent effi-

cient. It can be seen in Figure 35 that a 45 degree swirl vane angle

produces a maximum swirl flow angle [tan-1(w/u)] of 30 degrees at the

test chamber inlet. The maximum swirl flow angle for the 70 degree vane
c

angle case shown in Figure 36 is only 34 degrees. Thus there is only a
1

slight increase of swirl flow angle, although these two flows are differ-

.

I	
ent in that the inlet profiles are considerably more sharply peaked for

i

the ^ - 70 degree case. Figures 35 and 36 show zero u and w velocity

near the axis at the inlet, but actually the probe was insensitive to

the very low velocities there. This is consistent with the flow

f
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visualization result discussed in Chapter V that the central bubble ex-

.
tends upstream of the inlet.

The measurements shown in Figure 35(a) provide no evidence regard-

ing the existence of a corner zone. This is expected because flow visu-

alization reveals that the region only extends to x/D - 0.4. However,

there is clear evidence of a rather large central zone whose length is

similar to that shown in Figure 20(b). Although the axial velocity pro-

files are beginning to flatten in the downstream direction, they retain

a zero velocity value on the axis, which is consistent with soap bubble

flow patterns as seen in Figure 20(b). The early erratic behavior shown

by the swirl velocity profile in Figure 35(b) quickly transforms, exhib-

iting a solid-body-rotation core with a rather flat profile outside this

region.

Figure 36 also reveals the discrepancy regarding inlet velocity pro-

files. The large central recirculation region causes the downstream

flow to be accelerated near the top wall. The early erratic behavior

found in the swirl velocity profile at x/D - 0.5 quickly develops into a

shape similar to that seen in Figure 35(b). The processing vortex core

motion discussed in Chapter V results in poor measurement repeatability

which promotes the irregular behavior within this core region.

Figures 37, 38, and 39 exhibit velocities for the same sequence of

flowfields with a - 45 degrees. The inlet profiles were not measured in

this geometry because the presence of the expansion block interferes.

Effects of 0 on velocities, similar to those found for the sudden expan-

sion cases, are found in the flowfield sequence for this test section

geometry. The major difference is that the sloping wall encourages the
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Inlet flow to accelerate near the top wall. Also, it tends to shorten

or obliterate the corner recirculation region.

	

j ,	6.2 General Velocity Predictions

All results are obtained via a nonuniform grid system due to the re-

suiting enhancement of solution accuracy. Nineteen cells are employed

in the r-direction, and they are clustered near the shear layer region

and along the wall and centerline. The cells are gradually expanding in

the streamwise direction, and from 21 to 33 are employed as required to

produce the desired a. The inlet profiles of axial velocity u and swirl

velocity w are idealized as "flat" (i.e., constant-valued) with 100 per-

cent efficient swirl vanes. Also, it is assumed that v - 0. The exit

	

•	 is always located well downstream of the central zone where the flow is

considered parallel with zero radial velocity. Further details are

briefly discussed in Chapter 111. For comparison with other results, it

should be noted that 4 and swirl number S are related by S - 2/3 tan m,

so that vane angles 45, 60, and 70 degrees, for example, correspond to S

values of 0.67, 1.15, and 1.83, respectively (12).

Predicted time-mean axial and swirl velocity profiles for the side-

wall expansion angle a - 90 degrees are shown in Figures 40, 41, and 42

for swirl vane angle 4 - 0, 45, and 70 degrees, respectively. The non-

swirling case in Figure 40 exhibits close agreement with measurements of

Chaturvedi (15) as shown elsewhere (5). Note the scale of nondimensional

}. 	 u/uo shown at the inlet profile; this applies to all subsequent general

	

^.	 predictions. Further, the centerline velocity exhibits little change in

the streamwise direction. 	 !
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Figure 41(a) reveals that with 0 45 degrees, the mean axial velo-

city profiles are dramatically changed. A maximum velocity value occurs

in an annular fashion near r/D - 0.35. although a more flattened shape

quickly develops before x/D - 1.0. It should also be noted that the

boundary layer on the outer sidewall Is relatively thin and is not easily

seen on the figures using the chosen scale. Note that the scale for who

shown at'the inlet in Figure 41(b) is different from that of.u/u o. Both

of these scales are used in all subsequent figures through section 6.3.

All of the swirl velocity profiles exhibit solid-body-rotation behavior

near the centerline, even near the inlet where a flat profile is a speci-

fied inlet condition. The radial location of the station maximum for w

tends to increase with x/D in Figure 41(b). Swirl as well as axial velo-

city profiles appear to approach those corresponding to swirling flow in

a pipe as x increases.

Figure 42(a), reveals that the strong swirl case provides a much

larger central recirculation region at x/D - 0.5, which is caused by

strong centrifugal effects. This promotes a very large foward velocity

near the wall and almost eliminates the corner region, although experi-

ments show it is unaffected. The radial extent of the central recircula-

tion zone and the velocity near the wall quickly diminish downstream as

swirl strength is dissipated. The swirl velocity profile in Figure 42(b)

are similar to those of ;figure 41(b), except much stronger magnitudes re-

suit from the increased vans angle.

The same sequence for the a - 45 degree geometry is found in Figures

43, 44, and 45. The inlet profiles are not shown here since they are the

same as those of the corresponding cases in Figures 40, 41, and 42. The

nonswirling flowfield shown in Figure 43 is essentially identical to the
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nonswirling case with a - 90 degrees. For 4 - 45 cagrees, .Figure 44

shows little effect of a upon comparison with Figure 41. The central

region indicated in Figure 44(a) is slightly thinner at x/D - O.S. The

strong swirl flowfield illustrated in Figure 45(a) exhibits a smaller

backflow region than for a - 90 degrees in Figure 42(a), although it dis-

plays larger upstream velocities. Also, the peak in the profile at x/D

--.0.5 occurs in an annular fashion, whereas this is not seen in Figure

42(a). Swirl velocities in Figure 45(b) exhibit a slightly larger magni-

tude near the top wall than that In Figure 42(b), but are otherwise very

similar.

6.3 The Specific Test Case

Due to the discrepancy regarding axial and swirl inlet velocity pro-

files, the importance of which was discovered near the end of this inves-

tigation, another prediction of the a - 90 and 4 - 45 degree flowfield

Is presented. The measured velocities are specified as the inlet boun-

dary condition, and the results are seen In Figure 46 along with the mea-

surements.

This prediction shows that the large peak of inlet axial velocity

for x/D - 0.5 Is located at r/D - 0.25 rather than 0.40 as measured.

Also, a much smaller central zone is predicted than for the general pre-

dictions. However, no effect of this discrepancy is seen beyond x/D -

1.5• The measured inlet swirl velocity peak broadens very quickly by

x/D - 0.5. Also, a solid-body-rotation core is exhibited there, which

is somewhat similar to the previous predictions shown In Figure 41. Com-

parison with measurements shows considerably larger velocity magnitudes

at x/D - 0.5, but lower values downstream.

J n ,-
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This discrepancy near the Inlet might result from backflow at the

inlet boundary which could not be measured because of transient effects

or the lack of probe sensitivity for small velocities.

6.4 Reliability of Predictions and Measurements

i
(	 6.4.1 Predictions

The finite difference mesh size employed for the flowfield predic-

tions resulted from a compromise between the irreconcilable alternatives

of computing cost and fl"fleld resolution. Several grid systems were

utilized to determine the effect of Arid density on the solution of the

'	 present flow fields. The chosen gric, is discussed in Chapter 111 and an

i
t	 example is shown in Figure S. An increase of 60 percent in the number

of cormputational cells produces a change of only 0.3 and 1.1 percent for

top wall and centerline dimensionless axia ll velocities. respectively.

Another important aspect of solution accuracy concerns the converg-

ence criterion. Rather than use the well established fractional change 	
4

criterion, which is a necessary but not sufficient condition for converg-

ence, a residual source criterion is employed. This residual is defined

by equations like

Rp • a# OP - ao®^ • S#	 (6.1)

J

which has been obtained from Equation (3.1 ► and which measures the depar-

ture from exactness (except for the use of current coefficients and

source) for the variable 0 at the point P. When each of these quantities

^•	 becomes smaller than a certain fraction of a reference value, the finite
i
'	 difference equations are considered to be solved.

3
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Although inaccuracies resulting from mesh resolution and degree of

convergence are insignificant, the predictions suffer from inherent in-

adequacies in the turbulence model. This is tolerated presently because

these models for complicated swirling flows are not yet available (49).

The k-e model developed for nonswiriing flows has been extended to in-

clude swirl shear stresses; however, an isotropic viscosity remains

while s..i •ling flows in combustor geometries can exhibit anisotropic be-

havior (26). However, the test case consisting of the measurements of
	

M

Vu and Gouldin (29) exhibits very encouraging results as discussed in

section 6.5.

6.4.2 Measurements

it is difficult to estimate the accuracy of the flow visualization

results. The soap bubbles probably trace the flow very accurately be-

cause they are neutrally-buoyant and approximately only 0.5 to 1.0 mm in

diameter. The tufts observed in the rx-plane of the test section do not

respond well to the local flow direction in a low velocity region due to

the small drag forces acting on them. They are considered very reliable

in higher velocity regions, however. The smoke particles have much

greater dens'sty than air and -.onsequently they are affected by gravity

in low velocity areas and by centrifugal forces in strongly swirling re-

gions.

Little information is available concerning the effect of turbulence

on pressure probes in swirling flows (12). However, it is presumed that

the five-hole pitot probe is accurate within approximately 5 percent for

most or the measurements. This value may increase to 10 percent as the

velocity magnitude falls below approximately 2.0 m/s because the probe

i
a.
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is not very sensitive to such low dynamic pressures. In_addition, the

_•	 calibration is no longer independent of probe Reynolds number. The pros-
.

sure transducer is estimated to have a measurement uncertainty,of approx-

imately 0.25 percent for a typical velocity magnitude of 5 m/s and 0.75
t

i
	

percent at 2 m/s.

An experiment to determine the extent to which the five-hole probe

disturbs the flow was conducted. A dummy probe of approximately the same

size and shape was inserted through . the lower wall of the test section,

exactly opposite to the five-hole probe entering through the upper wall.

Axial and swirl velocity profiles with and without the dummy probe, which

is traversed exactly like the measuring probe, are shown in Figures 47

and 48 for x/D - 1.0 and 2.5, respectively, with a - 90 and 0 - 45 de-

grees. Clearly the presence of the dummy probe has virtually no effect.

Further, since the dummy probe has a negligible influence, these figures

show evidence of good measurement repeatability.

Before beginning velocity surveys, an initial experiment was per-

formed to investigate the asymptotic invariance of Reynolds number Red.

This was needed to ensure that dimensionless measurements will be a ppli-

cable to combustors which operate at higher Re d values than those desired

for the test facility. Measurement traverses were repeated at the same

conditions for increasing Re d for each of the flowfields at x/D - 2.5.

This axial station was chosen because a probe location slightly down-

stream of a recirculation zone was considered most sensitive to Re d ; and

the central rather than corner zone was selected since most of the com-

kustion and flame stability occur there. A sample of the resulting

axial and swirl velocity profiles is found in Figures 49(a) and 49(b),

i
	 respectively. Note that there is little change for 68,000 z Re d s92,000.

i
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Hence all measurements of the moderate	 45 degree flowfields are per-

formed at Red = 78,000. Similarly, all data for	 and V- 70 degrees

are obtained •at Red = 105,000 and 78,000, respectively.'

Figure 50 shows axial and swirl velocity profiles at x/D 	 1.0 with

a = 90 and 4 = 45 degrees. The measurements above and below the axis

were obtained from probe entry through the upper and lower wall, respec-

tively. Although the upper and lower profiles reveal a similar shape,

they exhibit different magnitudes. This shows clear evidence of a slight

asymmetry in the flowfield.

Averaging the mass flow rate calculated from each radial traverse

in Figure 50 results in a value within 2 percent of that measured at the

test section inlet. Calculation of mass flow rate from each traverse-

individually yields a discrepancy of approximately 14 percent of the mea-

sured value. This asymmetry is indicative of the lack of agreement which

may be expected if mass flow rate is calculated from the upper traverse

only.

6.5 Prediction of Coannular Swirling Pipe Flow

6.5.1 The Flowfields Considered

Due to the rather poor agreement resulting from the special test

case near the inlet of the test section, another validity test of the

prediction code was undertaken. This case, experimentally investigated

by Vu and Gouldin (29), has no expansion and the inlet velocity profiles

do not exhibit backflow. Therefore, it is considered less difficult to

predict.

This test consists of both counterswirlinr and coswirling flows

from a coannular jet discharging into a straight pipe. A schematic

1
F
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diagram of the flow assembly is illustrated in Figure 51. The assembly

consists of two major segments: an inner flow passage and an outer flow

channel. The inner passage consists of a circular tube with inner and

outer diameters of 3.72 cm and 3.8 cm, respectively. A swirl vane assem-

bly containing 12 equally spaced vanes with a swirl vane angle of 68.5

degrees is located 11.9 --m upstream of the discharge end of the tube.

The outer flow channel is a radial inflow passage with 24 adjustable

swirl vanes near its inlet. The outer flow turns from the radial to the

axial direction whereupon it exits in an annular fashion into a 14.6 cm

diameter pipe where the mixing of th:> tn;; streams occurs.

6.5.2 Counterswirlin2 Case

The inner and outer.flows have swirl numbers of 0.49 and -0.51, re-

spectively. A nonuniform fine mesh of size 30 x 24 (NI - 30, NJ - 24)

is arranged to cover a pipe region of length 0.17 m and radius 0.0727 m.

Inlet profiles of axial and swirl velocities are taken from the measured

values at the location x - 0.002 m (x/D - 0.01375), as indicated in Fig-

ure 52. Inlet k and c (- k 3/2 /Z) are specified via

k - 0.03 u2	(6.2a)

i - 0.005 ui2	 (6.2b)

where D - 0.1454 m. The exit flow is parallel, with zero axial gradients

for all variables and v - 0.

After a preliminary calculation of 22 iterations and a further 189

iterations, final convergence is obtained. The criterion is that the

maximum normalized residual source sum for each of the variables mass, u,

v, w, and p is less than 0.004. Radial profile computations of axial
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and swirl velocities u and w are shown in Figure 53 at'the axial station

x/D = 0.137 (x = 0,02 m), and in Figure 54 at the station x/D - 0.274

(x = 0.04 m). These figures show velocities normalized with respect to

a fixed quantity uo , taken as 21.6 m/s as an estimate of the outer flow

spatial average axial velocity, and the experimental data, quoted by

Srinivasan and Mongia (49), have been appropriately transferred to these

figures for comparison. The two axial stations chosen lie in a central

zone and show dramatically the differences.

Notice that, whereas the agreement between swirl velocity profiles

is very satisfactory at both locations, the agreement between axial velo-

city profiles is not. In the present work the central zone is predicted,

but it is not as large or with such large negative velocities as found in

the experiment (29). Finally, Figure 55 exhibits the centerline axial

velocity development as a function of downstream location. The velocity

predictions at the nearest gridline to the axis are taken as representa-

tive of axis values .(r/D - 0) since au/ar is zero there. The central re-

circulation zone is rather well predicted in the present study, although

the axial velocity magnitudes are all underpredicted.

6.5.3 Coswirling Case

The flowfield for this experiment concerns inner and outer flow

swirl numbers of 0.58 and 0.54, respectively. Inlet profiles of axial u

and swirl w velocities taken from the measured values at the location x

- 0.002 m (x/D - 0.01375), as indicated in Figure 56. Other boundary

conditions are as taken previously. Radial profile computations of axial

and swirl velocities are shown in Figure 57 at the axial station x/D -

0.0688 (x - 0.01 m), and in Figure 58 at the axial station x/D - 0.2063



(x = 0.03 m). These may be compared directly with experimental evidence

given in the corresponding figures. Veloc.ities are normalized as in the

previous counterswirl case. The present predictions are very encourag-

ing when compared to the experimental data. Finally, Figure 59 Illus-

trates the centerline axial velocity development as a function of down-

stream distance. Again, velocity predictions are taken from the nearest

gridline to the axis. Notice that predictions of the present study com-

pare quite well with the experimental data, especially for x/0 5 0.5.



CLOSURE

7.1 Conclusions

The present research is concerned with a specific sub-problem of

the complete three-dimensional problem and is restricted to axisymmetric

geometries.under low speed and nonreacting conditions. This is an area

in which there is a need for more fundamental research, particularly re-

garding recirculation zones where most of the burning occurs in reacting

flows.

Many factors affect the existence, size, and shape of both the cor-

ner recirculation zone and the central toroidal recirculation zone. A

major outcome of the current study is the experimental and comoutational

characterization of these for six basic flowfields. Parameter variations

which define these flow conditions are side-wall angle a * 90 . and 45 de-

grees with swirl vane angle ^ - 0, 45, and 70 degrees. The size and

shape of the recirculation bubbles for each flowfield i s illustrated as

an artistic impression deduced from a collection of flow visualization

photographs of tufts, smoke, or neutrally-buoyant soap bubbles responding

to the flow.

Photographed results show that increasing 0 from 0 to 45 degrees

produces a shortened corner region and the appearance of a central bubble

typically extending downstream to approximately x/D - 1.7. Also, a pre-

cessing vortex core is observed which stretches from the end of the

68
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central region to the test section exit. A further increase in ^ to 70

degrees enlarges the central zone and vortex core with negligible effect

on the corner region in those flowfieids where it occurs.

The effect of a on the nonswirling flows is negligible; however, a

decrease from 90 to 45 degrees apparently eliminates the corner bubble

in each swirling flow. This decrease in a also causes the inlet flow to

Impinge more severely on the top wall, where larger axial velocities

occur.

A more detailed experiment consists of the measurement of time-mean

velocity components in the axial, radial, and azimuthal directions using

a five-hole pitot probe. These measurements generally agree with the

flow visualization results and provide a more complete understanding of

each flowfield. Also, they constitute a data base allowing validity

testing of flowfield predictions. Further, inlet velocity measurements

reveal that the estimated inlet velocity profiles employed in the present

swirling flowfield predictions are unrealistic. This arises from blade

inefficiency, the presence of a hub, and the fact that the swirl vane

exit station in the test facility is actually located 4 . cm upstream of

the test section inlet. This allows the central recirculation zone to

begin upstream of the inlet where x/D - 0.

The flowfield prediction computer program is employed in a paramet-

ric study to computationally determine trends of interest to combustor

designers. The predicted effects of a and f on swirling flows are almost

the same as those determined experimentally, even though the inlet velo-

city estimates employed consist of flat profiles with 100 percent effi-

cient swirl vanes located at the inlet with no recirculation. Further

predictions using measured inlet velocities as boundary conditions were

j
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obtained as a special test case to allow appropriate comparison with mea-

surements for' the a - 90 and f - 45 degree flowfield. Poor agreement re-

suits at x/D - 0.5, although it is excellent for x/D a 1.5. This dis-

crepancy may be due to the lack of realism inherent in the k -E turbulence

model (extended to include swirl shear stresses), inasmuch as the empiri-

cal constants pertain to nonswirling flows. Another possibility may be

an inaccurate specification of velocity and turbulence distributions at

the inlet to the test section.

7.2 Recommendations for Further Work

Fundamental research should be continued in several areas. First,

i	 time-mean velocity measurements should be obtained at additional axial

'	 stations, especially in the upstream region, to provide more details and

r
t	 allow more extensive prediction validity tests. Second, movies of the
r

flow visualization experiments should be obtained and analyzed to charac-

terize the flow instabilities and temporal behavior of the recirculation

zones and the trailing vortex core. Third, further details of the flow-

fields are needed to allow a more complete fundamental understanding.

This should consist of turbulence quantity measurements, including all

of the Reynolds stresses. This would allow the deduction of more sophis-

ticated turbulence models relating turbulent shear stresses with time-

mean velocity gradients.
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(a)	 G = 00

(b,	 m - 450

(c)	 m - 70,.

Figure 22.	 Flow Visualization Photographs of Tufts
in the rx-Plane With Wall Expansion

Angle a - 90 0 for Swirl Vane Angles:

	

(a) : - 0°, (b) C	 45 °, and (c) 0
70'
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(a) x/D = 0.5

(b) x/D = I 

Figure 24.	 Flow Visualization Photographs of S^--ke-Wire
Strea:.l ines With Wail Expansion Any;e a =

90 0 for Swirl Vane Angl--s: 	 (a) x/D = 0.5

and (5) , /D = 1.0
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Figure 25. Flow Visualizat i on Photographs of Tuts
in the r6-Plane Wit. Wall Expansion

Angle Y = 90° and Swirl Vane Angle
= 45° for Axial Stations :	(a) x/D =

.5 and (b) x/D = 2.5
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(c) m - 70°

Figure 26.	 Flow Visualization Photographs of

Smoke-Wire Streaklines With Wall
Expansion Angle a -90' for Swirl
Vane Angles:	 (a) q - 0°, (b) q
= 45°, and (c) ^ - 10°
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(b) Central Toroidal Recircu-

lation Zone Length
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(a) u/ uo

Figure 47. Probe Interference Effect on Measured
Velocity Profiles With Wall Expan-

sion Angle a = 90° and Swirl Vane

Angle ^ = 45° at Axial Station x/D
= 1.0 for (a) Axial Velocity and

(b) Swirl Velocity
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Figure 47. (Continued)
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Figure 4$. Probe Interference Effect on Measured

Velocity Profiles With Wall Expan-
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Figure 49. Effect of Inlet Reynolds Number on

Measured Velocity Profiles With
Wall Expansion Angle a - 90° and
Swirl Vane Angle d - 45° at Axial
Station x/D - 2.5 for (a) Axial
Velocity and (b) Swirl Velocity
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Fioure 50. 14*asurea Velocity Profiles From an Entire

!Diameter Traverse With Wall Expansion
Angle a m 90° and Swirl Vane Angle o
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Axial Velocity and (L) Swirl Velocity
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Figure 52.	 Inlet Velocity Profiles at x/D =
0.01375 (x - 0.002 m) for the
Counterswirling Coannular Pipe
Flow Test Case (a) Axial Velo-
city and (b) Swirl Velocity
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Figure 53. Velocity Profiles at x/D a 0.137
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Figure 58. Velocity Profiles at x/D - 0.206 (x - 3 cm)
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A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DATA REDUCTION OF FIVE-HOLE PITOT
MEASUREMENTS IN TURBULENT ► SWIRLING ► RECIRCULATING. FLOW
IN COMBUSTOR GEOMETRIES

VERSION OF MAY ► 1981

D L RHODE
M€CHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
STILLWATER9 OK	 74078

CHAPTER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 PRELIMINARIES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C

DIMENSION HEDM(9)PHEDUMN(9)PHEDMMS(9)9MEDCMW(9)9
•HEDU( 9) ►HEDV(9)9HEDW(V)9HEDVT(9) ► HEDUST(9)9
OHEDVST(9`9HEDWST(9) ► HEDVTS(9)9HEDDEL(91 ► HEDDET(9)9
#HEDMMF(9)9HEDMIV(9) ► NEDMIP(9) ► NEDMPP(9) ► NEDAM(91

COMMON
O/CALID/CPITCH(26)9CDELTAt2619CVELCF(26)
•/MEASUR/RBETA(48 ► 24)9RPNMPS(48924) ►RPCMPW(48924).NDATA(48) ►MAXJPT9
•	 RDNPRS(48)
#/OEOM/X(48)PR(24)PXND(48)tRND(24)9DYPSA24)9DYNP(24) ►
•	 SNS(24) ► NSTATN#XINCHS(48)PRINCHS(24)
•/CALC/VTOTAL(489:4)-l"48924)9V(48924)9W(489i4)9
•	 VTSTAR(48924)•_	 .R( 489..^.4) ► VSTAR(48 ► 24) ► WSTAR(4H ► :4)9
0	 PICHCF( 48924) 9keLCF( 48 ► 2̂4)9DELTA(489'4)#PETA(48924) ►
OANGMOM(48)9 UMEAN(48)9MASS(48)9MASFLO(48) ► UIN(48)
REAL MASS9MASFLO
LOGICAL IWRITE ► DIAGNS

C ---------- SET IWRITE m .TRUE. FOR WRITING SOLN. ON DISK STORAGE
C---------SET DIAGNS • .TRUE. TO ACTIVATE DIAGNOSTIC WRITE STATEMENTS
C --------- NSTATN IS NO. OF AXIAL STATIONS FOR WHICH DATA IS
C	 SUPPLIED
C--	 MAXJPT IS MAX. NO. OF RADIAL POSITIONS FOR ALL AXIAL
C	 STATIONS
C --------- CPITCH IS CALIBRATION PITCH COEFF.
C- •------CDELTA IS CALIBRATION PITCH ANGLF-(DEG.)
C --------- CVELCF IS CALIBRATION VELOCITY COEFF.
C---------KCAL IS NO. OF CALIBRATION POINTS
C --------- XINCHS IS AXIAL POSITION(IN.) OF EACH PARTICULAR
C	 RADIAL TRAVERSE
C --------- NDATA IS NO. OF RADIAL LOCATIONS FOR WHICH DATA IS
C	 SUPPLIED FOR EACH PARTICULAR RADIAL TRAVERSE
C --------- RDNPRS IS MEASURED DYNAMIC PRESSURE ENTERING THE
C	 SWTRLER
C --------- RINCHS IS RADIAL POSITION(IN.) OF EACH MEASUkEMENT
C	 LOCATION IN EACH PARTICULAR RADIAL TRAVERSE
C --------- RBETA IS MEASURED FLOW ANGLE(DEG.) WHERE YAW
C	 ANGLE BETA - 360.0 - RBETA
C---------RDNPRS IS M ASOREO VOLTS FOR PNORTH - PSOUTH
is	 DIFF. PRESSURE
C --------- RPCMPW IS MEASURED VOLTS FOR PCENTER - PWCST
C	 DIFF. PRESSURE
C --------- PICHCF IS REDUCED VALUE FOR PITCH COEFF.
C---------DELTA IS REDUCED VALUE FOR PITCH ANOLE(DEG.)
C --------- VELCF IS REDUCED VALUE FOR VELOCITY COEFF.
C---------BETA IS REDUCED VALUE FOR PROBE YAW ANOLE(DEO.)
C --------- VTOTAL IS TOTAL VECTOR VELOCITY MAGNITUDE(M/SEC)
C------'---U IS AXIAL VELOCITY (M/SEC)
C---------V IS RADIAL VELOCITY (M/SEC)
C---------W IS SWIRL VELOCITY (M/SEC)
C --------- VTSTAR IS DIMENSIONLESS TOTAL VELOCITY
C --------- USTAR IS DIMENSIONLESS AXIAL VELOCITY
C --------- VSTAR IS DIMENSIONLESS RADIAL VELOCITY
C --------- WSTAR IS DIMENSIONLESS SWIRL VELOCITY
C---------ALL PRIMARY USER INPUTS ARE LOCATED W.+A

IWRITE•.TRUE.
DIAGNS•.TRUE.
ALPHA=90.
PHIm4S.
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i
r	 VISCOS•l.8E-5

NSTATNu6
MAXJPTw20
PATMm73.8
TATMu28.
IT.48
JTn24
RLAROEn ll.75/(2.0*39.37)
RSMALLnRLAROE/2.0
READ(59205) HEDM ►HEDUMN.HEDU.HEDV•HEDWr

•	 HEDVTrNEDUST•HEDVSTrHEDWSTrHEDVTS914EDDELrHEDBET9
tHEDNMSrHEDCMWrHEDMMFrHEDMIVrHEDMIPrHEDMPPrHEDAM

205 FORMAT(9A4)
C---------INITIALIZE VARIABLES TO ZERO

CALL INIT
C---------READ FIVE-HOLE PITOT CALIBRATION DATA

NCAL&25
DO 10 ImlvNCAL
READ(59210) CPITCH(I)rCDELTA(I)rCVELCF(I)

10 CONTINUE
210 FORMAT(3F10.5)

IF(DIAONS) WRITE(6r400) (CPTTCH(I)rIvlr25)
IF(DIAGNS) WRITE ( 6v400) ( I 0kl'l r 4f I)rImlr25)
IF(DIAGNS) WRITE(69400) (C^c1.C^(I) ► I^1r25>

400 FORMAT(///r1Xr13(F8.4r1X)9// ► 5Xr12(F8.4))
C---------READ RAW MEASURED DATA TO BE REDUCED

DO 30 Ivl#NSTATN
READ(5r230) XINCHS(I)rNDATA(I)rRDNPRS(I)
JPTS=NDATA(I)
DO 20 JmlvJPTS
READ(59220) RINCHS(J)rRBETA(IrJ) ► RPNMPS(IrJ)rRPCMPW(IrJ)

:0 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE

C---------CONVERT X AND R FF0M INCHES TO METERS
DO 35 I^1rNSTATN
X(I) nXINCHS(I)M0.0254
JPT3SaNDA1TA(I)

R^J)*R^NCM P(J)	 0254
32 CONTINUE
35 CONTINUE

220 FORMAT(4F10.5)
230 FORMAT(1F10.591I1Or1F10.5)

IF(DIAONS) WRITE(69470) (NDATA(I)rINIrNSTATN)
IF(DIAGNS) WRITE(6.450) (X(I)PIsIoNSTATN)
IF(DIAGNS) WRITE(69500) (R(J)rJ-1rJPTS)
DO 37 Iul#NSTATN
IF(DIAONS) WRITE(6 ►500) (RBETA(IrJ)rJmlvJPTS)
IF(DIAGNS) WRITE(6r500) (RPNMPS(IrJ)rJnIPJPTS)
IF(DIAGNS) WRITE(69500) (RPCMPW(IrJ)rJ-1rJPTS)

37 CONTINUE
450 FORMAT(///r43kr1(F8.4r1X))
500 FORMAT(///r20Xrl0(F8.4))

C
CHAPTER 1 1 1 1 1 DATA REDUCTION 1 1 1 1 1 1
C

470 FORMAT(/1!r40Xrl(I8r1X))
C --------- CALC PICHCF AND INTERPOLATE FOR DELTA FROM
C---------	 PITOT CALIBRATION CURVE

IDIDwO
DO 50 I.19NSTATN
JPTS&NDATA(I)
DO 40 J•1rJPTS
IF%(RPCMPW(IrJ) .EQ. 0.0> .AND. (RPNMPS(IrJ) .EO. 0.01)
PICHCF(IrJ)aRPNMPS(IrJ)/(RPCMPW(IrJ)+1.E-6)
IF0 PICHCF(IrJ).OT.3.399) .OR. (PICHCF(IrJ).LT.-3.759)1
IF(IDID .EQ. 0) DELTA(IrJ)oSPLINE(CPITCH.

t	 CDELTA.NCAL.PICHCF(IrJ))
IF(IDID .OT. 0) DELTA(IrJ)uSP(CPITCHrCDELTAr

t	 NCALrPICHCF(IrJ))
tDIDn l
GO TO 40

38 CONTINUE

GO TO 38

00 TO 38
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DELTA(IrJ)-0.0
WRITE ( 6+850) IPJ

850-FORMAT ( 20XP ' PICHCF IS OUT OF RANGE OF CALIBRATION AT 1=
#'rI3r' AND J-'913)

40 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE

C---------INTERPOLATE FOR VELCF FROM PITOT CALIBRATION DATA
IDID-0
DO 80 I=1rNSTATN
JPTS-NDATA(I)
DO 70 J-19JPTS
IF((RPCMPW ( IPJ) .EQ. 0.0) .AND. (RPNMPS ( IrJ) .EQ. 0.0)) 00 TO 65'
IF((ABS(DELTA(IPJ))) .GT. 58.0) 00 TO 65
IF(IDID CO .. 	 0) VELCF ( IPJ)-SPLINE ( CDELTAr

#CVELCFPNCALPOELTA(IPJ))
IF(IDID . GT. 0) VELCF ( IPJ)=SP ( CDELTAPCVELCFP

#NCALPDELTA(IPJ))
IDID-1
GO TO 70

65 CONTINUE
VELCF(IPJ)=0.0
WRITE ( 6r890) IrJ

890 FORMAT ( 20XP ' DELTA IS OUT OF RANGE OF CALIBRATION DATA
#AT I-'rI3 ► ' AND J-'r13)

70 CONTINUE
80 CONTINUE

DO 85 I-1rNSTATN
IF(DIAONS) WRITE ( 6P500) ( PICHCF(IPJ)rJ- 1rJPTS)
IF(DIAGNS) WRITE(6P500) ( DELTA ( IrJ)PJ- 1rJPTS)
IF(DIAGNS) WRITE ( 6r500) ( VELCF ( IPJ)PJ- 1PJPTS)

85 CONTINUE
C ---------CALC MAGNITUDE OF TOTAL MEAN VELOCITY VECTOR AND
C---------	 Ur Vv I W COMPONENTS

RHO-PATM*(136.0/0.102)/(287.0*(TATM+273.0))
PI=3.14159
DO 100 I-irNSTATN
JPTS-NDATA(I)
DO 90 J-1rJPTS
BETA ( IrJ)=360. -RBETA(19J)
IF((RPCMPW ( IPJ).EQ . 0.0) .AND. ( RPNMPS ( IrJ).EO . 0.0)) BETA ( IrJ)=0.0
VTOTAL(IrJ)-SORT(ABS(2.0/RHO*VELCF(IPJ)*RPCMPW(IPJ)*133.9))
U(IrJ) -VTOTAL ( IrJ) * COS ( DELTA ( IPJ)*PI / 180.0) *

#	 COS(BETA ( IPJ)*PI /180.0)
V(IPJ) -VTOTAL ( IPJ) * SIN ( DELTA ( IPJ)*PI/180.0)
W(IPJ) =VTOTAL ( IrJ) * COS ( DELTA ( IrJ)*PI /180.0) *

#	 SIN(BETA ( IrJ)*PI /180.0)
90 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE

IF(DIAGNS) WRITE ( 6 ► 500) ( VTOTP.L(IPJ )PJ-1PJPTS)
IF(DIAONS) WRITE ( 6P500) ( U(IrJ^PJ- irJPTS)
IF(DIAGNS) WRITE ( 6r500) ( V(IrJ ) rJ-irJPTS)
IF(DIAGNS) WRITE ( 6P500) ( W(IrJ ) rJ=1rJPTS)

CHAPTER 2 2 2 2 2 2 AUXILIARY CALCULATIONS 2 2 2 2
C

00 130 I-1rNSTATN
C --------- CALC GEOMETRIC QUANTITIES

JPTS-NDATA(I)
JPTSMI-JPTS-1
DYPS(1)-0.0
DYNP(JPTS)-2.0*(RLARGE-R(JPTS))
DO 110 J-1rJPTSMI
DYNP(J)-R(J+1)-R(J)
DYPS(J+1)-DYNP(J)

110 CONTINUE
DO 115 J-1rJPTS
SNS(J)-0.5*(DYNP(J)+DYPS(J))

115 CONTINUE
IF(DIAGNS) WRITE ( 6r500) ( DYNP ( J)rJ-1rJPTS)
IF(DIAGNS) WRITE ( 69500) ( SNS(J ) rJ-1PJPTS)
FLOW-0.0
WMOM-0.0
DO 120 J-lrjPTS
ARDEN-RHO*R(J)*SNS(J)



WMOM=WMOM+ARDEN*U(I ► J)*W(IrJ)*R(J)
FLOW-FLOW+ARDEN*U(IrJ)
IF(DIAGNS) WRITE(64900) J ► FLOWrARDENrWMOMrRHO

900 FORMAT(///tI5r4(F12.4r2X))
120 CONTINUE

ANGMOM(I)-WMOM
MASS(I)-2.0*PI*FLOW
UMEAN(I)-MASS(1)/(RHO*PI*RLARGE**2)

130 CONTINUE
IF(DIAONS) WRITE(6+450) (UMEAN(I) ► I=1rNSTATN)
IF(DIAONS) WRITE(6r450) (MASS(I)rI-1 ►NSTATN)

C ---------- NONDIMENSIONALIZE VELOCITIES
DO 150 I=1rNSTATN
XND(I)-X(I)/(2.0*RLARGE)
JPTS=NDATA(I)
UIN(I)=(SORT(2.0/RHO*RDNPRS(I)*249.08))*(6.312/5.94)**2
MASFLO(I)-2.0*PI*RHO*UIN(I)*RSMALL**2/2.0
DO 140 J-1rJPTS
VTSTAR(IrJ)=VTOTAL(IrJ)/UIN(I)
USTAR(IrJ)-U(ItJ)/UIN(1)
VSTAR(IrJ)-V(IrJ)/UIN(I)
WSTAR(I ► J)-W(IrJ)/UIN(I)

140 CONTINUE
150 CONTINUE

DO 160 J-1rMAXJPT
RND(J)=R(J)/(2.0*RLARGE)

160 CONTINUE
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C
CHAPTER 3 3 3 3 3' OUTPUT 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
C

IF(.NOT. IWRITE) 00 TO 165
WRITE(11) X
WRITE(11) R
WRITE(11) U
WRITE(11) V
WRITE(11) W

165 CONTINUE
WRITE(6r3ll)
WRITE(6r325) ALPHA
WRITE(6t330) PHI
WRITE(6t335) RSMALL
WRITE(6r340) RLARGE
WRITE(6r355) VISCOS
WRITE(69360) RHO

CALL WRITE(1r1rNSTATN ► 1rITrJTrXrRrMASFLOrHEDMMF)
CALL WRITE(1t 1rNSTATNrirITrJTrXrRrMASSrHEDM)
CALL WRITE(lt1rNSTATNr1rITrJTrXrRrUIN ► HEDMIV)
CALL WRITE(1r1rNSTATNr1rITrJTrXrRrUMEANtHEDUMN)
CALL WRITE(1 ► 1tNSTATNtIPIT ► JTtXIRtANGMOMtHEDAM)
CALL PRINT(1r1rNSTATNvMAXJPTrITrJTrXrRrUPNEDU)
CALL PRINT(1t1rNSTATNrMAXJPTtITrJTrXrRtVrHEDV)
CALL PRINT(lrlrNSTATN.MAXJPTrIT.JT ► X.R ► W.HEDW)
CALL PRINT(1r1rNSTATNrMAXJPTrITrJTtXrRrDELTA ► HEDDEL)
CALL PRINT(lrlt NSTATNrMAXJPTrITrJTrXrRrBETAtHEDBET)
CALL PRINT( ItIrNSTATNrMAXJPTrITrJTrXrRtVTOTALrHEDVT)
CALL PRINT(1titNSTATN ► MAXJPT rITrJTrXNDtRNDtUSTARrHEDUST)
CALL PRINT(1rloNSTATNrMAXJPTrITtJTtXNDrRNDrVSTARrHEDVST)
CALL PRINT(itlrNSTATN/ MAXJPTrITrJTrXNDrRNDrWSTARrHEDWST)
CALL PRINT(1 ► ItNSTATN ► MAXJPTrIT rJTrXND ► RNDrVTSTARrHEDVTS)
CALL PRINT(1r1rNSTATNrMAXJPTrITrJTrXINCHSrRINCHSrRPNMPSrHEDNMS)
CALL PRINT(3rlrNSTATNrMAXJPTrITrJTrXINCHSrRINCHSrRPCMPWrHEDCMW)
CALL WRITE(lt1rNSTATNr1 ► ITrJTrXINCHStRINCHSrRDNPRSrHEDMIP)
CALL PRINT(1t1rNSTATNrMAXJPTr ITrJTrXINCHSrRINCHSrPICHCFrHEDMPP)
STOP

C---------FORMAT STATEMENTS
311 FORMAT(INIPT37r 'AXISYMMETRICrISOTHERMALt OT COMBUSTOR FLOWFTSLD

•MEASUREMENTS'.//rT53r'USING A FIVE —HOLE PITOT PROBE')
325 FORMAT(////rT40r'EXPANSION ANOLE(DEO.)	 s'rT77r1PE13.3)
330 FORMAT(//rT40r'SWIRL VANE ANGLE(DEO.) ='rT77r1PE13.3)
335 FORMAT ( //rT40r'INLET RADIUS(M) ='tT77r1PE13.3)
340 FORMAT(: /rT40r'COMBUSTOR RADIUS(M)	 •'rT77r1PE13.3)
353 FORMAT(//rT40r'LAMINAR VISCOSITY(KO/M /SEC) s'rT77t1PE13.3)
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i
360 FORMAT(//rT40r'DENSITY(KG/CU- M) s'rT77r1PE13.3r////)

t	 END
(	 C	 i

SUBROUTINE INIT

C
COMMON
#/MEASUR/RSETA(48x24)rRPNMPS(48#24)rRPCMPW (48r24)rNDATA(46)rMAXJPTr
#	 RDNPRS(48)
#/OEOM/X(48)rR(24)rXND(48)rRND(24)rDYPS(24)rDYNP(24 )r
f	 SNS(24)rNSTATNrXINCHS(48)rRINCHS(24)

`	 #/CALC/VTOTAL(48r24)rU(48924)rV(48 ► 24)rW(48924)r
#	 VTSTAR(49r24)rUSTAR(49x24)rVSTAR(48r24)rWSTAR(48r24)9

s	 #	 PICHCF(48924)rVELCF(48924)rDELTA(48r24)rBETA(4Sr24)9
6	 #	 ANOMOM(48)rUMEAN(48)rMASS(48)rMASFLO(40)rUIN(48)

REAL MASS.MASFLO
C

DO 20 I-1rNSTATN
MASFLO(I)-0.0
MASS(I)-0.0
ANGMOM(I)=0.0
UMEAN(I)-0.0
UIN(1)-0.0
DO 10 J-1rMAXJPT
VTOTAL(IrJ)-0.0
U(IrJ)=0.0
V(IrJ)-0.0

{	 W(IrJ)-0.0
VTSTAR(IrJ)-0.0
USTAR(IrJ)-0.0
VSTAR(IrJ)-0.0
WSTAR(IrJ)-0.0
RBETA(IrJ)-0.0
PETA(IrJ)-0.0
RPNMPS(IrJ)-0.0
RPCMPW(IrJ)-0.0
PICHCF(IrJ)-0.0
VELCF(IrJ)-0.0
DELTA(19J)-0.0

10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C
FUNCTION SPLINE(Xr FXr Nr X1)

C	 CUBIC SPLINE CURVE FITTING IN 2 DIMENSIONAL DATA PLANE
C	 INPUT VALUES S
C.	 Xr FX	 DATA ARRAYS. ONE DIMENSIONAL. X IN INCREASING ORDER
C	 N	 NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN Xr MAX 26
C	 X1	 POINT OF INTEREST. WHERE F(X1) IS TO BE FOUND
C
C	 RETURN VALUE S
C	 SPLINE OR SP - F(Xi)
C	 THIS ROUTINE ACTIVATES ROUTINE ABUILDr Hr AND GAUSS.
C	 FOR INTERPOLATION OF A LARGE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS. FUNCTION
C	 SPLINE MAY BE CALLED ONLY ONCE r AND SUBSEQUENT CALLS MAY USE
C	 ENTRY POINT SP.

DIMENSION X(1)9 FX(1)r A(26r27)
C---------CONSTRUCT SPLINE MATRIX

Nl nN+1
DO 10 I -10 N
DO 10 )=1r N1

10	 A(IrJ)a4.
M1-N-1
DO 20 I-2r Ml

20	 CALL ASUILD(Xr FXr Ar Nr 1)
A(1rl)=H(Xr2)
A(1r2)--H(Xrl)—H(Xr2)
A(lr3)=H(Xrl)
M2=N-2
A(NrM2)-H(XrMI)
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A(NpMl )m-H*(XrM2) -H(XrMI)
A(NrN)-H(X.M2)

C---------FIND SECOND DERIVATIVES
CALL GAUSS(A• Nr N1)
ENTRY SP(Xr FXr N p X1)

C---------FIND F(X1)
00 40 I-1 r M1
II-I +1
IF(X1 .EQ. X(I)) 00 TO 50
IF(XI .LT. X(I) .AND. X1 .OT. X(I1)) 00 TO 41
IF(X1 .OT. X(I) .AND. X1 .LT. X(I1) ) 00 TO 41

40	 CONTINUE
IF(X1 .EQ. X(N)) 00 TO 60
WRITE(6r 42) X1

42	 FORMAT(' X1-'. 014.7 ► ' OUT OF INTERPOLATION RANGE. RETURNED VALUE
*-0')
SP-O.
SPLINE-0.
STOP

41	 CONTINUE
I1-I+1
HI-H(XrI)
HX-X(I1)-X1
HX2wX1-X(I)
FX1-HX**3/HI-HI*HX
FXl-FX1*A(IrN1)
STO-HX2**3/HI - HI*HX2
FX1 -(FXI+STD*A(I1rN1) )/6.

SPLINE=(F%(I)*HX+FX(I1)*HX2)/HI+FX1
SP-SPLINE
RETURN

C
50	 CONTINUE

SPLINE=FX(I)
SP=SPLINE
RETURN

C
60	 CONTINUE

SPLINEnFX(N)
SP-SPLINE
RETURN
END

FUNCTION H(XrI)

C	 CALCULATE DELTA X WHICH IS USUALLY CALLED AS H.

DIMENSION X(1)
I1-I+1
H=X(I1)-X(I)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE ABUILD(Xr F ► At Nr I)

C	 CONSTRUCT SPLINE MATRIX FOR FINDING 2ND DERIVATIVES.

DIMENSION X(1)r F(1)r A(26r27)
IM1=I-1
I1-I+1
N1-N+1
STO-H(XrI)
HIM1-H(XrIMl)
A(IrIMl)-HIM1
A(IrI)02.*(HIMI+STO)
A(IrI1).STO
A(IrNl )=( ( F(I1)-F(I))/STO - (F(I)-F(IM1)) /HIM1 )#6.
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE GAUSS(Ar Kr M)

GAUSS-JORDAN ELIMINATION
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DIMENSION A(26r27)
M1-M-1
K1-K-1
DO 3 L-lr K1
Ll=L+l
DO 3 I-L1r K
CONST=A(IrL)/A(LrL)
DO 3 J-Lr M

3	 A(IrJ)=A(IrJ)-CONST#A(LrJ)
DO 6 I air K1
I1=I+1
DO 6 L-I1r M1
CONST=A(IrL)/A(LrL)
DO 6 J-It M

6	 A(IrJ)=A(IrJ)-CONST#A(L ► J)
DO 10 I-lr K
A(IrM)-A(IrM)/A(IrI)

10	 A(I.I)al.
RETURN
END

m

SUBROUTINE PRINT(ISTARTrJSTARTrNIrNJ•ITrJTrXrYrPHIrHEAD)

C
DIMENSION PHI(ITrJT)rX(IT)rY(JT)rHEAD(9)rSTORE(48)
ISKIP-1
JSKIP-1
WRITE(6r110)HEAD
ISTA-ISTART-12

100 CONTINUE
ISTA-ISTA+12
IEND=ISTA+11
IF(NI.LT .IEND)IEND-NI
WRITE(6r111)(IrI=ISTArIENDrISKIP)
WRITE(6r114)(X(I)rI=ISTArIENDrISKIP)
WRITE(6r112)
DO 101 JJ-JSTARTrNJrJSKIP
J-JSTART+NJ-JJ
DO 120 I-ISTArIEND
ARPHI(IrJ)
IF(ABS(A).LT.1.E-20) Aa0.0

120	 STORE(I)=A
101 WRITE(69113)JrY(J)9(STORE(I)9I0ISTArIENDrISKIP)

IF(IEND.LT.NI )00 TO 100
RETURN

110 FORMAT(1HOr17(2H#-)r7Xr9A4r7Xr17(2H-#))
111 FORMAT(1HOr13H	 I -	 Pl2r1119)
112 FORMAT(8HO J	 Y)
113 FORMAT(I3rOPF8.5r1Xr1P12E9.2)
114 FORMAT(11H	 X - rF8.5911F9.3)

END

SUBROUTINE WRITE(ISTARTrJSTARTrNIrNJrITrJTrXrYrPHIrHEAD)

C
DIMENSION PHI(IT)rX(IT)rY(JT)rHEAD(9)rSTORE(48)
ISKIP-1
JSKIP-1
WRITE(6.130)HEAD
ISTA-ISTART-12

100 CONTINUE
ISTAn ISTA+12
IEND-ISTA+11
IF(NI.LT .IEND)IEND-NI
WRITE(6r111)(IrI=ISTArIENDrISKIP)
WRITE(6ri14)(X(1)rI=ISTAr1ENDrISKIP)
DO 101 JJ=JSTART.NJ.JSKIP
JnJSTART+NJ-JJ
DO 120 1 n ISTArIEND
A-PHI(I)
IF(ABS:A).LT.1.E-20) A=0.0

120	 STORE(I)-A



101 WRITE(6r113) (STORE (.I)vInISTA ► IENDriSKIP)
IF(IEND.LT.NI )00 TO 100
RETURN

110 FORMAT(1HOr17(2H*-)r7X ► 9A4r7Xr17(2H-*))
I11 FORMAT(1NOr13H	 I	 #I291119)
113 FORMAT(12XPIP12E9.2)
114 FORMAT(11H	 X a •F8.3rI1F9.5)

C
END
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